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Some apology/ is due to ihe public for this

discourse appearing so long after it was preached. The

fact is, the writer was engaged in an exchange of ser-

vices for a month with his highli/ esteemed friend, the

Rev. Mr. Lowell, of Bristol, author of an excellent

volume of Sermons on Practical Subjects, at the time

it was delivered, and had tio opportunitj/ of xoriting it

till he returned. As it touches entirely on permanent

topics, except what relates to the threatened invasion^

still impending over us, he knows not but it may be as

suitable now as if it had appeared earlier. As it is,

he commits it to the candour of the public. He has

only to add, that the allusion to the effects of the tragic

muse,* should have been marked as a quotation, though

the author knows not with certainty to whom to ascribe it.

He believes it fell from the elegant pen of an illustrious

female, Mrs. More.

Shelford, Nov. 30, 1803.





PREFACE
TO THE SECOND EDITION.

In this edition the author has corrected those

errors of the press^, which in the former were

very considerable. The Monthly Reviewers

have founded a criticism entirely on one of

them. The author had remarked, that infidelity

was bred in the stagnant marshes of corrupted

Christianity. The printer having- omitted the

word corrupted, the reviewers remark that they

never found in their map of Christianity any stag-

nant marshes. Having mentioned the Monthly

Reviewers, he must be permitted to notice a

most singular error into which they have been

betrayed ; that of supposing the author had

confounded Aristotle with Mrs. More. It is
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well known to every one who has the smallest

tincture of learning, that the great critic of

antiquity represents the design of tragedy to

be that of purifying the heart by pity and terror.

It appeared to the author that infidelity, by the

crimes and disorders it has produced in society,

was not incapable of answering a similar purpose.

He accordingly availed himself of the compa-

rison ; but it having occurred to him afterwards

that he had read a similar passage in Mrs. More,

he thought it right to notice this circumstance

in an advertisement ; in which he says he ap-

prehends the allusion to the tragic muse to

belong to Mrs. More. It was not the opinion

of its being the purpose of tragedy to purify

the heart by pity and terror, that he ascribed

to that celebrated female ; but soleli/ the allu-

sion to that opinion, as illustrating the effect

of infidelity. It is on this slender foundation,

however, that the writer in the Monthly Review,

with what design is best known to himself, has

thought fit to represent him as ascribing to

Mrs. More, as its author, a critical opinion

which has been current for more than two
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thousand years. He is certain his words will

not support any such construction, though he

will not contend that he has expressed himself

with all the clearness that might be wished.

He is sorry to find some passages towards

the close of the sermon have given offence to

persons whom he highly esteems. It has been

objected, that the author has admitted to heaven

a crowd of legislators, patriots, and heroes,

whose title to that honour, on christian prin-

ciples, is very equivocal. In reply to which,

he begs it to be remembered that the New

Testament teaches, that God is no respecter of

persons ; that in e^cery nation he that feareih

God and worketh righteousness, is accepted of

him ; that we may be certain there will ROt

be wanting in the innumerable assembly around

the throne, some of the highest rank, and of

the most illustrious talents ; and that the writer

has qualified the character of those legislators

and patriots, whom he has represented as being

in heaven, with the epithet of virtuous ; and

this, after he had been at some pains to ex-
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plain what he comprehended in his idea of

virtue. He has been censured for attempting

to animate the defenders of their country, by

holding' out the prospect of immortality, should

they fall in the contest; and it has been asked

why, instead of amusing them with this phan-

tom, not endeavour to convince them of the

necessity of religious preparation for death, when

he must be aware it is very possible for men

to die fighling in defence of their country, and

yet fall short of future happiness. The writer

is, indeed, fully persuaded, that in the concerns

of salvation, no reliance ought to be placed on

a detached instance of virtuous conduct; that

a solid piety is indispensably necessary, and

that without holiness no pian can see the Lord.

But after having employed great part of the

preceding discourse in urging the necessity of

repentance, he may surely be allowed for a

moment to take it for granted that his admo-

nitions have been attended to ; and yvithout tread-

ing over the same ground, in an address to

men who are supposed to be just entering the

field, to advert to topics more immediately con-
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nected with military prowess. It was never his

intention to place worldly on a level with reli-

gious considerations, or to confound the sen-

timents of honour with the dictates of duty.

But as the fear of death, and the love of fame,

are both natural, and both innocent within cer-

tain limits, he was not aware there could be

any impropriety, when he had already dwelt

largely on religious topics, to oppose one natural

sentiment to another. He who confines himself

to such considerations, violates the character pf

the christian minister ; he who neglects them

entirely, is wanting to the duties of the present

crisis. The writer has only to add on this head^

that in the addresses on similar occasions in the

Scriptures, there is rarely a greater mixture of

religious topics, or more reserve in appealing

to other motives, than is found here ; so that

if he has erred, his error is countenanced by the

highest, that is, by inspired authority.

Finally : he has been censured for express-

ing, in such strong terms, his detestation of the

character of Buonaparte. It has been said, that
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however just his representation may be, it i&

losing sight of the true design of a national fast,

which is to confess and bewail our own sins,

instead of inveighing against the sins of others.

That this is the true end of a public fast, the

writer is convinced ; on which account he has

expressly cautioned his readers against placing

reliance on their supposed superiority in virtue

to their enemies. What he has said of the

character of Buonaparte is with an entirely dif-

ferent view ; it is urged, not as a ground of

security, but as a motive to the most vigorous

resistance. In this view, it is impossible for it

to be too deeply impressed. When a people are

threatened with invasion, will it be affirmed that

the personal character of the invader is of no

consequence ; and that it is not worth a moment's

consideration whether he possess the virtuous

moderation of a Washington, or the restless and

insatiable ambition of a Buonaparte? Though

hostile invasion is an unspeakable calamity in any

situation, and under any circumstances, yet it is

capable of as many modifications as the dispo-

sitions and designs of the invaders; and if in
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Hie present instance the crimes of our enemy

supply the most cogent motives to resistance,

can it be wrongs to turn his vices against him-

self; and, by imprinting a deep abhorrence of

his perfidy and cruelty on the liearts of the

people, to put them more thoroughly on their

guard against their effects ?

It may be thought a sermon on a fast-day

should have comprehended a fuller enumeration

of our national sins, and this was the author's

design when he first turned his attention to

the subject: but he was diverted fiom it, by

observing that these themes, from the press at

least, seem to make no kind of impression ; and

that Avhatever the most skilful preacher can ad-

vance is fastidiously repelled as stale and pro-

fessional declamation. The people in general

are settled into an indifference so profound, vvith

respect to all such subjects, that the preacher

who arraigns their vices in the most vehement

manner, has no reason to be afraid of exciting

their displeasure ; but it is well, if, long before

he has finished his reproofs, he has not lulled
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them to sleep. From a due considemtion of

the temper of the times, he therefore thought

it expedient to direct the attention to what ap-

peared to him the chief source of pubhc dege-

neracy, rather than insist at large on particular

vices. He has in this edition, in some places,

expanded the illustration where it appeared de-

fective, as well as corrected the gross errors of

the press which disfigured the discourse ; being

desirous, ere it descends to that oblivion which

is the natural exit of such publications, of pre-

senting it for once in an amended form, that

it may at least be decently interred.



A

SERMON

JEREMIAH, viii. 6.

*

I hearkened and heard, but they spake not aright : no

man repented him of his zcickedness, saying, What

have I done ? Every one turned to his course, as

the horse rusheth into the battle.

Though we are well assured the divine

Being is attentive to the conduct of men at all

times, yet it is but reasonable to believe he is

peculiarly so whilst they are under his correcting

hand. As he does not willingly afflict the children

ofmen, he is wont to do it slowly, and at intervals,

waiting, if we may so speak, to see whether the

preceding chastisement will produce the senti-

ments which shall appease his anger, or those

which shall confirm his resolution to punish.

When sincere humiliation and sorrow for past

offences take place, his displeasure subsides, he

relents and repents himself of the evil. Thus he

speaks by the mouth of Jeremiah. At what
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instant Ishall speak concerning a nation, and con-

cerning a kingdom, to pluck up, and to pull down,

and to destroy it, if that nation against whom I
have pronounced, turn from their evil, I will re-

pent of the evil that I thought to do unto them.

We are this day assembled at the call of our

Sovereign, to humble ourselves in the presence,

of Almighty God, under a sense of our sins,

and to implore his interposition, that we may
not be delivered into the hands of our enemies,

nor fall a prey to the malice of those who hate

us. It is surely, then, of the utmost conse-

quence to see to it, that our humiliation be deep,

our repentance sincere, and the dispositions we
cherish, as well as the resolutions we form,

suitable to the nature of the crisis, and the

solemnity of the occasion ; such, in a word, as

Omniscience will approve.

In the words of the text, the Lord reproaches

the people of Israel with not speaking- aright,

and complains that, while he was waiting to hear

the language of penitential sorrow and humih-

ation, he witnessed nothing but an insensibility

to his reproofs, an obstinate perseverance in

guilt, with a fatal eagerness to rush to their

former courses. He hearkened and heard, but

they spake not aright ; no man repented himself



of his iniquity, nor said, What have I done ?

But every one rushed to his course, as the horse

rusheth into the battle.

As the principles of the divine administration

are invariable^ and the situation of Great Bri-

tain at this moment, not altogether unlike that

of Israel at the time this portion of prophecy

was penned^ perhaps we cannot better improve

the present solemnity, than by taking occasion

from the words before us, to point out some of

those sentiments and views which appear in the

present crisis not to be right ; and after explod-

ing these, to endeavour to substitute more correct

ones in their stead.

]. They who content themselves with tracing

national judgments to their natural causes, with-

out looking higher, entertain a view of the sub-

ject very inadaquate to the demands of the pre-

sent season.—When you have imputed to the

effects of an unparalleled convulsion on the con-

tinent, to the relative situation of foreign powers,

and to the turbulent passions and insatiable ambi-

tion of an individual, the evils which threaten

us, what have you done to mitigate those evils ?

What alleviation have you afforded to perplexity

and distress ? They still exist in all their force.

Far be it from me to attempt to discourage poli-
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tical enquiry. An enquiry into the sources of

great events, an attempt to develope the more

hidden causes which influence, under God, the

destiny of nations, is an exercise of the mental

powers more noble than almost any other, inas-

much as it embraces the widest field, and grasps

a chain whose links are the most numerous,

complicated, and subtile. The most profound

political speculations, however, the most refined

theories of government, though they establish

the fame of their authors, will be found, per-

haps, to have had very little influence on the

happiness of nations. As the art of criticism

never made an orator or a poet, though it ena-

bles us to judge of their merits, so the compre-

hensive speculation of modern times, which has

reviewed and compared the manners and insti-

tutions of every age and country, has never

formed a wise government or a happy people. It

arrives too late for that purpose, since it owes its

existence to an extensive survey of mankind,

under a vast variety of forms, through all those

periods of national improvement and decay, in

which the happiest efforts of wisdom and policy

have been already made. The welfare of a

nation depends much less on the refined wisdom

of the few, than on the manners and character

of the many : and as moral and religious prin-

ciples have the chief influence in forming that
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character, so an acknowledgment of the hand

of God, a deep sense of his dominion, is amongst

the first of those principles. While we attend

to the operation of second causes, let us never

forget that there is a Being placed above them,

who can move and arrange them at pleasure,

and in whose hands they never fail to accomplish

the purposes of his unerring counsel. The ho-

nour of the Supreme Ruler requires that his

supremacy should be acknowledged, his agency

confessed; nor is there any thing which he more

intends by his chastisements than to extort

this confession, or any thing he more highly

resents, than an attempt to exclude him from

the concerns of his own world. Woe unto them,

(saith Isaiah) that rise itp early in the morning,

that they may follow strong drink, that continue

till night until loine inflame them : and the harp,

and the viol, and the tabret, and the pipe are in

their feasts; but they regard not the laork of the

Lord, neither consider the operation of his haiids*

The same prophet complains, that while the

hand of Jehovah was lifted up they would not

see ; but he adds, they shall see. If lighter chas-

tisements will not suffice, he has heavier in re-

serve ; if they despise his reproofs, he w ill ren-

der his anger i£ithfury, his rebukes with flames

* Isaiah, v. 11.
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ofJive. He is resolved to overcome i and wliat

must be the issue of a contest with Omnipotence

it is as easy to foresee, as it is painful to

contemplate.

2. They speak not aright, who, instead of

placing- their reliance on God for safety, repose

only on an arm of flesh.—The perfect unanimity

which prevails ; the ardour to defend every thing

dear to us, which is expressed by all classes

;

the sacrifices cheerfully made, the labours sus-

tained, and the migiity preparations by sea and

land, which the vigilance of government has

set on foot to repel the enemy from our coasts,

or insure his discomfiture should he arrive, must

be highly satisfactory to every well-disposed

mind. They afford, as far as human means

can afford, a well-founded prospect of success.

Though there is, on this account, no room to

despond, but much on the contrary to lead us to

anticipate a favourable issue to the contest
;
yet

nothing, surely, can justify that language of

extravagant boast, that proud confidence in our

national force, without a dependence upon God,

which, however fashionable it may be, is as re-

mote from the dictates of true courage as of true

piety. True courage is firm and unassuming :

true piety, serious and humble. In the midst of

all our preparations, we shall, if we are wise,

repose our chief confidence in Him who has
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every element at his disposal ; who can easily

disconcert the wisest councils, confound the

mightiest projects, and save when he pleases,

by many or by few. While the vanity of such

a pretended reliance on Providence as supersedes

the use of means is readily confessed, it is to

be feared we are not sufficiently careful to guard

against a contrary extreme, in its ultimate ef-

fects not less dangerous. If to depend on the

interposition of Providence without human ex-

ertion be to tempt God ; to conlide in an arm

of flesh, without seeking- his aid, is to deny

him ; the former is to be pitied for its weak-

ness, the latter to be censured for its impiety ;

nor is it easy to say which affords the worst

omen of success. Let us avoid both these ex-

tremes ; availing ourselves of all the resources

which wisdom can suggest, or energy produce,

let us still feel and acknowledge our absolute

dependence upon God. With humble and con-

trite hearts, with filial confidence and affection,

let us flee to his arms, ttiat thus we may enjoy

the united supports of reason and religion ; and

every principle, human and divine, may concur

to assure us of our safety. Thus shall we effec-

tually shun the denunciations so frequent and so

terrible, contained in his holy word, against the

vanity of human confidences. Cursed is the man
who trustelh in man, and maketh jlesh his arm.
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3. Their conduct is not to be approved, who,

in the present crisis, indulge in wanton and indls-

criminate censure of tiie measures of our rulers.

—

I say wanton and indiscriminate, because the pri-

vilege of censuring-, with modemtion and decency,

the measures of government, is essential to a

free co-nstitution ; a privilege which can never

lose its value in the eyes of the pubhc, till it is

licentiously abused. The temperate exercise of

this privilege is a most useful restraint on those

errors and excesses, to which the possession of

power supplies a temptation. The free expression

of the public voice is capable of overawing- those

who have nothing- beside to apprehend ; and the

tribunal of public opinion is one whose decisions

it is not easy for men in the most elevated sta-

tions to despise. To this we may add, that the

unrestrained discussion of national ailairs, not

only gives weight to the sentiments, but is emi-

nently adapted to enlighten the minds of a people ;

and consequently, to increase that general fund

of talent and information, from which the ac-

complishments even of statesmen themselves must

be ultimately derived. While, therefore, we

maintain this privilege with jealous care, let us

be equally careful not to abuse it. There is a

respect, in my apprehension, due to civil gover-

nors on account of their office, which we are not

permitted to violate, even when we are under the
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necessity of blaming their measures. When the

apostle Paul was betrayed into an intemperate

expression of ang-er against the Jewish High

Priest, from an ignorance of the station he occu-

pied, he was no sooner informed of this, than he

apologized^ and quoted a precept of the Mosaic

Law, which says. Thou shall not revile the gods,

nor curse the ruler of thy people. In agreement

with which, the New Testament subjoins to the

duty of fearing God, that of honouring the king
;

and frequently and emphatically inculcates sub-

mission to civil rulers, not so much from a fear of

their power, as from a respect for their office.

The ancient prophets, it is true, in the imme-

diate discharge of their functions, appear to have

treated kings and princes with no sort of cere-

mony. But before we establish their stile into a

precedent, let us recollect they were privileged

persons, speaking expressly in the name of the

Most High, who gave them his words, and in-

vested them for the moment with a portion of

his majesty.

Apart from the personal characters of rulers,

which are fluctuating and variable, you will f.nd

the apostles continually enjoin respect to govern-

ment, as government, as a permanent ordinance

of God, susceptible of various modifications from
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huniaii wisdom, but essential, under some form

or other to the existence of society ; and afford-

ing- a representation, faint and inadequate, it is

true, but still a representation of the dominion of

God over the earth. The wisdom of resting tlie

duty of submission on this ground is obvious.

The possession of office forms a plain and palpa-

ble distinction, liable to no ambiguity or dispute.

Personal merits, on the contrary, are easily con-

tested, so that if the obligation of obedience were

founded on these, it would have no kind of force,

nor retain any sort of hold on the conscience ;

the bonds of social order might be dissolved by

an epigram or a song. The more liberal sentiments

of respect for institutions being destroyed, no-

thing would remain to insure tranquillity, but a

servile fear of men. In the absence of those

sentiments, as tiie mildest exertion of authority

would be felt as an injury, authority would soon

cease to be mild ; and princes would have no

alternative but that of governing their subjects

with the severe jealousy of a master over slaves

impatient of revolt : so narrow is the boundary

which seoarates a licentious freedom from a fero-

cious tyranny ! How incomparably more noble,

salutary, and just, are the maxims the apostles

lay down on this subject. Let every soul be sub-

ject unto the higher powers : for there is no power

,
but ofGod : the powers that be are ordained of
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God: whosoever resisteth therefore the ponder,

resisteth the ordinance of God, and thej^ that re-

sist shall receive to themselves damnation. For

rulers are not a terror to good icorks, hut to the

evil. Wilt thou then not be afraid of the power ?

Do that which is good, and thou shalt have praise

of the same. For he is the minister of God to thee

for good. Wherefore ije must needs be subject,

not nil/ for icrath, hut also for conscience sake.

We shall do well to guard against any system

which would withdraw the duties we owe to our

rulers and to society from the jurisdiction of con-

science; that principle of the mind, whose prero-

gative it is to prescribe to every other, and to pro-

nounce that definitive sentence from which there

is no appeal. A good man is accustomed to acqui-

esce in the idea of his duties as an ultimate object,

without inquiring at every step why he should- per-

form them, or amusing himself with imagining

cases and situations in which they would be liable

to limitations and exceptions. Instead of being-

curious after these (for I do not deny that such

exceptions exist,) let the great general duty of

submission to civil authority be engraven on our

hearts, wrought into the very habit of the mind,

and made a part of our elementary morality.

At this season especially, when unanimity is so

requisite, every endeavour to excite discontent.
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by revilin<j the character, or depreciating* the ta-

lents of those who are entrusted with the admini-

stration, is liighly criminal. Without suspicion

of flattery, we may be permitted to add, that

their zeal in the service of their country cannot

be questioned ; tliat the vast preparations they

have made for our delV^nce claim our gratitude ;

and tliat if, in a situation so arduous, and in the

management of aifairs so complicated and diffi-

cult, they have committed mistakes, they are

amply entitled to a candid construction of their

measures.

Having been detained by these reflections

somewhat longer than was intended, it is high

time to return to those religious considerations

which are more immediately appropriate to the

present season. I therefore proceed to add,

4. That they appear to entertain mistaken sen-

timents, who rely with too much confidence for

success on our supposed superiority in virtue to

our enemies.— Such a confidence betrays inatten-

tion to the actual conduct of Providence. AVhere-

ever there is conscious guilt, there is room to

apprehend punishment ; nor is it for the criminal

to decide where the merited punishment shall

first fall Tlio cup of divine displeasure is, in-

deed, presented successively to guilty nations.
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but it by 110 means invariably begins with tiiose

who have run the greatest career in guilt. On

the contrary, judgment often begins at the house

of God ; and he frequently chastises his servants

with severity, before he proceeds to the destruc-

tion of his enemies. He assured Abraham, his

seed should be afflicted in Egypt for four hundred

years, and that after their expimtion, the nation

that afflicted them he would judge. The Assyrian

monarchs, blind and impious idolaters, were per-

mitted for a long period to oppress his chosen

people ; after which, to use his own words, he

punished the fruit of the proud heart of the king

of Babylon ; and having accomplished his design

in their correction, cast the rod into the fire.

His conduct, on such occasions, resembles that

of a parent, who, full of solicitude for the wel-

fare of his children, animadverts upon faults in

them, which he suffers to pass without notice in

persons for whom he is less interested. Let us

adore both the goodness and severity of God.

The punishments which are designed to amend,

are inflicted with comparative vigilance and speed ;

those which are meant to destroy, are usually long-

suspended, while the devoted victims pass on witli

seeming impunity.

But, independent of this consideration, that

superiority in virtue which is claimed, may be
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neither so great, nor so certain, as we are ready

at first to suppose. To decide on the compara-

tive guilt of two individuals, much more of two

nations, demands a more comprehensive know-

ledge of circumstances than we are usually able

to obtain. To decide a question of this sort, it

is not enough barely to inspect the manners of

each ; for the quality of actions, considered in

themselves, is one thing ; and the comparative

guilt of the persons to whom they belong, is

another. Before we can determine such a ques-

tion, it is necessary to weigh and estimate the

complicated influences to which they are ex-

posed, the tendency of all their institutions, their

respective degrees of information, and the com-

parative advantages and disadvantages under

which they are placed. And who is equal to such

a survey, but the Supreme Judge, to whom it

belongs to decide on the character both of nations

and individuals ?

Our enemies, it is true, in the moments of

anarchy and madness, treated the religion of Jesus

with an ostentation of insult ; but it was not

till that religion had been disguised, and almost

concealed from their view under a veil of false-

hoods and impostures. The religion they re-

jected, debased by foreign infusions, mingled

with absurd tenets, trifling superstitions, and
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cruel maxims, retained scarce any traces of the

truth as it is in Jesus. The best of men were

compelled to flee their country to avoid its per-

secuting fury, while the souls under the altar

were employed day and night in accusing- it be-

fore God. Religious enquiry was suppressed, the

perusal of the word of God discountenanced, or

rather prohibited, and that book, to loose whose

seals the Lamb condescended to be slain, im-

piously closed by those who styled themselves

its ministers. In this situation, it is less sur-

prising if the body of the people,* misled by

pretended philosophers, lost sight of the feeble

glimmerings of light which shone in the midst

of so much obscurity. How far these consider-

ations may extenuate, before the searcher of

hearts, the guilt of our enemies, it remains with

him to determine. It is certain, our guilt is ac-

companied with no such extenuation. With us

the darkness has long been past, and the true

light has arisen upon us. We have long pos-

sessed the clearest display of divine truth, toge-

ther with the fullest liberty of conscience. The
mysteries of the gospel have been unveiled, and

* The author begs this remark may be understood to apply-

to the French people only, and not by any means to their infi-

del leaders. Of the infidelity of ihe latter, there needs no other

solution to be given than the Scripture one: They loved dark-

ness rather than light, because iheir deeds were evil.
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its sanctifying truths pressed on the conscience

by those who, having received such a ministrij,

knew it to be their duty, to use great plainness

of speech.

The language of invective, it is acknowledged,

should be as carefully avoided in dispensing the

word of God as that of adulation ; but may we

not^ without apprehension, ask whether it is not

a melancholy truth, that many of us have conti-

nued in the midst of all this light, unchanged,

and impenitent ; that if our enemies, with frantic

impiety, renounced the forms of religion, we

remain destitute of the power ; and that if they

abandoned the Christian name, the name is nearly

the whole of Christianity to which we can pre-

tend ? Still we are ready perhaps to exclaim,

with the people of Israel in the context. We are

wise, and the law of the Lord is with us ! Let us

hear the prophet's reply. Surelj/ in vain hath he

made it; the pen of the scribes is in vain. That

law is most emphatically in vain, which is the sub-

ject of boast without being obeyed. That dis-

pensation of religion, however perfect, is in vain,

which cherishes the pride, without forming the

manners of a people. Were we, indeed, a reli-

gious people, were the traces of Christianity as

visible in our lives as they are in our creeds and

confessions, we might derive solid support from
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the comparison of ourselves with others ; but if

the contrary be the fact, and there are with us,

even with us, sins against the Lord our God, it

will be our wisdom to relinquish this plea; and

instead of boasting- our superior virtue, to lie low

in humiliation and repentance.

5. General lamentations and acknowledge-

ments of the corruptions of the age, be they ever

so well founded, fall very short of the real duties

of this season.—It is not difficult, however pain-

ful to a good mind, to descant on the luxury,

the venality, the impiety of the age, the irreli-

gion of the rich, the immorality of the poor,

and the general forgetfulness of God which per-

vades all classes. Such topics it would be utterly

improper to exclude : but td dwell on these

alone, answers very little purpose. The senti-

ments they excite are too vague and indistinct

to make a lasting impression. To invest our-

selves with an imaginary character, to represent

the nation to which we belong, and combining-

into one group the vices of the times, to utter

loud lamentations, or violent invectives, is an

easy task.

But this, whatever it be, is not repentance.

After bewailing in this manner the sins of others,

it is possible to continue quite unconcerned about
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our o^vn. He who has been thus employed, may

have been merely acting a part ; uttering confes-

sions in wiiich lie never meant to take a personal

share. He would be mortally ofiended, perhaps,

to have it suspected that he himself had been

guilty of any one of the sins he has been deplor-

ing, or that he had contributed in the smallest

degree to draw down the judgments he so so-

lemnly deprecates. All has been transacted

under a feigned character. Instead of repenting

himself of his iniqniti/, or saijing, What have I

done; he secretly prides himself on his exemp-

tion from the general stain ; and all the advan-

tage he derives from his humiliations and confes-

sions, is to become more deeply enamoured of

the perfections of what he supposes his real cha-

racter. To sucli I would say, you are under

a dangerous delusion ; and the manner in which

you perform tlie duties of this season completes

that delusion. Your repentance, your feigned,

your theatrical repentance, tends to fix you in

impenilence, and your humiliation to make you

proud. Whatever opinion you may entertain of

the character of others, your chief concern is at

home. Wlien you have broken off your own sins

by righteousness, you may, with a more perfect

propriety, deplore the sins of the nation
; you

may intercede for it in your prayers, and, within

the limits of your sphere, edify it by your exam-
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pie; l)ut till you have taken tkis first, this neces-

sary step, you have clone nothing- ; and should

the whole nation follow your example, and copy

the spirit of your devotion, we should, after

all, remain an impenitent, and finally, a ruined

people.

Allow me here, though it may seem a digres-

sion, to endeavour the correction of a mistake,

which appears to me to have greatly perplexed,

as well as abridii:ed, the duties of similar seasons

to the present. The mistake to which I allude

respects the true idea of national sins. Many

seem to take it for granted, that nothing can

justly be deemed a national sin, but what has

the sanction of the legislature, or is committed

under public authority. When they hear, there-

fore, of national sins, they instantly revolve in

their minds something which they apprehend to

be criminal in tlie conduct of public affairs.

That iniquity when established by law is more

conspicuous, that it tends to a more general cor-

ruption, and by poisoning the streams of justice

at their source, produces more extensive mis-

chief than under any other circumstances, it is

impossible to deny. In a country, moreover,

vvheie the people have a voice in the government,

the corruption of their laws must first have in-

hered, and become inveterate in their manners.
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Such corruption is therefore not so much an

instance as a monument of national degeneracy
;

but it by no means follows that this is the only

just idea of national sins. National sins are the

sins of the nation. The system which teaches

ns to consider a people as acting merely through

the medium of its prince or legislature, however

useful or necessary to adjust the intercourse of

nations with each other^ is too technical, too ar-

tificialj too much of a couipromise with the im-

perfection essential to human affairs, to enter

into the views, or regulate the conduct of the

Supreme Being. He sees things as they are; and

as the greater part of the crimes committed in

every country are perpetuated by its inhabitants

in their individual character, it is these, thougli

not to the exclusion of others, which chiefly

provoke the divine judgments.

To consider national sins as merely compre-

hending the vices of rulers, or the iniquities to-

lerated by law, is to place the duties of such a

season as this in a very invidious and a very inade^^y-*

quale light. It is to render them invidious : for

upon this principle our chief business on such

occasions is, to single out for attack those whom

we are commanded to obey, to descant on pub-

lic abuses, and to hold up to detestation and

cibhorrence the supposed delinquencies of the
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government under which we are placed. How far

such a conduct tends to promote that broken and

contrite heart which is Heaven's best sacrifice, it

requires no great sagacity to discover.

It is, moreover, to exhibit a most inadequate

view of the duties of this season. It confines

humihation and confession to a mere scantling

of the sins which pollute a nation. Under the

worst governments (to say nothing of our own)

the chief perversions of right are not found in

courts of justice, nor the chief outrages on virtue

in the laws, nor the greatest number of atro-

cities in the public administration. Civil govern-

ment, the great antidote which the wisdom of

man has applied to the crimes and disorders that

spring up in society, can scarcely ever become,

in no free country at least is it jjossible for it to

become, itself the chief crime and disorder. It

may on occasion, prescribe particular things

that are wrong, and sometimes reward where it

ought to punish ; but unless it bent its force, for

the most part, to the encouragement of virtue

and the suppression of vice ; unless the general

spirit of its laws were in unison with the dictates

of conscience, it would soon fall to pieces from

intestine weakness and disorder.

A last appeal, in all moml questions, lies to the

G
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Scriptures, where you will invariably find the

prophets, in their boldest paintings of national

vice, in their severest denunciations of divine

answer, are so far from confining their represen-

tation to the conduct of rulers, that they are

seldom mentioned in comparison of the people.

Their attention is chiefly occupied in dej)icting-

the corruptions which prevailed in the several

classes of the community, among which the

crimes of princes and judges are most severely

reprehended, not as representatives, but as parts

of the whole. They knew nothing of that re-

finement by which a people are at liberty to

transfer their vices to their rulers. To confirm

this remark, by adducing all the instances the

prophecies afford, would be to quote a great

part of the Old Testament : it is sufficient to

refer you to the twenty-second chapter of Ezekiel

where, after pourtraying the manners of the age

with the peculiar vehemence of style which dis-

tinguished that holy prophet, he closes his de-

scription with these remarkable words : And 1

sought for a man among them that should make

up the hedge, and stand in the gap before me

for the land, that I should not destroy it ; hut I

found none.

Let us not deceive ourselves with vain words.

The just displeasure of God, as it will by no

means spare the great, when they are cnminal
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wickedness alone. It is a iire, supplied from in-

numerable sources to which every crime contri-

butes its quota ; and which every portion of guilt,

wherever it is found, causes to burn with aug-

mented violence.

Having thus endeavoured to expose those

grounds of confidence which a|)j)ear replete with

danger, it will not be necessary to dwell long on

the remaining part of the subject. To be aware

of the several wrong paths into which we are

liable to be misled, is the principal requisite to

the finding out that which is alone the true and

right one.

The first duty to which our situation summons

us, is a devout acknowledgment of the hand of

God. To this, whatever be the instruments em-

ployed, religion instructs us ultimately to refer

national calamities as well as national blessings.

That the Lord reigns, is one of those truths

which lie at the very basis of piety ; nor is there

any more consoling. It fill? the heart, under a

right impression of it, with a cheerful hope, and

unruffled tranquillity, amid.st the changes and

trials of life, whicli we .shall look for in vain

from any other quarter. It is this chiefly which

fonnpd and distinguished the character of those
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who ane emphatically said to have loalked with

God. Important as this disposition is under all

circumstances^ it is what more especially suits

the present crisis^ and which the events we have

witnessed are so eminently calculated to impress.

The Psalmist accounts for the wicked's refusing

to seek after God, from their having no changes
;

and certainly an uninterrupted series of prospe-

rity is not favourable to piety. But if we forget

God, we cannot plead even this slight extenua-

tion ; for the times that are passing oi'er us, in

the solemn phrase of Scripture, are eventful be-

yond all former example or conception. The
fearful catastrophes, the strange vicissitudes, the

sudden revolutions of fortune, which, thinly

scattered heretofore over a long tract of ages,

poets and historians have collected, and exhi-

bited to the terror and tlie commiseration of

mankind, have crowded upon us with so strange

a rapidity, and thickened so fast, that they have

become perfectly familiar, and are almost num-

bered among ordinary events. Astonishment

has exhausted itself; and wliatever occurs, we

cease to be surprised. In short, every thing

around us, in the course of a few years, is so

changed, that, did not the stability of the ma-

terial form a contrast to the fluctuations of the

moral and political world, we might be tempted

to suppose we had been removed to another state.
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or that all those things that have happened were

but the illusions of fancy, and the visions of the

night. How consoling, at such a season, to look

up to that Being, who is a very present help in

trouble, the dwelling-place of all generations

;

who changes all things, and is himself unchanged !

And, independent of its impiety, how cruel is

that philosophy which, under pretence of superior

illumination, by depriving us of this resource,

would leave us exposed to the tossings of a tem-

pestuous ocean, without compass, without solace,

and without hope.

But besides this acknowledgment of the ge-

neral administration of the Deity, it behoves us

to feel and confess, in national calamities, the

tokens of his displeasure. The evils which over-

take nations are the just judgments of the Al-

mighty. I am perfectly aware of the disadvan-

tages under which we labour when we insist on

this topic, from its being so trite and famihar.

Instead of troubling you with a general, and, I

fear, unavailing descant on the manners of the

age, I shall therefore content myself with calling-

your attention to a very few of what appear to

me the most alarming symptoms of national

degeneracy. Here we shall not insist so much on

the progress of infidelity, (though much to be

deplored) as on an evil^ to which, if we are not
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greatly niislaken, that progress is cliicny to be

ascribed : 1 mean a gradual departure from the

pecuhar truths, maxims, and spirit, of Christia-

nity. Christianity, issuing perfect and entire

from the hands of its Author, vvi!! admit of no

mutilations nor improvements; it stands most

secure on its own basis ; and without being in-

debted to foreign aids, supports itself best by its

own internal vigour. When under the pretence

of simplifying it, we attempt to force it into a

closer alliance with the most approved systems of

philosophy, we are sure to contract its bounds,

and to diminish its force and authority over the

consciences of men. It is dogmatic; not capable

of being advanced with the progress of science,

but fixed and immutable. We m.ay not be able

to perceive the use or necessity of some of its dis-

coveries, but they are not on this account the

less binding on our faith
;

just as there are many

parts of nature,* whose purposes we are at a

loss to explore, of which, if any person were

bold enough to ariaign the propriety, it would

be sufficient to reply that God made them. They

* " We ought not, (says the great Bacon) to attempt to draw

down or submit the mysteries of God to our reason ; but on the

contrary, to raise and advance our reason to the divine truth.

In this part of knowledge, touching divine philosophy, I am so

far from noting any deficiency, that I rather note an excess

;

whereto I have digressed, because of the extreme prejudice

which both religion and philosophy have received from being
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are both equally the works of GocJ, and both

equally partake of the mysteriousness of their

Author. This integrity of the christian faith

has been insensibly impaired ; and the simplicity

of mind with which it should be embraced, gra-

dually diminished. While the outworks of the

sanctuary have been defended with the utmost

ability, its interior has been too much neglected,

and the fire upon the altar suffered to languish

and decay. The truths and mysteries which dis-

tinguished the christian from all other religions,

have been little attended to by some, totally de-

nied by others ; and while infinite efforts have

been made, by the utmost subtlety of argumen-

tation, to establish the truth and authenticity of

revelation, few have been exerted in compari-

son to show what it really contains. The doc-

trines of the fall and of redemption, which are

tjie two grand points on which the christian dis-

pensation hinges, have been too much neglected.

Though it has not yet become the fashion (God

forbid it ever should) to deny them, we have

been too much accustomed to confine the men-

commLced together, as that which undoubtedly will make aii

heretical religion and a fabulous philosophy."

This observation appears to me to deserve the most profound

meditation; and lest the remarks on this subject should appear

presujnptuous from so inconsiderable a person, I thought it

requisite to fortify myself by so great aa authority.
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tion of them to oblique hints, and distant allu-

sions. They are too often reluctantly conceded

rather than waiudy inculcated, as though they

were the weaker or less honourable parts of Chris-

tianity, from which we were in haste to turn

away our eyes, although it is in reality these very

truths which have in every age inspired the de-

votion of the church, and the rapture of the re-

deemed. This alienation from the distinguishing

truths of our holy religion accounts for a por-

tentous peculiarity among- christians, their being-

ashamed of a book which they profess to receive

as the word of God. The votaries of all other

religions regard their supposed sacred books with

a devotion which consecrates their errors, and

makes their very absurdities venerable in their

eyes. They glory in that which is their shame :

we are ashamed of that which is our glory.

Indifference and inattention to the truths and mys-

teries of revelation, have led, by an easy tran-

sition, to a dislike and neg'lect of the book which

contains them ; so that, in a christian country,

nothing is thought so vulgar as a serious appeal

to the Scriptures ; and the candidate for fashionable

distinction would rather betray a familiar ac-

quaintance with the most impure writers, than

with the words of Christ and his apostles. Yet

we complain of the growth of infidelity, when

nothing less could be expected than that some
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should declare themselves infidels, where so many

had completely forgot they were christians. They

who sow the seed can with very ill grace com-

plain of the abundance of the crop ; and when

we have ourselves ceased to abide in the words

and maintain the honour of the Saviour, we

must not be surprised at seeing some advance a

step further, by openly declaring they are none

of his. The consequence has been such as might

be expected,—an increase of profaneness, immo-

rality, and irreligion.

The traces of piety have been wearing out

more and more, from our conversation, from our

manners, from our popular publications, from

the current literature of the age. In proportion

as the maxims and spirit of Christianity have de-

clined, infidelity has prevailed in their room
;

for infidelity is, in reality, nothing more than a

noxious spawn (pardon the metaphor) bred in the

stagnant marshes of corrupted Christianity.

A lax theology is the natural parent of a lax

morality. The peculiar motives, accordingly, by

which the inspired writers enforce their moral

lessons, the love of God and the Redeemer, con-

cern for the honour of religion, and gratitude for

the inestimable benefits of the christian redemp-

tion, have no place in the fashionable systems of
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moral instruction.* The motives almost ex-

clusively urged are such as take their rise from

the present state, founded on reputation, on

honour, on health, or on the tendency of the

thing's recommended to promote, under some

form or other, the acqtiisition of worldly advan-

tages. Thus even morality itself, by dissociating

it from religion, is made to cherish the love of

the world, and to bar the heart more effectually

against the approaches of piety.

Here T cannot forbear remarking a great

change which has taken place in the whole

manner of reasoning on the topics of morality

and religion, from what prevailed in the last

century, and as far as my information extends,

in any preceding age. This, which is an age of

revolutions, has also produced a strange revolu-

tion in the method of viewing these subjects, the

most important by far that can engage the at-

tention of man. The simplicity of our ancestors,

nourished by the sincere milk of the word, rather

than by the tenets of a disputatious philoso])hy,

was content to let morality remain on the

* If the reader wishes for a further statement and illustration

of these melancholy facts, he may find it in Mr. Wilberforce's

celebrated book on religion ; an inestimable work, which has,

perhaps, done more than any other to rouse the insensibility

and augment the piety of the age.
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(inn basis of the dictates of conscience and tlie

will of God. They considered virtue as some-

thing ultimate, as bounding the mental pros-

pect. They never supposed for a moment there

Mas any thing- to which it stood merely in the

relation of a means, or that within the narrow

confines of this momentary state any thing great

enough could be found to be its end or object.

It never occurred to their imagination, that that

religion which professes to render us superior to

the world is in reality nothing more than an in-

strument to procure the temporal, the physical

good of individuals, or of society. In their

view, it had a nobler destination ; it looked for-

ward to eternity : and if ever they appear to have

assigned it any end or object beyond itself, it was

an union with its Author, in the perpetual frui-

tion of God. They arranged these things in

the following order :—Religion, comprehending

the love, fear, and service of the Author of our

being, they placed first ; social morality, found-

ed on its dictates, confirmed by its sanctions,

next; and the mere physical good of society

they contemplated as subordinate to both. Every

thing is now reversed. The pyramid is inverted :

the first is last, and the last first. Religion is de-

graded from its pre-eminence, into the mere

handmaid of social morality ; social morality

into an instrument of advancing the welfare of
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society ; and the world is all in all. Nor have we

deviated less from the example of antiquity than

from that of our pious forefathers. The philoso-

phers of antiquity, in the absence of superior

light, consulted with reverence the permanent

principles of nature, the dictates of conscience,

and the best feelings of the heart, which they

employed all the powers of reason and eloquence

to unfold, to adorn, to enforce ; and thereby

formed a luminous commentary on the law writ-

ten on the heart. The virtue which they incul-

cated, grew out of the stock of human nature :

it was a warm and living virtue. It was the

moral man, possessing in every limb and fea-

ture, in all its figure and movements, the har-

mony, dignity, and variety which belong to the

human form : an effort of unassisted nature to

restore that image of God, which sin had muti-

lated and defaced. Imperfect, as might be ex-

pected, their morality was often erroneous ; but

in its great outlines it had all the stability of the

human constitution, and its fundamental prin-

ciples were coeval and coexistent with human

nature. There could be nothing fluctuating and

arbitrary in its more weighty decisions, since it

appealed every moment to the man within the

breast ; it pretended to nothing more than to

"ive voice and articulation to the inward senti-

ments of the heart, and conscience echoed to its
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oiacles. This, wrought into different systems,

and under various modes of illustration, was the

general form which morality exhibited from the

creation of the world till our time. In this state

revelation found it ; and, correcting what was

erroneous, supplying what was defective, and con-

firming what was right by its peculiar sanctions,

superadded a number of supernatural truths and

holy mysteries. How is it, that on a subject on

which men have thought deeply from the mo-

ment they began to think, and where conse-

quently, whatever is entirely and fundamentally

new, must be fundamentally false ; how is it, that

in contempt of the experience of past ages, and

of all precedents human and divine, we have

ventured into a perilous path which no eye has

explored, no foot has trod, and have undertaken,

after the lapse of six thousand years, to manu-

facture a morality of our own, to decide by a cold

calculation of interest, by a ledger-book of profit

and of loss, the preference of truth to falsehood,

of piety to blasphemy, and of humanity and

justice to treachery and blood?

In the science of morals we are taught by this

system to consider nothing as yet done; we are

invited to erect a fresh fabric on a fresh founda-

tion. All the elements and sentiments which

entered into the essence of virtue before are

melted down and cast into a new mould. In-
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stead of appealing- to any internal principle, every

thing- is left to calculation, and determined by

expediency. In executing this plan, the juris-

diction of conscience is abolished, her decisions

are classed with those of a superannuated judge,

and the determination of moral causes is ad-

journed from the interior tribunal to the noisy

forum of speculative debate. Every thing, with-

out exception, is made an affair of calculation,

under which are comprehended not merely the

duties we owe to our fellow-creatures, but even

the love and adoration which the Supreme Being-

claims at our hands. His claims are set aside,

or suffered to lie in abeyance, until it can be

determined how far they can be admitted on the

principles of expediency, and in what respect

they may interfere with the acquisition of tem-

poral advantages. Even here, nothing- is yielded

to the suggestions of conscience, nothing to the

movements of the heart : all is dealt out with a

sparing hand, under the stint and measure of

calculation. Instead of beiiig allowed to love

God with all our heart, and all our strength, the

first and great commandment, the portion of love

assigned him is weighed out with the utmost

scrupulosity, and the supposed excess more

severely censured than the real deficiency.

Thus, by a strange inversion, the indirect in-

fluence of Christianity, in promoting the temporal
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good of mankind, is mistaken for its principal

end; the skirts of her robe are confounded with

her body, and the povoers of the world to come,

instead of raising- our thoughts and contempla-

tions from earth to heaven, from the creature to

the Creator, are made subservient to the ad-

vancement of secular interests and passions,

llovv far these sentiments accord with the dic-

tates of inspiration, the most unlettered chris-

tian may easily decide. Love not the world, said

the ilisciple who leaned on the breast of his Lord,

neither the things that are in the world ; for if

any man love the world, the love of the Father is

not in him. And the ivorld passeth away, and the

lusts thereof ; but he that doeth the will of God

ahideth for ever. Such was the idea entertained

by an inspired apostle of christian virtue. Let

us now turn to the modern philosopher. Virtue,

he will inform us, (including the whole sum of

our duties) is merely an expedient for promoting

the interests and advantages of the present world,

of that world, which, in the eyes of John, was

passing away, and whose value he so solemnly

depreciates. What admirable consistency ! What
elevated theology ! If we can suppose this holy

ajDostle accjuainted with >vhat passes on earth,

what pleasure it must afford his glorified spirit,

to find his sentiments so well understood, and so

faithfully interpreted!
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In former times it was supposed that one of

the most effectual means of improvement in virtue

was, the moral culture of the heart ; and to keep

it with all diligence, because out of it are the

issues of life, was thought an advice deserving- the

most serious attention. To examine frequently

the state of the conscience, and to check the first

risings of disorder there, was judged to be of the

last importance.

It is easy to see how this moral discipline must

fare under the doctrine of expediency, a doc-

trine which teaches man to be looking continually

abroad : a doctrine which not only justifies, but

enjoins, a distrust of the suggestions of the inward

monitor ; which will not permit the best feelings

of the heart, its clearest dictates, its finest emo-

tions, to have the smallest influence over the

conduct ; and instead of yielding any thing to

their direction, cites them at its bar.

As this fashion of reducing every moral ques-

tion to a calculation of expedience is a most im-

portant innovation, it would be strange if it had

not produced a change in the manners of society.

In fact, it has produced an entirely new cast of

character, equally remote from the licentious

gaiety of high life, and the low profligacy which

falls under the lash of the law : a race of men
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distinguished by a calm and terrible ferocity, re-

sembling Caesar in this only, that as it was said

of him, they have come with sobriety to the ruin

of their country. The greatest crimes no longer

issue from the strongest passions, but from the

coolest head. Vice and impiety have made a

new conquest, and have added (he regions of

speculation to their dominion. The patrons of

impurity and licentiousness have put on the cloak

of the philosopher: maxims the most licentious

have found their way into books of pretended

morality, and have been inculcated with the airs

of a moral sage.* The new doctrine having with-

drawn the attention from all internal sentiments,

as well as destroyed their authority, the distinc-

tion between right and wiong was easily lost sight

of, the boundaries of vice and virtue confounded,

and the whole substance of morals fell a prey

to contending di.sputants. Nor is this the only

or the worst consequence which has followed. A
callous indifference to all moral distinctions is an

almost inseparable effect of the familiar applica-

tion of this theory. Virtue is no longer contem-

plated as the object of any particular sentiment

or feeling, but solely with regard to its effects on

society : it is what it produces, not what it is,

' The unholy speculalion;? ol' iMr. Godwin were luiiuded

I'lUii'ely on this bai^is.

D
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that is alone considered, just as an accomptant

is indifferent to the shape and appearance of the

figures, and attends simply to their amount.

Crimes and virtues are equally candidates for

approbation, nor must the heart betmy the least

preference, which would be to prejudge the

cause ; but must maintain a sacred neutrality,

till expedience, whose hand never trembles in

the midst of the greatest horrors, has weighed in

her impartial balance their consequences and

effects. In the mean time, they are equally can-

didates, we repeat it again, for our approbation,

and equally entitled to it, provided the passions

can be deceived into an opinion, and this is not

difficult, that they will come to the same thing at

the foot of the accompt. Hence that intrepidity

in guilt, which has cased the hearts of the great-

est adepts in this system, as with triple brass.

Its seeds were sown by some of tliese with an

unsparing hand in France, a congenial soil, where

they produced' a thick vegetation. The conse-

quences were soon felt. The fabric of society

tottered to its base, the earth shook under their

feet, the heavens were involved in darkness, and

a voice more audible than thunder called upon

them to desist. But, unmoved amidst the uproar

of elements, undismayed by that voice which

astonishes nature and appals the guilty, these

men continued absorbed in their calculations.
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Instead of revering the judgments, or confessing

the finger of God, they only made more haste

(still on the principle of expediency), to desolate

his works, and destroy his image, as if they were

apprehensive the shades of a premature night

might fall and cover their victims

!

But it is time to conclude this discussion, which

has, perhaps, already fatigued by its length. I

cannot help expressing my apprehension, that

this desecration of virtue, this incessant domi-

nation of physical over moral ideas, of ideas of

expedience over tho^e of riglit, having already

dethroned religion, and displaced virtue from

her ancient basis, will, if it is suffered to pro-

ceed, ere long, shake the foundation of states,

and endanger the existence of the civilized world.

Should it ever become popular ; should it ever

descend from speculation into common life, and

become the practical morality of the age, we may

apply to such a period the awful words of Ba-

laam ; Who shall live when God doth this ? No
imagination can pourtray, no mind can grasp its

horrors ; nor when the angel in the Apocalypse,

to whom the keys are entrusted, shall be commis-

sioned to open the bottomless pit, will it send

forth a thicker cloud of pestilential vapour. If

the apparent simplicity of this system be alleged

in its favour, I would say, it is the simplicity of
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meanness, a simplicity which is its shame, a day-

liglit vvliich reveals its beggary. If an air of ob-

scurity, on tlie contrary, is objected against that

of better times, let it be remembered that every

science has its ultimate questions, boundaries

which cannot be passed ; and that if these occur

earlier in morals than in other inquiries, it is the

natural result of the immensity of the subject,

which, touching human nature in every pointy

and surrounding it on all sides, renders it diffi-

cult, or rather impossible, to trace it in all its

relations, and view it in all its extent. Mean-

while, the shades which envelope, and will per-

haps always envelope it in some measure, are

not without their use, since they teach the

two most important lessons we can learn,—the

vanity of our reason, and the grandeur of our

destiny.

It is not improbable some may be offended at

the warmth and freedom of these remarks : my

apology, however, rests on the infinite importance

of the subject, my extreme solicitude to impress

what appear to me right sentiments respecting it,

together with the consideration, that the confi-

dence which ill becomes the innovators of yester-

day, however able, may be pardoned in the defen-

ders, however weak, of a system which has stood

the test and sustained the virtue of two thousand
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years.* Let us return, then, to the safe and so-

ber paths of our ancestors ; adhering, in all mo-

ral questions, to the dictates of conscience, regu-

lated and informed by the divine word ; happy

* The system which founds morality on utility, an utility, let

it be always remembered, confined to the purposes of the present

world, issued with ill omen from the school of infidelity. It was

first broached, I believe, certainly first brought into general no-

tice, I)y Mr. Hume, in his Treatise on Morals, which he himself

pronounced incomparably the best he ever wrote. It was in-

comparably the best for his purpose; nor is it easy to imagine a

mind so acute as his did not see the effect it would have in

setting morality and religion afloat, and substituting for the sta-

bility of principle the looseness of speculation and opinion. It

has since been rendered popular by a succession of eminent

writers ; by one especially, (I doubt not with intentions very

foreign from those of Mr. Hume) whose great services to reli-

gion in other respects, together with my high reverence for his

talents, prevent me from naming. This venerable author, it is

probable, little suspected to what lengths the principle would be

carried, or to what purposes it would be applied in other hands.

Had he foreseen this, I cannot but imagine he would have

spared this part of his acute speculations.

We have, happily, preserved to us, from antiquity, two com-

plete Treatises on Morals, in which the authors profess to give

us a complete view of our duties ; the one composed by the

greatest master of reason, the other of eloquence, the world

ever saw. The first of these has distinguished, classified, and

arranged the elements of social 7norality, wliich is all he could

reach in the absence of revelation, with that acuteness, subtilty,

and precision, for which he was so eminently distinguished.

Whoever attentively peruses his Treatise, the Nicomachian

Morals, I mean, will find a perpetual reference to the inward

sentiments of the breast. He builds every thing on the human

consititution. He all along takes it for granted, that there is a
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to enjoy, instead of spftsks of our own kindling,

the benefit of those huiiinaries which placed in

the moral firmament by a potent hand, have

guided the church iVom the beginning, in her

mysterious sojourn to eternity. Stand in the

moral impress on the mind, to which, without looking abroad,

we may safely appeal. In a word, Aristotle never lost the

moralist in the accomptant. He has been styled the Interpreter

of Nature, and has certainly sliewn himself a most able com-

mentator on the law written on (he heart. For Cicero, in all his

philosophical works, as well as in his offices, where he treats

more directly on these subjects, he shews the most extreme

solicitude, as though he had a prophetic glance of what was to

happen, to keep the moral and natural world apart, to assert

the supremacy of virtue, and to recognize those sentiments and.

vestiges from which he adduces, with the utmost elevation, the

contempt ofhuman things. How humiliating the consideration,

that with superior advantages, our moral systems should be infi-

nitely surpassed in warmth and grandeur by those of Pagan

times ; and that the most jejune and comfortless that ever

entered the mind of man, and the most abhorrent from the

spirit of religion, should have ever become popular in a chris-

tian country ! This departure from the precedents of antiquity

will not, by those who are capable of forming a judgment, be

easily imputed, to the superiority of our talents ; it is rather the

result of that tendency to degradation which has long marked

our progress. Along with the simplicity of faith and a reverence

for the Scriptures, our respect for the dignity (rightly under-

stood) of human nature, and tenderness for its best interests,

have been gradually impaired, A fearlessness of consequences,

a hardihood of mind, a disposition to sacrifice every thing to

originality, or to a pretended philosophical precision, have suc-

ceeded in their place. This, in my humble opinion, has been

the great bane of modern spaculation ; and has rendered so

much of it wild, fwroeious, and destructive.
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is the good way, and walk therein ; andye shall

find rest for your souls.

' Instead of demolishing- the temple of christian

virtue from a presumptuous curiosity to inspect

its foundations, let us rejoice they are laid too

deep for our scrutiny. Let us worship in it ; and

along with the nations of them that are saved,

walk in its light.

Having endeavoured to point out the source

of our degeneracy, in a departure from the doc-

trines and spirit of Christianity, I hasten to dis-

patch the remainder of this discourse ; nor will

it detain you long.

Whoever has paid attention to the manners of

the day, must have perceived a remarkable inno-

vation in the use of moral terms, in which we

have receded more and more from the spirit of

Christianity. Of this the term employed to de-

note a lofty sentiment of personal superiority sup-

plies an obvious instance. In the cwrent lan-

guage of the times, pride is scarcely ever used

but in a favourable sense. It will, perhaps, be

thought the mere change of a term is of little

consequence ; but be it remembered, that any

remarkable innovation in the use of moral terms.
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betrays a proportionable change in the ideas and

feehngs they are intended to denote. As pride

has been transferred from the list of vices to that

of virtues, so humility, as a natural consequence,

has been excluded, and is rarely suffered to

enter into the praise of a character we wish to

commend, Jalthougli it was the leading feature

in that of the Saviour of the world, and is still

the leading- characteristic of his religion ; while

there is no vice, on the contrary, against which

the denunciations are so frequent as pride. Our

conduct in this instance is certainly rather extra-

ordinary, both in what we have embraced, and

in what we have rejected ; and it will surely be

confessed, we are somewhat unfortunate in hav-

ing selected that vice as the particular object

of a})probation, which God had already selected

as the especial mark at which he aims the

thunderbolts of his vengeance.

Another symptom of degeneracy appears in

the growing disregard to the external duties of

religion ; the duties more especially of the Lord's

day, and of public worship. It is supposed by

such as have the best means of information, that

throughout the kingdom, the number who regu-

larly assemble for worship is far inferior to those

who neglect it ; that in our great towns and cities

they are not one-fourth of the people, and in
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the metropolis a much smaller proportion. It is

easy to foresee how the leisure afforded by the

christian sabbath will be employed by those who

utterly forget the design of its institution. It is

somewhat remarkable^ that here the extremes

meet, and that the public duties of religion are

most slighted by the highest and the lowest

classes of society ; by the former, I fear, from

indolence and pride ; by the latter from igno-

rance and profligacy.

Too many of the first description, when they

do attend, it is in such a manner as makes it evi-

dent they esteem it merely an act of condescen-

sion, to which they submit as an example to their

inferiors, who, penetrating the design, and imi-

tating their indifference rather than their devo-

tion, are disgusted with a religion which they

perceive has no hold on their superiors, and is

only imposed upon themselves as a badge of

inferiority and a muzzle of restraint. Could the

rich and noble be prevailed upon for a moment

to attend to the instructions of their Lord, in-

stead of making their elevated rank a reason

for neglecting these duties, they would learn

that there are none to whom they are so neces-

sary ; since there are none whose situation is so

perilous, whose responsibility is so great, and

whose salvation is so arduous.
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Here fidelity compels me to advert to a cer-

cumstance, which I mention with sincere re-

luctance, because it implies something- like a cen-

sure on the conduct of those whom it is our duty

to respect. You are probably aware I mean

the assigning part of the Sunday to military ex-

ercises. When we consider how important an

institution the christian sabbath is, how essen-

tial to the maintenance of public worship, which

is itself essential to religion, and what a barrier

it opposes to the impiety and immorality of the

age ; is it not to be lamented that it should ever

have been, in the smallest degree, infringed by

legislative authority? The rest of the sabbath

had been already too much violated, its duties

too much neglected ; but this is the first instance

of the violation of it being publicly recommended

and enjoined,* at a time too when we are en-

gaged with an enemy whose very name conveys

a warning against impiety. Our places of wor-

ship have been thinned by the absence of those

who have been employed in military evolutions,

and of a still greater number of gazers, whom
such spectacles attract. Nor is the time lost

from religious duties so much to be considered

* The Book of Sports, in Charles the Second's reign, is not

an exception, as this, though sufficiently censurable, was not

considered as a violation of the sabbath, considered as a day

of rest.
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as that tumult and hurry of [iiind utterly incom-

patible with devotion, which are inseparable

from military ideas and preparations. It could

surely never be the intention of the legislature,

though such has been the effect, to detach the

defenders of their country from the worshippers

of God : nor is it to be supposed they adverted

to the influence which a precedent of such high

authority must have in divesting the sabbath of

its sanctity in the eyes of the people, and of esta-

blishing the fatal epoch whence it was no longer

to be revered as the ordinance of heaven. They

had, we will believe, no such intention ; but the

innocence of the intention abates nothing of the

mischief of the precedent.

As it is foreign from my purpose to make a

complete enumeration of national sins, which

would not only be a most painful task in itself,

but quite incompatible with the limits of this dis-

course, I shall content myself with the mention

of one more proof of the degeneracy of our

manners. This proof is found in that almost

universal profaneness which taints our daily in-

tercourse, and which has risen to such an height

as to have become a melancholy characteristic of

our country. In no nation under heaven^ pro-

bably, has the profanation of sacred terms been

so prevalent as in this christian land. The name
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even of the Supreme Being hsuiself, and the

words he has employed to denounce the punish-

ments of the impenitent, are rarely mentioned

but in anger or in sport ; so that were a stranger

to our history to witness the style of our con-

versation, he would naturally infer we considered

religion as a detected imposture ; and that no-

thing more remained than, in return for the fears

it had inspired, to treat it with the insult and

derision due to a fallen tyrant. It is difficult to

account for a practice which gratifies no passion,

and promotes no interest, unless we ascribe it to

a certain vanity of appearing superior to religious

fear, which tempts men to make bold with their

Maker. If there are hypocrites in religion, there

are also, strange as it may appear, hypocrites in

impiety, men who make an ostentation of more

irreligion than they possess. An ostentation of

this nature, the most irrational in the records of

human folly, seems to lie at the root of profane

swearing. It may not be improper to remind

such as indulge this practice, that they need not

insult their Maker to shew that they do not fear

him ; that they may relinquish this vice without

danger of being supposed to be devout, and that

they may safely leave it to other parts of their

conduct to efface the smallest suspicion of their

piety. To view this practice in the most favour-

able light, it indicates, as has been observed by
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a great living writer,* "a mind over which reh-

gious considerations have httle influence." It

also sufficiently accounts for that propensity to

ridicule piety, which is one of our national

peculiarities. It would be uncandid to suppose,

that at the best times there was more piety on the

continent than here ; be this as it may, it never

appears to have exposed its possessors to con-

tempt ; nor was the sublime devotion of Fenelon

and of Pascal ever considered as forming a shade

to their genius. The reverence for religion had

not been worn away by the familiar abuse of

its peculiar terms.

It will be expected something should be said

on the slave-trade. Its enormity no words can

express. But here we must feel a mixture of

satisfaction and regret ; of satisfaction, at finding

it has excited such general indignation among

the people ; of regret, that notwithstanding this

it should still be continued. By the most earnest

and unanimous remonstmnces, addressed to those

who alone could abolish it, the people have purg-

ed themselves from this contamination. Their

application was unsuccessful. The guilt and tur-

pitude of this traffic now rests upon the heads of

those who sanction, and of those who conduct it.

From some recent events in the western colonies,

* Dr. Paley.
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it seems not unlikely the Deity is about to take

this affair into his own hands, and to accomplish

by his interposition what has been denied to the

prayer of the nation.

It is far from being a pleasing- employ ; it is

painful, it is distressing to dwell on such topics
;

but it is necessary. Our disease has gone loo

far to admit of palliatives ; our wounds are too

deep to be healed, till they are searched and

probed to the bottom. The only safe expedient

which remains to be adopted, is an immediate

return to God ; to forsake every one his evil wa7/

and the violence that is in his hands, and cry

mightily to him : and who can tell, if God will

turn and repent, and turn away his fierce anger

from us ? At the same time let it be remem-

bered, that repentance is a personal concern.

Instead of losing ourselves in a crowd, and rest-

ing in general confessions, we ought each one

to examine his own ways, and turn from his

own iniquity. We shall not fail, if we have

the least piety, to lament the prevalence of sin

around us, but we can repent only of our own :

and however in the present mixed and imperfect

state we may share in the judgments and cala-

mities which other men's sins draw down, it is

those we commit ourselves which alone can do

us ultimate injury. Our continuance here is but
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for a short time ; after which, as many as arc

purified and made white will remove into another

world, be placed under an hii^her economy, and

be put in possession of a kingdom that cannot

be moved.

Let me remind you that repentance is a duty

of greater extent than many are apt to suppose,

who confining- their view, on such occasions as

these, to a few of the grosser disorders of their

lives, pay little attention to the heart : they are

satisfied with feeling a momentary compunction,

and attempting a partial reformation, instead of

crying with the royal penitent, create in me a

clean heart ! They determine to break off par-

ticular vices, an excellent resolution as far as it

goes, without proposing to themselves a life of

habitual devotion, without imploring under a

sense of weakness that grace which can alone

renew the heart, making in the words of our

Lord, the tree good, that the fruit may be good

also. Let it cost us what uneasiness it may, let us

resolve at the present season, to examine our

ways, to become acquainted with the state of our

consciences, to enter with the candle of the Lord

into the inmost recesses of the heart, and the

chamber's of imager?/, whatever disorder or de-

filement they may conceal, or whatever alarm the

knowledge of ourselves may excite ; since to be
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apprised of danger is the first step to safety, and

it will be infinitely better for us to judge and

accuse ourselves now, than to be judged and con-

demned hereafter. Happy those to whom a sea-

sonable alarm shall suggest the means of a per-

petual security. We need be under no appre-

hension, lest the cherishing of the sentiments we

have recommended should lead to despondency.

We have an High Priest, who through the Eter-

nal Spirit offered himself without spot to God.

In the midst of the deepest humiliation, we are

invited to look up to him, with a humble reli-

ance on the efficacy of his blood which cleanses

from all sin ; and to entrust our prayers and our

duties, disordered and imperfect at best, into

his hands, that he may mingle them with the

incense of his intercession, and present them

with acceptance before God.

When Nineveh was threatened with destruc-

tion by the prophet Jonah, tidings were brought

to the king, who proclaimed a fast. Penetrated

with the profoundest awe of the divine displea-

sure, he enjoined a rigorous abstinence from

food, which extended even to the brute creation,

who were also commanded to be covered with

sack-cloth. For in the eyes of that' penitent

prince it seemed proper that every thing should

wear an air of mourning and desolation, while
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it iay under the frown of its Maker. He him-

self rose/rom his throne, laid his robefrom him,

and covered hi?n icith sack-cloth, and sat in ashes.

He rightly judged that the ghtter of state, the

distinctions of rank, and the splendor of royalty,

should disappear at a moment when all classes

were alike awaiting their doom ; at a moment

when the greatest as well as the least were made

to feel they w ere potsherds of the earth, ready

to be crumbled into dust. Such exemplary hu-

miliation averted the divine anger, and Nineveh

was spared. If our gracious Sovereign has (as

we humbly believe) descended this day from his

elevation, and laying aside his robes, humbled

himself in the dust before the Majesty of

heaven ; if his nobles have followed his example,

and the people have resolved to turn every one

from his evil way, the duties of the season will

afford a surer defence than all our military pre-

parations ; our salvation will issue from the Being

whose fire is in Zion, and whose furnace is

in Jerusalem.

As a people, the most certain means of en-

suring lasting prosperity, and of enabling us to

transmit, unimpaired, to those who shall succeed

us, the rich inheritance devolved from our fa-

thers, will be a speedy return to the spirit and

practice of the gospel. We shall ill consult the
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true interests of revelation by disguising its pe-

culiarities, in hope of conciliating the approba-

tion of infidels, and of adapting it more to their

taste—a mistaken and dangerous policy, by which

we run imminent risque of catching their conta-

gion, without imparting the benefit of its truths.

Let us not for a moment blench from its mys-

teries : they are mysteries of godliness ; and

however much they may surpass human reason,

bear the distinct impress of a divine hand. We
rejoice that they are mysteries, so far from being

ashamed of them on that account; since the

principal reason why they are, and must ever

continue such, is derived from their elevation,

from their unsearchable riches, and undefinable

grandeur. In fine, let us draw our religion and

morality entirely from the word of God, without

seeking any deeper foundation for our duties than

the ivill of the Supreme Being, an implicit and

perfect acquiescence in which is the highest

virtue a creature can attain.

Amidst many unfavourable symptoms of the

state of morals amongst us, there are others of

a contrary nature. We may hope, infidelity has

nearly run its length. In truth, its sophistry, in

the eyes of men of sense, has been much discre-

dited by the absurdity of its tenets ; and if any

have been in danger of being seduced by the la-
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lents of its advocates, they have commonly found

a sufficient antidote in their lives. We have

learned to prize revelation more than ever, since

we have seen the ludicrous mistakes, as well as

serious disasters, of those mystics of impiety

who chose rather to walk by an internal light

than enjoy the benefit of its illumination. They

have edified us much, without intending it : they

have had the effect which the great critic of an-

ticjuity assigns as the purpose of the tragic muse,

that of purifying the heart by pity and terror.

Their zeal has excited an equal degree of ardour

in a better cause, and their eiForts to extirpate

religion have been opposed by contrary efforts,

to diffuse its influence, at home and abroad, to

a degree unexampled in modern times. A grow

ing unanimity has prevailed among the good in

different parties, who finding a centre of union

in the great truths of revelation, and in a so-

licitude for its interests, are willing to merge their

smaller differences in a common cause. The
number of the sincerely pious, we trust, is in-

creasing among us, whose zeal, so far from suf-

fering abatement from the confidence of infidelity,

has glowed with a purer and more steady flame

than ever. These are pleasing indications that

the presence of the Holy One of Israel is still

in the midst of us.
'^
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How it may please the Ruler of the universe

to dispose the destinies of the two most powerful

nations of the earth, which are at this moment

laid in the balance together, it is impossible for

us with certainty to predict. But when we con-

sider how many of his sincere worshippers, how

large a portion of his church, together with how

rich a fund of wisdom, of talents, and of all

those elements of social order and happiness

which he must approve, are inclosed witiiin the

limits of this highly-favoured land, we cannot

believe he intends to give it up a prey to his

enemies. Our insular situation is favourable, our

resources prodigious, and the preparations which

have long been making, apparently every way

equal to the danger of the crisis : ])ut still we

would place our ultimate reliance on Him who

abases the proud, and exalts the lowly. It would

be presumption to imagine it in my power to

add any thing to those considerations which

have already produced such a general movement

in defence of our liberties. The cause speaks for

itself: it excites feelings which words are ill

able to express ; involving every object and mo-

tive which can engage the solicitude, affect the

interests, or inflame the heart of man. After a

series of provocations and injuries, reciprocally

sustained and retaliated, the dispute betwixt us

and our enemies is brought to a shorl issue : it
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is no longer, which of the two nations shall have

the ascendant, but which shall continue a nation

:

it is a struggle for existence, not for empire. It

must surely be regarded as a happy circumstance,

that the contest did not take this shape at an

earlier period, while many were deceived by cer-

tain specious pretences of liberty into a favour-

able opinion of our enemies' designs. The po-

pular delusion is passed ; the most unexampled

prodigies of guilt have dispelled it ; and, after a

series of rapine and cruelty, have torn from every

heart the last fibres of mistaken partiality. The

crimes of those with whom we have to contend

are legible in every part of Europe. There is

scarcely a man to be found who is not most per-

fectly acquainted Avith the meaning of that free-

dom they profess to bestow ; that it is a freedom

from the dominion of laws to pass under the

yoke of slavery, and from the fear of God to

plunge into crirhes and impiety ; an impious bar-

ter of all that is good for all that is ill, through

the utmost range and limits of moral destiny.

Nor is it less easy to develope the character of

our principal enemy. A man bred in the school

of ferocity, amidst the din of arms, and the tu-

mult of camps ; his element, war and confusion
;

Avho has changed his religion with his uniform,

and has not spared the assassination of his ow^n

troops ; it is easy to foresee what tre?»tnien( such
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into his power ; to those enemies especially, who,

saved from the shipwreck of nations, are pre-

serving as in an ark the precious remains of

civilization and order ; and whom, after de-

stroying the liberties of every other country, he

envies the melancholy distinction of being- the

only people he has not enslaved. Engaged

with such an enemy, no weak hopes of mode-

ration or clemency can tempt us for a moment

to relax in our resistance to his power ; and the

only alternative which remains is, to conquer or

to die.

Hence that unexampled unanimity which dis-

tinguishes the present season. In other wars

we have been a divided people : the effect of our

external operations has been in some measure

weakened by intestine dissention. When peace

has returned the breach has widened, while

parties have been formed on the merits of par-

ticular men, or of particular measures. These

have all disappeared ; we have buried our mu-

tual animosities in a regard to the common

safety. The sentiment of self-preservation, the

first law which nature has impressed, has absorbed

every other feeling; and the fire of liberty has

mdted down the discordant sentiments and niinds

of the British Empire into one mass, and pr(j-
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pelled them in one direction. Partial interests

and feelings are suspended, the spirits of the

body are collected at the heart, and we are

awaiting with anxiety, but without dismay, the

discharge of that mighty tempest which hangs

upon the skirts of the horizon, and to which the

eyes of Europe and of the world are turned in

silent and awful expectation. While Ave feel

solicitude, let us not betray dejection, nor be

alarmed at the past successes of our enemy,

which are more dangerous to himself than to us,

since they have raised him from obscurity to an

elevation which has made him giddy, and tempted

him to suppose every thing within his power.

The intoxication of his success is the omen of

his fall. What, though he has carried the flames

of war throughout Europe, and gathered as a nest

the riches of the nations, while none peeped, nor

muttered, nor moved the wing ; he has yet to try

his fortune in another field ; he has yet to con-

tend on a soil filled with the monuments of free-

dom, enriched with the blood of its defenders ;

with a people who, animated with one soul, and

inflamed with zeal for their laws and for their

prince, are armed in defence of all that is dear

or venerable ; their wives, their parents, their

children, the sanctuary of God, and the se-

pulchre of their fathers. We will not suppose

there is one who will be deterred from exerting-
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himself in such a cause, by a pusillanimous re-

gard to his safety, when he reflects that he has

already lived too long who has survived the ruin

of his country ; and that he who can enjoy life

after such an event, deserves not to have lived

at all. It will suffice us, if our mortal existence

which is at most but a span, be co-extended with

that of the nation which gave us birth. We will

gladly quit the scene, with all that is noble and

august, innocent and holy ; and instead of wish-

ing to survive the oppression of weakness, the

violation of beauty, and the extinction of every

thing on which the heart can repose, welcome

the shades which will hide from our view such

horrors.

From the most fixed principles of human na-

ture, as well as from the examples of all history,

we may be certain, the conquest of this country,

should it be permitted to take place, will not ter-

minate in any ordinary catastrophe, in any much

less calamitous than utter extermination. Our

present elevation will be the exact measure of

our future depression, as it will measure the fears

and jealousies of those who subdue us. While

the smallest vestige remains of our former great-

ness, while any tmce or memorial exists of our

having been once a flourishing and independent

empire, while the nation breathes, they will be
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afraid of its recovering; its strength, and never

think themselves secure of their conquest till our

navy is consumed, our wealth dissipated, our

commerce extinguished, every liberal institution

abolished, our nobles extirpated ; whatever in

rank, character, and talents gives distinction in

society, called out and destroyed, and the refuse

which remains swept together into a putrifying

heap by the besom of destruction. The enemy

will not need to proclaim his triumph ; it will be

felt in the more expressive silence of extended

desolation.

Recollect for a moment his invasion of Egypt,

a country which had never given him the slight-

est provocation ; a country so remote from the

scene of his crimes, that it probably did not know-

there was such a man in existence
; (happy igno-

mnce could it have lasted !) but while he was

looking around him, like a vulture, perched on

an eminence, for objects on which he might gra-

tify his insatiable thirst of rapine, he no sooner

beheld the defenceless condition of that unhappy

country, than he alighted upon it in a moment.

In vain did it struggle, flap its wings, and rend

the air with its shrieks : the cruel enemy, deaf to

its cries, had infixed his talons, and was busy in

sucking its blood, when the interference of a su-

perior power forced him to relinquish ins prey.
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and betake himself to flight. Will that vulture,

think you, ever forget his disappointment on

that occasion, or the numerous wounds, blows,

and concussions he received in a ten years strug-

gle ? It is impossible. It were folly to expect it.

He meditates, no doubt, the deepest revenge. He

who saw nothing in the simple manners and

blood-bought liberties of the Swiss to engage his

forbearance, nothing in proclaiming himself a

Mahometan to revolt his conscience, nothing

in the condition of defenceless prisoners to excite

his pity, nor in that of the companions of his

warfare, sick and wounded in a foreign land, to

prevent him from dispatching them by poison,

will treat in a manner worthy of the impiety and

inhumanity of his character, a nation which he

naturally dislikes as being free, dreads as the

rivals of his power, and abhors as the authors

ot his disgrace.

Though these are undoubted truths, and ought

to be seriously considered, yet I would rather

choose to appeal to sentiments more elevated

than such topics can inspire. To form an ade-

quate idea of the duties of this crisis, it will be

necessary to raise your minds to a level, with your

station, to extend your views to a distant futu-

rity, and to consequences the most certain,

though most remote. By a series of criminal
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the liberties of Europe have been g-radually ex-

tinguished : the subjugation of Holland, Switzer-

land, and the free towns of Germany, has com-

pleted that catastrophe : and we are the only

people in the eastern hemisphere who are in

possession of equal laws, and a free constitu-

tion. Freedom^ driven from every spot on the

continent, has sought an asylum in a country

which she always chose for her favourite abode :

but she is pursued even here, and threatened

with destruction. The inundation of lawless

power, after covering the whole earth, threatens

to follow us here ; and we are most exactly, most

critically placed in the only aperture where it can

be successfully repelled, in the Thermopylae of

the universe. As far as the interests of freedom

are concerned, the most important by far of sub-

lunary interests, you, my countrymen, stand in

the capacity of the foederal representatives of

the human race ; for with you it is to determine

(under God) in what condition the latest poste-

rity shall be born ; their fortunes are entrusted

to your care, and on your conduct at this mo-

ment depends the colour and complexion of

their destiny. If liberty, after being extinguished

on the continent, is suffered to expire here,

whence is it ever to emerge in the midst of that

thick njo^ht that will invest it ? It remains with
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you then to decide whether that freedom, at

whose voice the kingdoms of Europe awoke from

the sleep of ages, to run a career of virtuous emu-

lation in every thing great and good ; the free-

dom which dispelled the mists of superstition, and

invited the nations to behold their God ; whose

magic touch kindled the rays of genius, the en-

thusiasm of poetry, and the flame of eloquence ;

the freedom which poured into our lap opulence

and arts, and embellished life with innumerable

institutions and improvements, till it became a

theatre of wonders ; it is for you to decide whe-

ther this freedom shall yet survive, or be covered

Avith a funeral pall, and wrapt in eternal gloom.

It is not necessary to await your determination.

In the solicitude you feel to approve yourselves

worthy of such a trust, every thought of what is

afflicting in warfare, every apprehension of dan-

ger must vanish, and you are impatient to mingle

in the battle of the civilized world. Go then, ye

defenders of your country, accompanied with

every auspicious omen ; advance with alacrity

into the field, where God himself musters the

hosts to war. Religion is too much interested in

your success, not to lend you her aid ; she will

shed over this enterprise her selectest influence.

VViiile you are engaged in the field many will re-

pair to the closet, many to the sanctuary ; the

faithful of cvcrv name will employ that prayer
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which are unequal to any otlier weapon, ^vili

grasp the sword of the Spirit ; and from myriads

of humble, contrite hearts, the voice of inter-

cession, supplication, and weeping, will mingle in

its ascent to heaven with the shouts of battle and

the shock of arms.

While you have every thing to fear from the

success of the enemy, you have every means of

preventing that success, so that it is next to im-

possible for victory not to crown youTexertions.

The extent of your resources, under God, is

equal to the justice of your cause. But should

Providence determine otherwise, should you fall

in this struggle, should the nation fall, you will

have the satisfaction (the purest allotted to man)

of having performed your part
;
your names will

be enrolled with the most illustrious dead, while

posterity to the end of time, as often as they revolve

the events of this period, (and they will incessantly

revolve them) will turn to you a reverential eye,

while they mourn over the freedom which is en-

tombed in your sepulchre. 1 cannot but imagine

the virtuous heroes, legislators, and patriots, of

every age and country, are bending from their ele-

vated seats to witness this contest, as if they were

incapable, till it be brought to a favourable issue,

of enjoying their eternal repose. Enjoy that
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repose, illustrious immortals ! Your mantle fell

when you ascended; and thousands, inflamed

with your spirit, and impatient to tread in your

steps, are ready to swear hy Hini that sitteth

upon the throne, arid liveth for ever and ever,

they will protect freedom in her last asylum, and
never desert that cause which you sustained by
your labours, and cemented with your blood.

And thou, sole Ruler among the children of

men, to whom the shields of the earth belong-,

gird on thy sword, thou Most Mighty : go forth

with our hosts in the day of battle! Impart,

in addition to their hereditary valour, that con-

fidence of success which springs from thy pre-

sence ! Pour into their hearts the spirit of de-

parted heroes ! Inspire them with thine own ;

and, while led by thine hand, and fighting under

thy banners, open thou their -eyes to behold in

every valley and in every plain, what the pro-

phet beheld by the same illumination— chariots

of fire, and horses of fire ! Then shall the strong

man be as tow, and the ?naker of it as a spark ;

and they shall both burn together, and none
shall quench them.

FINIS.

T. Combe, Printer, Leicester.
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PREFACE,

The author knows not whether it be necessary

to apologize for the extraordinary length of

this sermon, which so much exceeds the usual

limits of public discourses; for it is only for the

reader to conceive (by a fiction of the imagina-

tion, if he pleases so to consider it) that the

patience of his audience indulged him with their

attention during its delivery. The fact is, not

being in the habit of writing his sermons, this

discourse was not committed to paper, till after

it was delivered : so that the phraseology may

probably vary, and the bulk be somewhat

extended: but the substance is certainly re-

tained.



tie must crave the indulgence of the re-

ligious public for having blended so little

tlieology with it. He is fully avv^are the chief

attention of a christian minister should be

occupied in explaining the doctrines, and

enforcing the duties, of genuine Christianity.

Nor is he chargeable, he hopes, in the ex-

ercise of his public functions, with any re-

markable deviation from the rule of con-

duct : yet he is equally convinced, excur-

sions into other ^opics are sometimes both

lawful and necessary. The versatality of

error demands a correspondent variety in

the methods of defending truth: and from

whom have the public more right to expect

its defence, in opposition to the encroach-

ments of error and infidelity, than from those

who profess to devote their studies and their

lives to the advancement of virtue and re-

ligion? Accordingly, a multitude of publi-

cations on these subjects, equally powerful

in argument, and impressive in manner, have

issued from divines of different persua-

sions, which must be allowed to have done

the utmost honour to the clerical profession.



The most luminous statements of the evidences

of Christianity, on historical grounds, have been

made ; the petulent cavils of infidels satisfacto-

rily refuted ; and their ignorance, if not put to

shame, at least amply exposed : so that revela-

lation, as far as truth and reason can prevail,

is on all sides triumphant.

There is one point of view, however, in which

the respective systems remain to be examined,

which, though hitherto little considered, is

forced upon our attention by the present con-

duct of our adversaries ; that is, their influence

on society. The controversy appears to have

taken a new turn. The advocates of infidelity,

baffled in the field of argument, though unwil-

ling to relinquish the contest, have changed

their mode of attack ; and seem less disposed to

impugn the authority, than to supersede the use

of revealed religion, by giving such representa-

tions of man and of society as are calculated to

make its sanctions appear unreasonable and un-

necessary. Their aim is not so much to dis-

credit the pretensions of any particular religion,

as to set aside the principles common to all.



To obliterate the sense of Deity, of moral

sanctions, and a future world ; and by these

means to prepare the way for the total subver-

sion of every institution, both social and re-

ligious, which men have been hitherto accus-

tomed to revere, is evidently the principal ob-

ject of modern sceptics ; the first sophists who

have avowed an attempt to govern the world,

without inculcating the persuasion of a superior

power. It might well excite our surprise to be-

hold an effort to shake off the yoke of religion,

which was totally unknown during the preva-

lence of gross superstition, reserved for a period

of the world distinguished from every other by

the possession of a revelation more pure, per-

fect, and better authenticated than the enlight-

ened sages of antiquity ever ventured to an-

ticipate, were we not fully persuaded the im-

maculate holiness of this revelation is precisely

that which renders it disgusting to men who

are determined at all events to retain their vices.

Our Saviour furnishes the solution :

—

They

love darkness rather than light, because theirdeeds

are evil; neither ivill they come to the light, lest

their deeds should be reproved.



While all the religions, the Jewish excepted^

which, previous to the promulgation of Christi-

anity, prevailed in the world, partly the contri-

vance of human policy, partly the offspring of

ignorant fear, mixed with the mutilated remains

of traditionary revelation, were favourable to the

indulgence of some vices, and but feebly re-

strained the practice of others ; betwixt vice of

every sort and in every degree, and the religion

of Jesus, there subsists an irreconcileable en-

mity, an eternal discord. The dominion of

Christianity being in the very essence of it the

dominion of virtue, we need look no further

for the sources of hostility in any who oppose

it, than their attachment to vice and disorder.

This view of the controversy, if it be just,

demonstrates its supreme importance; and fur-

nishes the strongest plea with every one with

whom it is not a matter of indifference whether

vice or virtue, delusion or truth, govern the

world, to exert his talents in whatever propor-

tion they are possessed, in contending earnestly

for the faith once delivered to the saints. In

such a crisis, is it not best for christians of all

B 2
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denominations, that they may better concen-

trate their forces against the common adversary,

to suspend for the present their internal dis-

putes; imitating the policy of wise states, who

have never failed to consider the invasion of an

enemy as the signal for terminating the contests

of party? Internal peace is the best fruit we

can reap from external danger. The momen-

tous contest at issue betwixt the christian church

and infidels, may instruct us how trivial, for

the most part, are the controversies of its mem-

bers with each other; and that the different

ceremonies, opinions, and practices, by which

they are distinguished, correspond to the variety

of feature and complexion discernible in the

offspring of the same parent, among whom

there subsists the greatest family likeness.

May it please God so to dispose the minds of

christians of every visible church and communi-

ty, that Ephraiin may no longer vex Judalt, nor

Judah Ephraim; that the only rivalry felt in fu-

ture may be, who shall most advance the inte-

rests of our common Christianity ; and the only

provocation sustained, that of pi^ovoking each

ether to love andgood ivories ! When at the dis-



tanceofmorethanhalf a century, Christianity

was assaulted by a Woolston, a Tindcd, and a

31orgcm, it was ably supported, both by clergy-

men of the established church, and writers

among protestant dissenters. The labours of a

Clarke and a Butler were associated with

those of a Doddridge, a Leland, and a Lard-

ne?; witii such equal reputation and success, as

to make it evident that the intrinsic excellence

of religion needs not the aid of external appen-

dages ; but that, with or without a dowry, her

charms are of sufficient power to fix and en-

gage the heart.

The writer of this discourse will feel himself

happy, should his example stimulate any of his

brethren, of superior abilities, to contribute

their exertions in so good a cause. His apolo-

gy for not entering more at large into the proofs

of the beino- of a God,* and the evidences of

* See an excellent sermon on Atheism, by the Rev. Mr. Estlin, of

Bristol, at whose meeting Uie substance of this discourse was first

preached. In the sermon referred to, the argument for the existence of

a Deity is stated with the utmost clearness and precision ; and the

sophistry of Dupuis^ a French infidel, refuted in a very satisfactory

manner.
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Christianity,* is, that these subjects have been

already handled with great abiUty by various

"writers ; and that he wished rather to confine

himself to one view of the subject—The total

incompatibility of sceptical principles with the

existence of society. Should his life be spared,

he may, probably at some future time, enter

into a fuller and more particular examination of

the infidel philosophy, both with respect to its

speculative principles, and its practical effects

;

its influence on society, and on the individual*

In the mean time, he humbly consecrates this

discourse to the honour of that Saviour, who,

when the means of a more liberal offering are

wanting, commends the widow's mite.

* It is almost suporfluous to name a work so universally known as Dr.

Paley's View of the Evidences of Christianity, which is probably, without

exception, tlje most clear and satisfactory statement of the historical

proofs of the christian religion ever exhibited in any age or country.

CAMBRIDGE,
January 18.



SERMON.

EPHES. ii. 12.

WITHOUT GOD IN THE WORLD.

As the christian ministry is established for the

instruction of men, throughout every age, in

truth and hohness, it must adapt itself to the

ever-shifting scenes of the moral world, and

stand ready to repel the attacks of impiety and

error, under whatever form they may appear.

The church and the world form two societies so

distinct, and are governed by such opposite prin-

ciples and maxims, that, as well from this con-

trariety, as from the express warnings of scrip-

ture, tme christians must look for a state of

warfare, with this consoling assurance, that the

church, like the burning bush beheld by Moses

inthelandofMidian, may be encompassed with

flames, but will never be consumed.
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Wheif she was delivered from the persecuting

power of Rome, she only experienced a change

of trials. The oppression ofexternal violence was

followed by the more dangerous and insidious

attacks of internal enemies. The freedom of

enquiry claimed and asserted at the reformation,

degenerated, in the hands ofmenwho professed

the principles without possessing the spirit of the

reformers, into a fondness for speculative refine-

ments; and consequently intoasource of dispute,

faction, and heresy. While protestants attended

more to the points on which they differed, than

to those in which they agreed ; while more zeal

was employed in settling ceremonies and defend-

ing subtleties, than in enforcing plain revealed

truths, the lovely fruits of peace and charity

perished under the storms of controversy.

In this disjointed and disordered state of the

christian church, they who never looked into the

interior of Christianity were apt to suspect, that

to a subject so fruitful in particular disputes,

must attach a general uncertainty ; and that a

religion founded on revelation could never have

occasioned such discordancy of principle and

practice amongst its disciples. Thus infidehty is

the joint offspring of an irreligious temper and

unholy speculation, employed, not in examining

the evidences of Christianity, but in detecting

the vices and imperfections of professing chris-
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tians. It has passed through various stages,

each distinguished by higher gradations of im-

piety ; for when men aiTOgantly abandon their

guide, and wilfully shut their eyes on the hght

of heaven, it is wisely ordained that their errors

shall multiply at every step, until their extrava-

gance confutes itself, and the mischief of their

principles works its own antidote. That such

has been the progress of infidelity, will be ob-

vious from a slight survey of its history.

Lord Herbert, the first and purest of our j
lEiU^lish free-tfwiAers, who flourished in the be-

ginning of the reign of Charles the First, did

not so much impugn the doctrine or the morality

of the scriptures, as attempt to supersede their

necessity, by endeavouring to shew that tlie

great principles of the unity of God, a moral

government, and a future workl, are taught w itli

sufficient clearness by the light of nature. Bo-

LiNGBROKE, and others of his successors, ad-

vanced much farther, and attempted to invali-

date the proofs of the moral character of the

Deity, and consequently all expectations of re-

wards and punishments: leaving the Supreme

Being no other perfections than those which

belong to a first cause, or almighty contriver.

After him, at a considerable distance, followed

Hume, the most subtle, if not the most philo-

sophical of the deists ; w ho, by perplexing the
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relations of cause and effect, boldly aimed to

introduce an universal scepticism, and to pour
a more than Egyptian darkness into the whole
region of morals. Since his time sceptical writ-

ers have sprmig up in abundance, and infidelity

has allured multitudes to its standard: theyoung
and superficial by its dexterous sophistry, the

vain by the literary fame of its champions, and
the profligate by the licentiousness of its prin-

ciples. Atheism, the most undisguised, has at

length began to make its appearance.

Animated by numbers, and emboldened by
success, the infidels of the present day have
given a new direction to their efforts, and im-

pressed a new character on the ever-growing

mass of their impious speculations.

By uniting more closely with each other, by

giving a sprinkling of irreligion to all their lite-

rary productions, they aim to engross the forma-

tion of the public mind; and, amidst the warmest

professions of attachment to virtue, to effect an

entire disruption of morality from religion. Pre-

tending to be the teachers of virtue, and the

guides of life, they propose to revolutionize the

morals of mankind; to regenerate the world, by

a process entirely new; and to rear the temple of

virtue, not merely without the aid of religion,

but on the renunciation of its principles, and the
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derision of its sanctions. Their party has de-

rived a great accession of numbers and strength

from events the most momentv(ous and astonish-

ing in the pohtical world, which have divided

the sentiments of Europe betwixt hope and ter-

ror ; and, however they may issue, have for the

present, swelled the ranks of infidelity. So

rapidly, indeed, has it advanced since this

crisis, that a great majority on the continent,

and in England a considerable proportion of

those who pursue literature as a profession,*

may justly be considered as the open or dis-

o-uised abettors of atheism.

With respect to the sceptical and religious

systems, the enquiry at present is not so much

which is the truest in speculation, as which is the

most useful in practice; or, in other words, whe-

ther morality will be best promoted by consider-

ing it as a part ofa great and comprehensive law,

emanating from the will of a supreme, omnipo-

tent legislator ; or as a mere expedient, adapted

to our present situation, enforced by no other

motives, than those which arise from the pros-

pects and interests of the present slate. The

absurdity of athieism having been demonstrated

so often and so clearly by many eminent men,

* By those who pursue literature as a profession, the autlior wouUl be

understood to mean tliat numerous class of liter^nry men who draw their

principal subsistence from their writinqs.
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that tkis part of the subject is exhausted, I

should hasten immediately to what I have more

particularly in view, were I not apprehensive a

discourse of this kind may be expected to con-

tain some statement of the argument in proof of

a Deity, which, therefore, I shall present in as

few and plain words as possible.

When we examine a watch, or any other piece

of machinery, we instantly perceive marks of

design. The arrangement of its several parts,

and the adaptation of its movements to one

result, shew it to be a contrivance ; nor do we

ever imagine the faculty of contriving to be in

the watch itself, but in a separate agent.- If we
turn from art to nature, we behold a vast maga-

zine of contrivances; we see innumerable objects

replete with the most exquisite design. The
human eye, for example, is formed with admira-

ble skill for the purpose of sight, the ear for the

function of heaVing. As in the productions of

art we never think of ascribing the power of

contrivance to the machine itself, so we are cer-

tain the skill displayed in the human structure

is not a property of man, since he is very imper-

fectly acquainted with his own formation. If

there be an inseparable relation betwixt the ideas

of a contrivance and a contriver ; and it be evi-

dent, in regard to the human structure, the de-

signing agent is not man himself, there must
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iiutleniably be some separate invisible being,

who is his former. This great Being- we mean

to indicate by the appellation of Deity.

This reasoning admits but of one reply. Why,

it will be said, may we not suppose the world

has always continued as it is ; that is, that there

has been a constant succession of finite beings,

appearing and disappearing on the earth from

all eternity? I answer, whatever is supposed to

have occasioned this constant succession, ex-

clusive of an intelligent cause, will never ac-

count for the undeniable marks of design visi-

ble in all finite beings. Nor is the absurdity of

supposing a contrivance without a contriver di-

minished by this imaginary succession; but

rather increased, by being repeated at every

step of the series.

Besides, an eternal succession of finite beings

involves in it a contradiction, and is therefore

plainly impossible. As the supposition is made
to get qui^-^f the idea of any one having existed

from eternity, each of the beings in the succes-

sion must have begun in time : but the succes-

sion itself is eternal. We have then the succes-

sion of beings infinitely earlier than any being

in the succession ; or, in other Mords, a series

of beings running on, ad infinitum, before it

reached any particular being, which is absurd.
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From these considerations it is manifest there

must be some eternal Being, or nothing could

ever have existed : and since the beings which

we behold bear in their whole structure evident

marks of wisdom and design, it is equally cer-

tain that he who formed them is a wise and

intelligent agent.

To prove the unity of this great Being, in op-

position to a plurality of gods, it is not necessary

to have recourse to metaphysical abstractions.

It is sufficient to observe, that the notion ofmore

than one author of nature is inconsistent with

that harmony of design which prevades her

works ; that it solves no appearances, is sup-

ported by no evidence, and serves no purpose,

l>ni to embarrass and perplex our conceptions.

Such are the proofs of the existence of that

great and glorious Being whom we denominate

God ; and it is not presumption to saj^ it is

impossible to find another truth in the whole

compass of morals, which, according to the

justest laws of reasoning, admits of such strict

and rigorous demonstration.

But I proceed to the more immediate object

of this discourse, which as has been already in-

timated, is not so much to evince the falshood

Qf scepticism as a theory, as to display its mis-
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chevions effects, contrasted with those which

result from the belief of a Diety, and a future

state. The subject viewed in this light, may be

considered under two aspects ; the influence of

the opposite systems on the principles of morals,

and on the formation of character. The first

may be styled their direct, the latter their

equally important, but indirect consequence

and tendency.

I. The sceptical, or irreligious system, sub-

verts the whole foundation of morals,—It may
be assumed as a maxim, that no person can be

required to act contrary to his greatest good, or

his highest interest, comprehensively viewed in

relation to the whole duration of his being. It is

often our duty to forego our own interest par-

tially, to sacrifice a smaller pleasure for the sake

of a greater, to incur a present evil in pursuit of

a distant good ofmore consequence. In a word,

to arbitrate amongst interfering claims of incli

nation is the moral arithmetic of human life

But to risk the happiness of the whole duration

of our being in any case whatever, admitting it

to be possible, would be fooUsh ; because the

sacrifice must, by the nature of it, be so great

as to preTude the possibility of compensation.

As the present world, on sceptical principles,

is the only place of recompense, whenever the
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practice of virtue fails to promise the greatest

sum of present good, cases which often occur

in reality, and much oftener in appearance,

every motive to virtuous conduct is superseded ;

a deviation from rectitude becomes the part of

wisdom ; and should the path of virtue, in ad-

dition to this, be obstructed by disgrace, tor-

ment, or death, to persevere would be madness

and folly, and a violation of the first and most

essential law of nature. Virtue, on these prin-

ciples, being in numberless instances at war

with self-preservation, never can, or ought to

become, a fixed habit of the mind.

The system of infidelity is not only incapable

of arming virtue for great and trying occasions,

but leaves it unsupported in the most ordinary

occurrences. In vain will its advocates appeal to

a moral sense, to benevolence and sympathy. In

vain will they expatiate on the tranquillity and

pleasure attendant on a viituous course : for it is

undeniable that theseimpulsesmaybeovercome

:

and though you may remind the offender that

in disregarding them he has violated his nature,

and that a conduct consistent with them is pro-

ductive of much internal satisfaction
;
yet if he

reply that his taste is of a diflferent sort, that

there are other gratifications which he values

more, and that every man must choose his owa

pleasures, the argument is at an end.
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Rewards and punishments, awarded by onnii-

potent power, afford a palpable and pressing

motive which can never be neglected without

renouncing the character of a rational creature :

but tastes and reHshes are not to be prescribed.

A motive in which the reason of man shall

acquiesce, enforcing the practice of virtue at all

times and seasons, enters into the very essence

of moral obligation. Modern infidelity supplies

no such motives : it is therefore essentially and

infallibly a system of enervation, turpitude, and

vice.

This chasm in the construction of morals can

only be supplied by the firm belief of a reward-

ing and avenging Deity, who binds duty and

happiness, though they may seem distant, in

an indissoluble chain; without which, whatever

usurps the name of virtue, is not a principle, but

a feeling ; not a determinate rule, but a fluctui

ating expedient, varying with the tastes of indi-|

\iduals, and changing with the scenes of life.

Nor is this the only way in which infidelity

subverts the foundation ofmorals. All reasoning

on morals pre-supposes a distinction between in-

clinations and duties, aftections and rules. The
former prompt ; the latter prescribe. The former

supply motives to action ; the latter regulate and



control it. Hence it is evident, if virtue have

any just claim to authority, it must be under

the latter of these notions ; that is, under the

character of a law. It is under this notion, in

facty that its dominion has ever been acknow-

ledged to be paramount and supreme.

But, without the intervention of a superior

will, it is impossible there should beany moral

laws, except in the lax metaphorical sense in

which we speak of the laws of matter and mo-

tion. Men being essentially equal, morality is,

on these principles, only a stipulation, o-r silent

compact, into which every individual is sup-

posed to enter, as far as suits his convenience,

jand for the breach of which he is accountable

I to nothing but his own mind. His own mind

i is his law, his tribunal, and his judgel

Two consequences, the most disastrous to

society, will inevitably follow the general pre-

valence of this system ; the frequent perpetra-

tion of great crimes, and the total absence of

great virtues.

I. In those conjunctures which tempt avarice

or inflame ambition, when a crime flatters with

the prospect of impunity, and the certainty of

immense advantage, what is to restrain an athiest

from its commission ? To say that remorse will
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deter him, is absurd : for remorse, as distin-

guished from pity, is the sole offspring of reli-

gious belief, the extinction of which is the great

purpose of the infidel philosophy.

The dread of punishment, or infamy, from his

fellow-creatures, will be an equally ineffectual

barrier ; because crimes are only committed un-t

der such circumstances as suggest the hope on

concealment : not to say that crimes themselves
|

will soon lose their infamy and their hoiTor, un-

der the influence of that system which destroys

the sanctity of virtue, by converting it into a low

calculation of worldly interest. Here the sense

of an ever-present Ruler, and of an avenging

Judge, is of the most awful and indispensable

necessity ; as it is that alone which impresses on

all crimes the character oifolly, shews that duty

and interest in every instance coincide, and that

the most prosperous career of vice, the most

brilliant successes of criminality, are but an ac-
]

cumulation oftvrath against the day of ivrath. \

As the frequent perpetration of great crimes

is an inevitable consequence of the diffusion of

sceptical principles ; so, to understand this con-

sequence in its full extent, we must look beyond

their immediate effects, and consider the disrup-

tion of social ties, the destruction of confidence,

the terror, suspicion, and hatred, which must

c 2
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prevail in that state of society in which barba-

rous deeds are familiar. The tranquillity which

prevades a well-ordered community, and the

mutual ^ood offices which bind its members to-

gether, -is. founded on an implied confidence in

the disposition to annoy ; in the justice, hu-

manity, and moderation of those among whom
we dwell. So that the worst consequence of

crimes is, that they impair the stock of public

charity and general tenderness. The dread and

hatred of our species would infallibly be grafted

on a conviction that we were exposed every

moment to the surges of an unbridled ferocity,

and that nothing but the power of the magis-^

trate stood between us and the daggers of as-

sassins. In such a state, laws, deriving no sup-

port from public manners, are unequal to the|i

task of curbing the fury of the passions ; which,

from being concentrated into selfishness, fear,

and revenge, acquire new force. Terror and

suspicion beget cruelty ; and inflict injuries by

way of prevention. Pity is extinguished in the

stronger impulse of self-preservation. The ten-

der and generous affections are crushed ; and

nothing is seen but the retaliation of wrongs,

the fierce and unmitigated struggle for superi-

ority. This is but a faint sketch of the incal-

culable calamities and horrors we must expect,

should we be so unfortunate as ever to witness

the triumph of modern infidelity.
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n. This system is a soil as barren of great ll

and sublime virtues as it is prolific in crimes,!*

By great and sublime virtues are meant, those

which are called into action on great and trying

occasions, which demand the sacrifice of the

dearest interests and prospects of human life,

and sometimes of life itself. The virtues, in a

word, which, by their rarity and splendour,

draw admiration, and have rendered illustrious

the character of patriots, martyrs, and confes-

sors. It requires but little reflection to per-

ceive, that whatever veils a future world, and

contracts the limits of existence within the pre-

sent life, must tend in a proportionable degree,

to diminish the grandeur and narrow the sphere

of human agency,

As well might you expect exalted sentiments

.

of justice from a professed gamester, as lookj

for noble principles in the man whose hopes

and fears are all suspended on the present mo-

ment, and who stakes the whole happiness of;

his being on the events of this vain and fleeting

life. If he be ever impelled to the performance

of great achievements in a good cause, it must

be solely by the hope of fame ; a motive which,

besides that it makes virtue the servant of opi-

nion, usually grows weaker at the approach of

death ; and, which, however it may surmount

the love of existence in the heat of battle, or in
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the moment of public observation, can seldom

be expected to operate with much force on the

retired duties of a private station.

In affimiing that infidelity is unfavourable to

the higher class of virtues, we are supported as

well by facts as by reasoning. We should be

sorry to load our adversaries with unmerited re-

proach : but to what history, to what record will

they appeal for the traits of moral greatness ex-

hibited by their disciples? Where shall we look

for the trophies of infidel magnanimity, or

atheistical virtue ? Not that we mean to ac-

cuse them of inactivity : they have recently

filled the world with the fame of their ex-

ploits ; exploits of a different kind indeed,

but of iu)perishable memory, and disastrous

lustre.

Though it is confessed great and splendid

actions are not the ordinary employment of life,

but must, from their nature, be reserved for

high and eminent occasions; yet that system

is essentially defective which leaves no room for

their cultivation. They are important, both

from their immediate advantage and their re-

moter influence. They often save, and always

illustrate, the age and nation in which they

appear. They raise the standard of morals;

they arrest the progress of degeneracy ; they
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diffuse a lustre over the path of life: monuments

of the greatness of the human soul, they present

to the world the august image of virtue in her

eublimest form, from which streams of light

and glory issue to remote times and ages ; while

their commemoration, by the pen of historians

and poets, awakens in distant bosoms the sparks

of kindred excellence.

Combine the frequent and famiHar perpetra-

tion of atrocious deeds with the dearth of great

and generous actions, and you have the exact

picture of that condition of society which com-

pletes the degradation of the species—the fright-

ful contrast of dwarfish virtues and gigantic

vices, where every thing good is mean and little,

and every thing evil is rank and luxuriant: a

dead and sickening uniformity prevails, broken

only at intervals by volcanic eruptions of anar-

chy and crime.

II. Hitherto we have considered the influence

of scepticism on the principles of virtue ; and

have endeavoured to show that it despoils it of

its dignity, and lays its authority in the dust.

Its influence on the formation of character re-

mains to be examined.—The actions of men are

oftener determined by their character than their

interest: their conduct takes its colour more



from their acquired taste, inclinations, and ha-

bits, than from a deliberate regard to their

greatest good. It is only on great occasions the

mind awakes to take an extended survey of her

whole course, and that she suffers the dictates

of reason to impress a new bias upon her move-

ments. The actions of each day are, for the

most part, links which follow each other in the

chain of custom. Hence the great effort of

practical wisdom is to imbue the mind with

right tastes, affections, and habits ; the elements

of character, and masters of action.

The exclusion of a supreme Being, and of a

superintending providence, tends directly to the

destruction of moral taste. It robs the universe

of all finished and consummate excellence even

in idea. The admiration ofperfect wisdom and

goodness for which we are formed, and which

kindles such unspeakable rapture in the soul,

finding in the regions of scepticism nothing to

which it corresponds, droops and languishes.

In a world which presents a fair spectacle of

order and beauty, of a vast family nourished

and supported by an almighty Parent; in a

world which leads the devout mind, stepby step,

to the contemplation of the first fair and the first

good, the sceptic is encompassed with nothing

but obscurity, meanness, and disorder.
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When we reflect on the manner in which the

idea of Deity is formed, we must be convinced

that such an idea, intimately present to the mind,

must have a most powerful effect in refining the

moral taste. Composed of the richest elements,

it embraces, in the character of a beneficent

Parent and almighty Ruler, whatever is venera-

ble in wisdom, whatever is awful in authority,

whatever is touching in goodness.

Human excellence is blended with many im-

perfections, and seen under many limitations.

It is beheld only in detached and separate por-

tions, nor ever appears in any one character

whole and entire. So that when, in imitation

of the Stoics, we wish to form out of these frag-

ments the notion of a peifectly wise and good

man, we know it is a mere fiction of the mind,

without any real being in whom it is embodied

and realized. In the belief of a Deity, these

conceptions are reduced to reality : the scattered

rays of an ideal excellence are concentrated, and

become the real attributes of that Being with

whom we stand in the nearest relation, who sits

supreme at the head of the universe, is armed

with infinite power, and pervades all nature with

his presence.

. The efficacy of these sentiments in producing

&nd augmenting a virtuous taste, will indeed be
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proportioned to the vividness with which they

are formed, and the frequency with which they

recur; yet some benefit will not fail to result

from them even in their lowest deo:ree.

if-

'»*

The idea of the Supreme Being has this pecu-

liar property ; that, as it admits of no substitute,

80, from the first moment it is impressed, it is

capable of continual growth and enlargement.

God himself is immutable; but our conception

of his character is continually receiving fresh

accessions, is continually growing more ex-

tended and refulgent, by having transferredupon

it new perceptions of beauty and goodness ; by

attracting to itself, as a centre, whatever bears

the impress of dignity, order, or happiness. It

borrows splendour from all that is fair, subor-

dinates to itself all that is great, and sits en-

throned on the riches of the universe.

As the object of worship will always be, in a

degree, the object of imitation, hence arises a

fixed standard of moral excellence ; by the con-

templation of which the tendencies to corrup-

tion are counteracted, the contagion of bad ex-

ample is checked, and human nature rises above

its natural level.

When the knowledge of God was lost in the
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world, just ideas of virtue and moral obligation

dissappeared along with it. How is it to be

otherwise accounted for, that in the polished

nations, and in the enlightened times of pagan

antiquity, the most unnatural lusts and detest-

able impurities were not only tolerated in pri-

vate life,* but entered into religion, and formed

a material part of pubhc worship ;t while among

the Jews, a people so much inferior in every

other branch of knowledge, the same vices were

regarded with horror ?

The reason is this : The true character of God
was unknown to the former, which by the light

of divine revelation was imparted to the latter.

The former cast their deities in the mould of

* It is worthy ofobservation, that the elegant and philosophic Xenophoit,

in delineating the model of a perfect prince in the character of Cyrns,

introduces a Mede who had formed an unnatural passion for his hero

;

and relates the incident in a lively, festive humor, without being in the

least conscious of any indelicacy attached to it. "What must be the

state of manners in a country where a circumstance of this kind, feigned,

DO doubt, by way of ornament, finds a place in such a work? Cyri

Jnstit. Lib. l.

Deinde nobis qni concedentibus pliilosophis antiquis, adolescentulis

delectamur etiain vitia saepe jucunda sunt. C>.ce}-o De Nat. Dei.

Lib.u

t Nam quo noji proslat fcemina templo. Jut.

The impurities practised in the worship of Isis, an Egyptian deity,

lose to such a height in the reign of Tiberius tliat tl .t profligate prince

thought fit to prohibit her worship, and at the same time inflicted on her

priests the punishment ofcrucifi>doR. Joseph. Antiq, Judaic. L. 18.
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their own imaginations, in consequence of which

they partook of the vices and defects of their

worshippers. To the latter, no scope was left

for the wanderings of fancy ; but a pure and

perfect model was prescribed.

Falseand corrupt, however, aswas the religion

of the pagans; (if it deserve the name) and de-

fective, and often vicious, as was the character

of their imaginary deities, it was still better for

the world for the void of knowledge to be filled

with these, than abandoned to a total scepticism

;

for if both systems are equally false, they are not

equally pernicious. When the fictions of hea-

thenism consecrated the memory ofits legislators

and heroes, it invested them for the most part

with those qualities which were in the greatest

repute. They were supposed to possess in the

highest degree the virtues in which it was most

honourable to excel ; and to be the witnesses,

approvers, and patrons of those perfections in

others, by which their own character was chiefly

distinguished. Men saw, or rather fancied they

saw, in these supposed deities, the qualities they

most admired dilated to a larger size, moving in

a higher sphere, and associated with the power,

dignity, and'happiness of superior natures. With

such ideal models before them, and conceiving

themselves continually acting under the eye of

such spectators and judges, they felt a real eleva-
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tion ; their eloquence became more impassion-

ed, their patriotism inflamed, and then* courage

exalted.

Revelation, by displaying the true character

of God, affords a pure and perfect standard of

virtue ; heathenism, one in many respects defec-

tive and vicious ; the fashionable scepticism of

the present day, which excludes the belief of all

superior powers, affords no standard at all. Hu-

man nature knows nothing belter or higher than

itself. All above and around it being shrouded

in darkness, and the prospect confined to the

tame realities of life, virtue has no room upwards

to expand ; nor are any excursions permitted

into that unseen world, the true element of the

great and good, by which it is fortified with

motives equally calculated to satisfy the reason,

to delight the fancy, and to impress the heart.

11. Modern infidelity not only tends to cor-

rupt the moral taste; it also promotes the

growth of those vices which are the most hos-

tile to social happiness. Of all the vices inci-

dent to human nature, the most destructive to

society are vanity, ferocity, and unbridled sen-

suality ; and these are precisely the vices which

infidelity is calculated to cherish.

That the love, fear, and habitual contempla-

tion of a being infinitely exalted, or in other
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words, devotion, is adapted to promote a sober

and moderate estimate of om- own excellencieSy

is incontestable ; nor is it less evident that the

exclusion of such sentiments must be favour-

able to pride. The criminality of pride will,

perhaps, be less readily admitted ; for though

there is no vice so opposite to the spirit of Chris-

tianity, yet there is none which, even in the

christian Morld, ha&, under various pretences,

been treated with so much indulgence.

Tliere is, it will be confessed, a delicate sensi-

bility to character, a sober desire ofreputation, a

wish to possess the esteem of the wise and good,

felt by the purest minds, and which is at the far-

thest remove from arrogance or vanity. The hu-

mility of a noble mind scarcely dares to approve

of itself, until it has secured the approbation of

others. Very different is that restless c^esire of

distinction, that passion for theatrical display,

which inflames the heart and occupies the whole

attention of vain men. This, of all the passions,

is the most unsocial, avarice itself not excepted.

The reason is plain. Property is a kind of good

which may be more easily attained, and is capa-

ble of more minute subdivisions than fame. In

the pursuit of wealth, men are led by an atten-

tion to their own interest to promote the welfare

of each other ; their advantages are reciprocal

;

the benefits which each is anxious to acquire for
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himself he reaps in the greatest abundance from

the union and conjunction of society. The pur-

suits ofvanity are quite contrary. The portion of

time and attention mankind are willing to spare

from their avocations and pleasures to devote to

the admiration of each other is so small, that

every successful adventurer is felt to have im-

paired the common stock. The success ofone is

the disappointment of multitudes. For though

there be many rich, many virtuous, many wise

men, fame must necessarily be the portion ofbut

few. Hence every vain man, every man in whom
vanity is the ruling passion, regarding his rival

as his enemy, is strongly tempted to rejoice in

his miscarriage, and repine at his success.

Besides, as the passions are seldom seen in a

simple, unmixed state, so vanity, when it suc-

ceeds, degenerates into arrogance: when it is dis-

appointed, (anditis often disappointed) itis exas-

perated into malignity, and corrupted into envy.

In this stage the vain man commences a deter-

mined misanthrophist. He detests that excel-

lence which he cannot reach. He detests his

species, and longs to be revenged for the unpar-

donable injustice he has sustained in their in-

sensibihty to his merits. He lives upon the cala-

mities of the world ; the vices and miseries ofmen
are his element and his food. Virtue, talents,

and genius, are his natural enemies, which he
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persecutes with instinctive eagerness, and unre*

lenting hostility. There are who doubt the ex*

istence of such a disposition ; but it certainly

issues out of the dregs of disappointed vanity

:

a disease which taints and vitiates the whole cha-

racter wherever it prevails. It forms the heart to

such a profound indiflerence to the welfare of

others, that whatever appearances he may as-

sume, or however wide the circle of his seeming

virtues may extend, you will infallibly find the

vain man is his own centre. Attentive only to

himself, absorbed in the contemplation of his

own perfections, instead of feeling tenderness for

his fellow-creatures as members of the same

family, as beings with whom be is appointed to

act, to suffer, and to sympathize ; he considers

life as a stage on which he is performing a part,

and mankind in no other light than spectators.

Whether he smiles or frowns, whether his path

is adorned with the rays of beneficence, or his

steps are dyed in blood, an attention to self is

the spring of every movement, and the motive

to which every action is referred.

His apparent good qualities lose all their

worth, by losing all that is simple, genuine, and

natural : they are even pressed into the service

of vanity, and become the means of enlarging

its power. The truly good man is jealous over

himself, lest the notoriety of his best actions by

blending itself with their motive, should diminish
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their value; the vain man performs the same

actions for the sake of that notoriety. The good

man quietly discharges his duty, and shuns os-

tentation ; the vain man considers every good

deed lost that is not publicly displayed. The
one is intent upon realities, the other upon sem-

blances : the one aims to be virtuous, the other

to appear so.

Nor is a mind inflated with vanity more dis-

quahfied for right action than just speculation,

or better disposed to the pursuit of truth than

the practice of virtue. To such a mind the sim-

plicity of truth is disgusting. Careless of the

improvement of mankind, and intent only upon

astonishing with the appearance of novelty, the

glare of paradox will be preferred to the light

of truth ; opinions will be embraced, not be-

cause they are just but because they are new

:

the more flagitious, the more subversive of mo-

rals, the more alarming to the wise and good,

the more welcome to men who estimate their

literary powers by the mischief they produce,

and who consider the anxiety and terror they

impress as the measure of their renown. Truth

is simple and uniform, while error may be infi-

nitely varied ; and as it is one thing to start

paradoxes, and another to make discoveries, we
need the less wonder at the prodigious increase

of modern philosophers.

D
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We have been so much accustomed to consider

extravagant self-estimation merely as a ridiculous

quality, that many will be surprised to find it

treated as a vice pregnant with serious mischief

to society. But, to form a judgment of its influ-

ence on the manners and happiness of a nation,

it is necessary only to look at its effects in a

family ; for bodies of men are only collections of

individuals, and the greatest nation is nothing

more than an aggregate of a number of famihes.

Conceive of a domestic circle, in which each

member is elated with a most extravagant opinion

ofhimself, and a proportionable contemptofevery

other ; is full of little contrivances to catch ap-

plause, and whenever he is not praised is sullen

and disappointed. What a picture of disunion,

disgust, and animosity would such a family pre-

sent ! How utterly would domestic affection be

extinguished, and all the purposes of dometic

society be defeated ! The general prevalence of

such dispositions must be accompanied by an

equal proportion ofgeneral misery. The tendency

ofpride to produce strife and hatred is sufficiently

apparent from the pains men have been at to con-

struct a system of politeness which is nothing

more than a sort of mimic humility, in which the

sentiments of an offensive self-estimation are so

far disguised and suppressed as to make them

compatible with the spirit of society ; such a

mode of behaviour as would naturally resultfrom
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an attention to the apostolic injunction: Let

nothing he done through strife or vaifiglory ; hut^

in lowliness of mind, let each esteem other better

than themselves. But ifthe semblance be ofsuch

importance, how much more useful the reality

!

If the mere garb of humility be of such indispen-

sable necessity that without it society could not

subsist, how much better still would the harmo-

ny of the world be preserved, were the condes-

cension, deference, and respect, so studiously

displayed, a tme picture of the heart ?

The same restless and eager vanity which dis-

turbs a family, when it is permitted in a great

national crisis to mingle with political affairs,

distracts a kingdom ; infusing into those entrust-

ed with the enaction oflaws a spirit of rash inno-

vation and daring empiricism, a disdain of the

estabhshed usages of mankind, a foolish desire

to dazzle the world with new and untried systems

of policy, in which the precedents of antiquity

and the experience of ages are only consulted to

be trodden under foot ; and into the executive

department of government, a fierce contention

for pre-eminence, an incessant struggle to sup-

plant and destroy, with a propensity to calumny

and suspicion, proscription and massacre.

We shall suffer the most eventful season ever

witnessed in the affairs of men to pass over our

D 2
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heads to very little purpose, if we fail to learn

from it some awful lessons on the nature and

progress of the passions. The true hght m which

the French revolution ought to be contemplated

is that of a grand experiment on human nature.

Among the various passions which that revolu-

tion has so strikingly displayed, none is more

conspicuous than vanity : nor is it less difficult,

without adverting to the national character of

the people, to account for its extraordinary pre-

dominance. Political power, the most seducing

object of ambition, never before circulated

through so many hands ; the prospect of possess-

ing it was never before presented to so many
minds. Multitudes who, by their birth and

education, and not unfrequently by their talents,

seemed destined to perpetual obscurity, were by

the alternate rise and fall of parties elevated into

distinction, and shared in the functions of go-

vernment. The short-lived forms of power and

office glided with such rapidity through succes-

sive ranks of degradation, from the court to the

very dregs of the populace, that they seemed

rather to solicit acceptance than to be a prize

contended for.* Yet, as it was still impossible

for all to possess authority, though none were

willing to obey, a general impatience to break

^qno piilsat pede paupernm taberna?

Reguraque turres. Hor.
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the ranks and rush into the foremost ground,

maddened and infuriated the nation, and over-

whehned law, order, and civihzation, with the

violence of a torrent.

If such be the mischiefs both in public and

private life resulting from an excessive self-esti-

mation, it remains next to be considered whe-

ther providence has supplied any medicine to

correct it ; for as the reflection on excellencies,

whether real or imaginary, is always attended

with pleasure to the possessor, it is a disease

deeply seated in our nature.

Suppose there were a great and glorious Being

always present with us, who had given us exist-

ence with numberless other blessings, and on

whom we depended each instant, as well for

every present enjoyment as for every futuregood

:

suppose again we had incurred the just displea-

sure of such a Being by ingratitude and disobe-

dience, yet that in great mercy he had not cast

us off, but had assured us he was willing to par-

don and restore us on our humble entreaty and

sincere repentance ; say, would not an habitual

sense of the presence of this Being, self-reproach

for having displeased him, and an anxiety to

recover his favour be the most effectual antidote

to pride? But such are the leading discoveries

made by the christian revelation, and such the
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dispositions which a practical belief of it

inspires.

Humility is the first fruit of religion. In the

mouth of our Lord there is no maxim so fre-

quent as the following : Whosoever exalteth

himselfshall be abased, and he that humbleth him-

self shall be exalted. Religion, and that alone,

teaches absolute humility ; by which I mean a

sense of our absolute nothingness in the view of

infinite greatness and excellence. That sense

of inferiority which results from the comparison

of men with each other is often an unwelcome

sentiment forced upon the mind, which may
rather embitter the temper than soften it : that

which devotion impresses is soothing and de-

lightful. The devout man loves to lie low at

the footstool of his Creator, because it is then

he attains the most lively perceptions of the

divine excellence, and the most tranquil con-

fidence in the divine favour. In so august a

presence he sees all distinctions lost, and all

beings reduced to the same level. He looks at

his superiors without envy, and his inferiors

without contempt: and when from this eleva-

tion he descends to mix in society, the convic-

tion of superiority, which must in many- in-

stances be felt, is a calm inference of the under-

standing, and no longer a busy, importunate

passion of the heart.
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The wicked (says the Psalmist) through the

pride of their countenance, will not seek after

God: God is not in all their thoughts. When we

consider the incredible vanity of the athiestical

sect, together with the settled niahgnity and un-

relenting rancour with which they pursue every

vestige of religion, is it uncandid to suppose

that its humbling tendency is one principal

cause of their enmity ; that they are eager to

displace a Deity from the minds of men, that

they may occupy the void ; to crumble the

throne of the Eternal into dust, that they may
elevate themselves on its ruins; and that, as

their licentiousness is impatient of restraint, so

their pride disdains a superior?

We mentioned a ferocity of character as one

effect of sceptical impiety. It is an inconve-

nience attending a controversy with those with

whom we have few principles in common that

we are often in danger of reasoning inconclu-

sively, for the want of its being clearly known

and settled what our opponents admit, and what

they deny. The persons, forexample, with whom
we are at present engaged, have discarded humi-

lity and modesty from the catalogue of virtues

;

on which account we have employed the more

time in evincing their importance : but wl^atj^ver

may be thought of humility as a virtue^ if surely

will not be denied that inhumanity is a most
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detestable vice ; a vice, however, wliich scepti-

cism has a most powerful tendency to inflame.

As we haveah'eady shewn tliat pride hardens

the heart, and that rehgion is the only effectual

antidote, the connexion between irreligion and

inhumanity is in this view obvious. But there

is another light in which this part of the subject

may be viewed, in my humble opinion, much

more important, though seldom adverted to.

The supposition thatman is a moral and account-

able being, destined to survive the stroke of

death, and to live in a future world in a nevei-

ending state of happiness or misery, makes him

a creature ofincomparablymore consequence than

the opposite supposition. When we consider him

as placed here by an almighty Ruler in a state

of probation, and that the present life is his

period of trial, the first link in a vast and inter-

minable chain which stretches into eternity, he

assumes a dignified character in our eyes. Every

thing which relates to him becomes interesting
;

and to trifle with his happiness is felt to be the

most unpardonable levity. If such be the desti-

nation of man, it is evident that in the qualities

which fit him for it his principal dignity consists:

his moral greatness is his true greatness. Let

thesceptical principles be admitted, which repre-

sent him, on the contrary, as the offspring of

chance, connected with no superior power, and
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sinking- into annihilation at death, and he is a

contemptible creature, whose existence and

happiness are insignificant. The characteristic

difference is lost betwixt him and the brute

creation, from which he is no longer distin-

guished, except by the vividness and multipli-

city of his pt^rceptions.

If we reflect on that part of our nature which

disposes ns to lunnanity, we shall find that,

where we have no particular attachment, our

sympathy with the sufferings and concern for

the de^ruction of sensitive beings, is in propor-

tion to their supposed importance in the general

scale ; or, in other words, to their supposed ca-

pacity of enjoyment. We feel, for example,

much more at witnessing the destruction of a

man than of an inferior animal, because we con-

sider it as involving the extinction of a much
greater sum of happiness. For the same reason

he who would shudder at the slaughter of a

large animal, avIU see a thousand insects perish

without a pang. Our sympathy with the cala-

mities of our fellow- creatures is adjusted to the

same proportions ; for we feel more powerfully

affected with the distresses of fallen greatness,

than with equal or greater distresses sustained

by persons of inferior rank ; because, having

been accustomed to associate with an elevated

station, the idea of superior happiness, the loss
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appears the greater, and the wreck more exten-

sive. But the disproportion in importance be-

twixt man and the meanest insect, is not so great

as that which subsists betwixt man considered

as mortal and as immortal; that is, betwixt man
as he is represented by the system of scepticism,

and that of divine revelation : for the enjoyment

of the meanest insect bears some proportion,

though a very small one, to the present happi-

ness of man ; but the happiness of time bears

none at all to that of eternity. The sceptical

system, therefore, sinks the importance of hu«

man existence to an inconceivable degree.

From these principles results the following im-

portant inference—that to extinguish human life

by the hand of violence, must be quite a different

thing in the eyes of a sceptic from what it is in

those of a christian. With the sceptic it is no-

thing more than diverting the course of a little

red fluid, called blood ; it is merely lessening the

number by one of many millions of fugitive con-

temptible creatures. The christian sees in the

same event an accountable being cut off from a

state of probation, and hurried, perhaps unpre-

pared, into the presence of his Judge, to hear

that final, that irrevocable sentence, which is to

fix him for ever in an unalterable condition of fe-

licity or woe. The former perceives in death no-

thing but its physical circumstances ; the lattev
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IS impressed with the magnitude of its moral

consequences. It is the moral relation which

man is supposed to bear to a superior power, the

awful idea of accountability, the influence which

his present dispositions and actions are conceiv-

ed to have upon his eternal destiny, more than

any superiority of intellectual powers abstract-

ed from these considerations, which invest him

with such mysterious grandeur, and constitute

the firmest guard on the sanctuary of human

life. This reasoning, it is true, serves more im-

mediately to show how the disbelief of a future

state endangers the security of life ; but though

this be its direct consequence, it extends by ana-

logy much further, since he who has learned to

sport with the lives of his fellow-creatures will

feel but little solicitude for their welfare in any

other instance; but, as the greater includes the

less, will easily pass from this to all the inferior

gradations of barbarity.

As the advantage of the armed over the un»

armed is not seen till the moment of attack, so

in that tranquil state of society, in which law

and order maintain their ascendancy, it is not

perceived, perhaps not even suspected, to what

an alarming degree the principles of modern

infidelity leave us naked and defenceless. But

let the state be convulsed, let the mounds of

regular authority be once overflowed, and the
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still small voice of law drowned in the tempest

of popular fury, (events which recent experience

shows to be possible) it will then be seen that

atheism is a school of ferocity ; and that having

taught its disciples to consider mankind as little

better than a nest of insects, they w ill be pre-

pared in the fierce conflicts of party to trample

npon tliem without pity, and extinguish them

without remorse.

It was late* before the atheism of Epicurus

gained footing at Rome ; but its prevalence was

soon followed by such scenes of proscri]jtion,

confiscation and blood, as w ere then unparalleled

in the history of the world ; from which the

repubhc being never able to recover itself, after

many unsuccessful struggles, exchanged liberty

for repose, by submission to absolute power.

Such were the effects of atheism at Rome. An
attempt has been recently made to establish a

similar system in France, the consequences of

which are too well known to render it requisite

for me to shock your feelings by a recital. The
oidy doubt that can arise is, whether the barba-

rities which have stained tlie revolution in that

unhappy country are justly chargeable on the

* Neque enim assentior iis qui hcec nuper disserare coepcrunt cum

corporibns simul animos inlerire atque omnia niorte deleri. Ckem d*

Amicitla.
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prevalence of atheism. Let those who doubt of

this recollect that the men who, by their activity

and talents, prepared the minds of the people for

that great change

—

Voltaire, D'Alembcrf, Dide-

rot, Rousseau, and others, were avowed enemies

of revelation ; that in all their writings the diffu-

sion of scepticism and revolutionary principles

went hand in hand ; that the fury of tlie most san-

guinary parties was especially pointed against

the christian priesthood and religious institutions,

without once pretending, like other persecutors,

to execute the vengeance of God (whose name

they never mentioned) upon his enemies ; that

their atrocities vvere committed with a wanton

levity and brutal merriment ; that the reign of

atheism was avowedly and expressly the reign of

terror; that in the full madness of their career,

in the highest climax of their horrors, they shut

up the temples of God, abolished his worship,

and proclaimed death to be an eternal sleep : as

if by pointing to the silence of the sepulchre,

and the sleep of the dead, these ferocious bar-

barians meant to apologize for leaving neither

«leep, quiet, nor repose to the living.

As the heathens fabled that Minerva issued

full armed from the head of Jupiter, so no sooner

were the speculations of atheistical philosophy

matured, than they gave birth to a ferocity

which converted the most polished people in
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Europe into a horde of assassins ; the seat of

vohiptuous refinement, of {jleasiire, and of arts,

into a theatre of blood.

Having already shewn that the principles of

infidelity facilitate the commission of crimes, by

removing the restraints of fear ; and that they

foster the arrogance of the individual, while they

inculcate the most despicable opinion of the spe-

cies; the inevitable result is, that a haughty self-

confidence, a contempt of mankind, together

with a daring defiance of religious restraints,

are the natural ingredients of the athiestical cha-

racter ; nor is it less evident that these are, of

all others, the dispositions which most forcibly

stimulate to violence and cruelty.

Settle it therefore in your minds, as a maxim

never to be effaced, or forgotten, that atheism is

an inhuman, bloody, ferocious system, equally

hostile to every useful restraint, and to every

virtuous affection ; that leaving nothing above

us to excite awe, nor round us to awaken ten-

derness, it wages war with heaven and with

earth: its first object is to dethrone God, its

next to destroy man.*

• As human nature is the same in ail ages, it is not surprising to find

the same moral systems, even in the most dissimilar circumstances, pro-

duce corresponding eliects. Josephus remarks that the Saducees, a kind

of Jewish infidels, whose tenets were the denial of a moral government
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There is a third vice, not less destructive to

society than either of those which have been

already mentioned, to which the system of mo-

dern infidelity is favourable; that is, unbridled

sensuality, the licentious and unrestrained in-

dulgence of those passions which are essential

to the continuation of the species. The magni-

tude of these passions, and their supreme im-

portance to the existence as well as the peace

and welfare of society, have rendered it one of

the first objects of solicitude with every wise

legislator, to restrain them by such laws, and to

confine their indulgence within such limits as

shall best promote the great ends for which

they were implanted.

The benevolence and wisdom of the Author

of Christianity are eminently conspicuous in the

laws he has enacted on this bmnch of morals

;

for, while he authorizes marriage, he restrains

the vagrancy and caprice of the passions, by

forbidding polygamy and divorce; and, well

knowing that offences against the laws of chas-

tity usually spring from an ill-regulated imagi-

nation, he inculcates purity of heart. Among
innumerable benefits which theworld has derived

and a future state, were distinguished from the other sects by their fe

rocity. De. Bell. Jiid. lib. S. He elsewhere remarks, that they were

eminent for their inhumanity in tlieir judical capacity.
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from the christian religion, a superior refinement

in the sexual sentiments, a more equal and re-

spectful treatment of women, greater dignity

aod permanence conferred on the institution of

mamage, are not the least considerable ; in con-

sequence of which the purest affections, and the

most sacred duties, are grafted on the stock of

the strongest instincts.

The aim of all the leading champions of infi-

delity is to rob mankind of these benefits, and

throw them back into a state of gross and brutal

sensuality. Mr. Hume asserts adultery to be but

a slight offence 167/ eii knoivii, when secret no crime

at all. In the same spirit he represents the pii-

\ate conduct of the profligate Charles, whose

debaucheries polluted the age, as a just subject

of panegyric. A disciple hi the same school has

lately had the unblushing effrontery to stigma-

tize marriage as the worst of all monopolies;

and, in a narrative of his licentious amours, to

make a formal apology for departing from his

principles, by submitting to its restraints. The

popular productions on the continent, which

issue from the atheistical school, are incessant-

ly directed to the same purpose.

Under every possible aspect in which infidelity

can be viewed, it extends the dominion ofsensual-

ity : it repeals and abrogates every law by which
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divine revelation has, under such awful sanctions^

restrained the indulgence of the passions. The

disbeliefof a supreme, omniscient Being, which it

inculcates, releases its disciples from an attention

to the heart, from every care but the preservation

of outward decorum ; and the exclusion of the

devout affections, and an unseen world, leaves

the mind immersed in visible, sensible Objects.

There aretwo sorts of pleasures, corporeal and

mental. Though we are indebted to the senses for

all our perceptions originally, yet those which are

at the furthest remove from their immediate ivri-

pressions confer the niostdevatidn on the charac-

ter, since in proportion as fhey are multiplied

and augmented the slavish subjection lo the

senses is subdued. Hence the true and only anti-

dote to debasing sensuality is the possession of a

fund of that ki7id of enjoyment which is indepen-

dent of the corporeal appetites. Inferior in the

perfection of several of his senses to different

parts of the brute creation, the superiority ofman

over them all consists in his superior power of

multiplying by new combinations his mental per-

ceptions, and thereby of creating to himself re-

sources of happiness separate from' external sen-

sation. In the scale of enjoyment the first re-

move from sense are the pleasures of reason and

society ; the next are the pleasures of devotion

and religion. The former, though totally distinct

E
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from those ofsense, are yet less perfectly adapted

to moderate their excessess than the last, as they

are in a great measure conversant with visible and

sensible objects.—The religious affections and

sentiments are, in fact, and were intended to be

ihe proper antagonist oiiie\\9>vi2i\\ty\ the great de-

liverer from the thraldom of the appetites, by

opening a spiritual world, and inspiring hopes and.

fears, and consolations and joys which bear no re-

lation to the material and sensible universe. The

criminal indulgence of sensual passions admits

but of two modes of prevention ; the establish-

ment of such laws and maxims in society as shall

render lewd profligacy impracticable or infamous

or the infusion of such principles and habits as

shall render it distasteful. Human legislatures

have encountered the disease in the first ; the

truths and sanctions of revealed religion in the

last of these methods : to both of which the ad-

vocates of modern infidelity are equally hostile.

So much has been said by many able writers

to evince the inconceivable benefit of the mar-

riage institution, that to hear it seriously attack-

ed by men who style themselves philosophers,

at the close of the eighteenth century, must

awaken indignation and surprise. The object

of this discourse leads us to direct our attention

particularly to the influence of this institution

on the civilization of the w orld.
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From the records of revelation we learn that

marriage, or the permanent union of the sexes,

was ordained by God, and existed under different

modifications in the early infancy of mankind,

without which they could never have emerged

from barbarism. For, conceive only what eternal

discord,jealousy, and violence would ensue, were

the objects of the tenderest affections secured to

their possessor by no law or tie of moral obliga-

tion : were domestic enjoyments disturbed by

incessant fear, and licentiousness inflamed by

hope. VVho could find sufficient tranquillity of

mind to enable him to plan or execute any conti-

nued scheme of action, or what room for arts or

sciences, or religion, or virtue, in that state in

Avhich the chief earthly happiness was exposed to

every lawless invader; where one was racked

with an incessant anxiety to keep what the other

was equally eager to acquire? It is not probable

in itself, independent of the light of scripture,

that the benevolent Author of the human race

ever placed them in so wretched a condition at

first : it is certain they could not remain in it

long without bemg exterminated. Marriage,

by shutting out these evils, and enabling every

man to rest secure in his enjoyments, is the great

civilizer of the world: with this security the

mind is at liberty to expand in generous affec-

tions, has leisure to look abroad, and engage in

the pursuits of knowledge, science, and virtue.

E 2
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Nor IS it in this \vay only tliat marriage instil

tutions are essential to the welfare of mankind.

They are sources of tenderness, as well as the

guardians of peace. Without the permanent

union of the sexes, tliere can be no permanent

families : the dissolution of nuptial ties involves

the dissolution of domestic society. But domes-

tic society is the seminary of social affections,

the cradle of sensibility, were the first elements

are acquired of that tenderness and humanity

which cement mankind together; and which,

were they entirely extinguished, the w hole fabric

of social institutions would be dissolved.

Families are so many centres of attraction,

which preserve mankind from being scattered and

dissipated by the repulsive powers of selfishness.

The order of nature is evermore from particulars

to generals. As in the operations of intellect we
proceed from the contemplation of individuals

to the formation of general abstractions, so in

the developement of the passions in like man-

ner, we advance from private to public affec-

tions; from the love ofparents, brothers, and sis-

ters, to those more expanded regards which

embrace the immense society of human kind.*

* Arctior vero colligatio societatis propinquonim : ab iJla

enim immensa societate liumani generis, in exiguum angiis-

lunique coricluditnr, nam cum sit hoc natuia commune ani-

njautium ut liubcanl libidiuem procreandi prima societas in

ipso sonjugio est, proxima in liberis, deinde una domus, com-

iiiunia omnia. Id autem est principiura urbis, et quasi semi-

narium reipublics. Cic, de Off'.
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In order to render men benevolent, they must

first be made tender : for benevolent affections

are not the offspring- of reasoning; they result

from that culture of the heart, from Ihose early

impressions of tenderness, gratitude, and sym-

pathy, which the endearments of domestic life

are sure to supply, and for the formation of

which it is the best possible school.

The advocates of infidelity invert this eternal

order of nature. Instead of inculcating the pri-

vate affections, as a discipline by which the mind

is prepared for those of a more public nature,

they set them in direct opposition to each other,

they propose to build general benevolence on

the destruction of individual tenderness, and to

make us love the whole species more, by loving

every particular part of it less. In pursuit of

this chimerical project, gratitude, humility, con-

jugal, parental, and filial affection, together with

every other social disposition, are reprobated

—

-

virtue is limited to a passionate attachment to

the general good. Is it not natural to ask, when

all the tenderness of life is extinguished, and all

the bands of society are untwisted, from whence

this ardent affection for the general good is to

spring ?

When this savage philosophy has com])leted

its worji, when it has taught its disciple|jto look
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with perfect indifference on the offspring of his.

body, and the wife of his bosom, to estrange

himself from his friends, insult his benefactors,

and silence the pleadings of gratitude and pity

;

will he by thus divesting himself of all that is hu-

man, be better prepared for the disinterested

love of his species? Will he become a philan-

thropist only because he has ceased to be a

man ? Rather, in this total exemption from all

the feelings which humanize and soften^, in this

chilling frost of universal indifference, may we
not be certain selfishness unmingled and uncon-

trolled, will assume the empire of his heart; and

that under pretence of advancing the general

good, an object to which the fancy may give

innumerable shapes, he will be prepared for the

violation of every duty, and the perpetration of

every crime? Extended benevolence is the last

and most perfect fruit of the private affections
;

so that to expect to reap the former from the

extinction of tlie latter, is to oppose the means

to the end ; is as absurd as to attempt to reach

the summit of the highest mountain without

passing through the intermediate spaces, or to

hope to attain the heights of science by forget-

ting the first elements of knowledge. These

absurdities have sprung, however, in the advo-

cates of infidelity, from an ignorance of human
nature, sufficient to disgrace even those who
did not style themselves philosophers. Pre-
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suming, contrary to the experience of every

moment, that the affections are awakened by

reasoniug, and perceiving that the general good

is an incomparably greater object in itself than

the happiness of any hmited number of indi-

viduals, they inferred nothing more was neces-

sary than to exhibit it in its just dhnensions, to

draw the affections towards it; as though the

fact of the superior populousness of China to

Great Britain needed but to be known to ren-

der us indifferent to our domestic concerns, and

lead us to direct all our anxiety to the prospe-

rity of that vast but remote empire.

It is not the province of reason to awaken new

passions, or open new sources of sensibility:

but to direct us in the attainment of those ob-

jects which nature has already rendered pleas-

ing, or to determine among the interfering in-

clinations and passions which sway the mind,

which are the fittest to be preferred.

Is a regard to the general good then, you will

reply, to be excluded from the motives of action?

Nothing is more remote from my intention : but

as the nature of this motive has, in my opinion,

been much misunderstood by some good men,

and abused by others of a different description

to the worst of purposes, permit me to declare
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in a few words, what appears to me to be the

truth on this subject.

The welfare of the whole system of behig must

be allowed to be, in itself, the object of all others

the most worthy ofbeing pursued ; so that, could

the mind distinctly embrace it, and discern at

every step ivhat action would infallibly promote

it, we should be furnished with a sure criterion

of right and wrong, an unerring guide, which

would supersede the use and necessity of all

inferior rules, laws, and principles.

But this being impossible, since the good of

the whole is a motive so loose and indeterminate,

and embraces such an infinity of relations, that

before we could be certain what action it pre-

scribed, the season of action would be past; to

weak, short-sighted mortals, providence has as-

signed a sphere of agency less grand and exten-

sive indeed, but better suited to their limited

powers, by implanting certain affections which it

is their duty to cultivate, and suggesting parti-

cular rules to which they are bound to conform.

By these provisions the boundaries of virtue are

easily ascertained, at the same time that its ulti-

mate object, the good of the whole, is secured ;

for, since the happiness of the entire system re-

sults from the happiness of the several parts, the
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aflfectipns, which confine tlie attention imme

diately to the latter, conspire in the end to the

promotion of the former ; as the labourer, whose

industry is limited to a corner of a large build-

ing, performs his part towards rearing the struc-

ture much more effectually than if he extendect

his care to the whole.

As the interest, however, of any limited num-

ber of persons may not only not contribute, but

may possibly be directly opposed to the general

good, (the interest of a family, for example, to

that of a province, or of a nation to that of the

world) providence has so ordered it, that in a

well-regulated mind there springs up, as w^e have

already seen, besides particular attachments, an

extended regard to the species, whose office i:i

two-fold : not to destroy and cxtirigidsh the more

private affections, which is mental parricide ; but

first, as far as is consistent with the claims of

those who are immediately committed to our

care, to do good to all men ; secondly, to exercise

a jurisdiction and control over the private affec-

tions, so as to prohibit their indulgence, when-

ever it would be attended with manifest detri-

ment to the whole. Thus every part of our

nature is brought into action ; all the practical

principles of the human heart find an element to.

move in, each in its different sort and manner

conspiring, without mutual collisions, to maiu^
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tain the harmony of the world and the happiness

ofthe universe.*

* It is somewhat singular, tliat many of the fashionable

infidels have hit upon a definition of virtue which perfectly

coincides with that of certain metaphysical divines in America,

first invented and defended by tiiat most acute reasoner,

Jonathan Edwards. They both place virtue exclusively

in a passion for the general good ; or, as Mr. Edwards
expresses it, love to hein^ in general; so that our love is al-

ways to be proportioned to the magnitude of its object in the

scale of being, which is liable to the objections I have already

stated, as well as to many others which the limits of this note

will not permit me to enumerate. Let it suffice to remark,

(1.) That virtue, on these principles, is an utter impossibility:

for the system of being, comprehending the great Supreme

is infinite : and therefore, to maintain the proper proportion,

the force of particular attachment must be infinitely less than

the passion for the general good ; but the limits of the human

mind are not capable of any emotion so infinitely different

in degree. (2.) Since am- views of the extent of the universe

are capable of perpetual enlargement, admitting the sum of

existence is ever the same, we must return back at each step

to diminish the strength of particular affections, or they will

become disproportionate ; and consequently, on these prin-

ciples, vicious; so that the balance must be continually

fluctuating, by the weights being taken out of one scal^

and put into the other. (3.) If virtue consist exchisivehj m
love to being in general, or attaciinient to the general good,

the particular affections are, to every purpose of virtue,

useless, and even pernicious; for their immediate, nay, their

necessary tendency is to attract to their objects a proportion

of attention which far exceds their comparative value in

the general scale. To allege that the general good is

promoted by them, will be of no advantage to the defence

of this system, but the contrary, by confessing that a greater

sum of happiness is attained by a deviation from, thUii an

adherence to its principles; unless its advocates mean by the
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Before I close this discourse, I cannot omit

to mention three circumstances attending tJie

propagation of infidelity by its present abettors,

equally new and alarming.

love of being in general the same thing as the private affec-

tions, which is to confouiul all the distinctions of iangua':e,

as well as all the operations of mind. Let it be remembered
we have no dispute respecting what is the ultimate end of vir-

tue, which is allowed on both sides to be the greatest sum of

happiness in the universe. The question is merely what is

virtue itself: or, in other words, what are the means appointed

for the attainment of that end?

There is little doubt, from some parts of Mr, Godwin's
work, entitled, " PoliticalJnstice," as well as from his early

habits of reading, that he was indebted to Mr. Edwards for

his principal arguments against the private affections; though,

with a daring consistence, he has pursued his principles to

an extreme from which that most excellent man would have

revolted with horror.—The fundamental error of the whole

system arose, as I conceive, from a mistaken pursuit of sim-

plicity: from a wish to construct a moral system, without

leaving sufficient scope for the infinite variety of moral phe-

nomena and mental combination ; in consequence of which

its advocates Avere induced to place virtue exclusively in some
one disposition of mind: and, since the passion for the general

good is undeniably the noblest and most CKtensive of al|

others, when it was once resolved to place virtue in any owe

thin^, there remained little room to hesitate which should be

preferred. It might have been worth while to reflect, that

in the natural world there are two kinds of attraction ; one,

which holds the several parts of individual bodies in con-

tact; another, which maintains the union of bodies them-

selves with the general system : and that, though the union

in the former case is much more intimate than in the latter,

each is equally essential to the order of the world. Similar

to this is the relation which the public and private affections

hear to each other, and their use in the moral system.
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r^:r:J, It is the first attempt which has been ever

Avitnessed on an extensive scale to establish the

principles ofatheism; the first eftbrt which history

has recorded to disannul and extinguish the belief

of allsuj.eriorpowers; the consequence of which,

should itsucceed, would be to placemankind in a

situation never before experienced, not even dur-

ing the ages of pagan darkness. The system of

polytheism was as remote from modern infidelity

as Trom true religion. Amidst that rubbish of

superstition, the product of fear, ignorance, and

vice, which had been accumulating for ages, some

faint embers of sacred truth remained unextin-

guished ; the interposition of unseen powers in

the aflfairs of men was believed and revered, the

sanctity of oaths was maintained, the idea of

revelation and of tradition, as a source of reli-r

gious knowledge, was familiar; a useful per-

suasion of the existence of a future world was

kept alive, and the greater gods were looked

up to as the guardians of the public welfare,

the patrons of those virtues which promote the

prosperity of states, and the avengers af injus-

tice, perfidy, and fraud.*

* The testimony of PoLYBius to the beneficial effects which

resulted from the system of pagan superstition, in fortifying the

sentiments of moral obligation, and supporting the sanctity of

oaths, is so weighty and decisive, that it would be an injustice

to the subject not to insert it ; more especia^lly as it is impossi-.

ble to attribute it to the influence of credulity on the author

himself, who was evidently a sceptic. It is scarcely necessary

to remark, that all the bene^ts which might in any way flow
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Of whatever benefit superstition might for-

merly be productive, by the scattered particles of

truth which it contained, these advantages can

now only be reaped from the soil oftrue religion^

nor is there any other alternative left than the

behef of Christianity, or absolute atheism. In the

revolutions of the human mine, exploded opinions

are often revived ; but an exploded superstition

never recovers its credit. The pretension to

divine revelation is so august and commanding,

from superstition, are secured to an incomparably greater de-

gree by the belief of true religion.

" But among all the useful institutions (says Polybius) that

demonstrate the superior excellence of the Roman government,

the most considerable, perhaps, is the opinion which people

are taught to hold concerning the gods : and that which other •

men regard as an object of disgrace, appears, in my judg-

ttient, to be the very thing by which this republic is chieily

sustained, I mean superstition, which is impressed with all

its terrors, and influences the private actions of the citizens

and the public administration of the state, to a degree that

can scarcely be exceeded.

"The ancients, therefore, acted not absurdly, nor without

good reason, when they inculcated the notions concerning

the gods, and the belief of infernal punishments; but much
rather are those of the present age to he charged uith ra^lmess i

\

and alsurdity in endeavouring to extirpate these opinions; '

\

for, not to mention other eflects that flow from such an insti-

tution, if among the Greeks, for example, a single talent

only be intrusted to those who have the management of any
of the public money, though they give ten written sureties,

with as many seals, and twice as many witnesses, they are

unable to discharge the trust reposed in them with integrity.

But the Romans, on the other hand, who in the course of their

magistracies and in embassies disburse the greatest sums, are

prevailed on by the single obligation of an oath, to perform
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that when its falsehood is once discerned it is

covered with all the ignominy ofdetected impos-

ture; it falls from such a height (to change the

figure) that it is inevitably crmnbled into atoms.

Religions, whether false or true, are not creatures

of arbitrary institution. After discrediting the

principles of piety, should ourmodern free-think-

ers find it necessary, in order to restrain the ex-

cesses of ferocity, to seek for a substitute in some
popular superstition, it will prove a vain and im-

practicable attempt: they may recal the names,

llieir duly with inviolable honesty. And, as in other states,

a man is rarely to be found whose hands are pure from public

robbery, so amoiijf the Romans it is no less rare to discover

one that is tainted with this crime."—Hampton's Polt/hhis,

vol. 3. b. 6.

Though the system of paganism is justly condemned by

reason and scripture, yet it assumed as true several principles

of the first importance to llie preservation of public manners'

such as a persuasion of invisible power, of the folly of incur-

ring the divine vengeance for the attainment of any present

advantage, and the divine approbation of virtue: so that,

strictly speaking, it was the mixture of truth in it which gave

it all its utility, which is well stated by the great and jvdicious

Hooker in treating on this subject. " Seeing, therefore, it

doth thus appear (says that venerable author) that the safety

of all states dependeth upon religion : that religion, unfeign-

edly loved, perfecteth men's abilities unto all kinds of vir-

tuous services in the commonwealth ; that men's desire is, in

general, to hold no religion but the true ; and that whatever

good effects do grow out of their religion, who embrace,

instead of the true, a false, the roots thereof are certain sparks

of the light of truth intermingled with the darkness of error:

because no religion can wholly and only consist of untruths

we have reason to think that all true virtues are to honour tiue

religion as their parent, and all well ordered commonweals to

love her as their chiefest stay."— JScc/es, Pol h. 5.
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restore the altars, and revive the ceremonies; but

to rekindle the spirit of heathenism will exceed

theirpower ; because it is impossible to enactigno-

rance by law, or to repeal by legislative authority

the dictates of reason and the right of science.

2. The efforts of infidels to diffuse the princi-

ples of infidelity among the common people, is

another alarming sympton peculiar to the pre-

sent time. Hume, Bolingbrore, and Gibbon,

addressed themselves solely to the more pohsh-

ed classes of the community, and would have

thought their refined speculations debased by

an attempt to enlist disciples from among the

populace, Infidehty has lately grown condes-

cending ; bred in the speculations of a daring

philosophy, immured at first in the cloisters of

the learned, and afterwards nursed in the lap of

voluptuousness and of courts ; having at length

reached its full maturity, it boldly ventures to

challenge the suffrages of the people, sohcits the

acquaintance of peasants and mechanics, and

seeks to draw whole nations to its standard.

It is not difficult to account for this new state

of things. While infidelity was rare, it was em-

ployed as tlie instrument of literary vanity ; its

wide diffusion having disqualified it for answer-

ing that purpose, it is now adopted as the organ

of political convulsion. Literary distinction is
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conferred by the approbation of a few ; but th^

total subversion and overthrow of society de-

mands the concurrence of millions.

3, The infidels of the present day are the first

sophists who have presumed to innovate in the

very substance of morals. The disputes on moral

questions hitherto agitated amongst philosophers

have respected the grounds of duty, not the

7iature of duty itself; or they liaA e been merely

metaphysical, and related to the history of moral

sentiments in the mind, thesources and principles

from which tliey were most easily deduced ; they

never turned on the quality of those disposition??

and actions wliich were to be denominated vir-

tuous. Tn the firm persuasion that the love and

fear of the Supreme Being, the sacred observa-

tion of promises and oaths, reverence to magis-

trates, obedience to parents, gratitude to bene-

factors, conjugal fidelity, and parental tender-

ness, were primary virtues, and the chief sup-

port of every commonwealth, they Mere unani-

mous. The curse denounced upon such as

remove ancient land-marks, upon those who call

good evil and evil good, put light for darkness

and darkness for hght, who employ their facul-

ties to subvert the eternal distinctions of right

and wrong, and thus to poison the streams of

Tirtue at their source, falls with accumulated

weight on the advocates of modern infidelity,

and on them alone.
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serious reflections.—There is much, it must be

confessed, in the apostasy of multitudes, and the

rapid progress of infidehty, to awaken our fears

for the virtue of the rising generation ; but no-

thing to shake our faith ; nothing which scrip-

ture itself does not give us room to expect. The
features which compose the character of apos-

tates, their profaneness, presumption, lewdness,

impatience of subordination, restless appetite for

change, vain pretensions to freedom and to eman-

cipate the vi'orld, while themselves are the slaves

of lust, the weapons with which they attack chris-

tianity, and the snares they spread for the un-

wary, are depicted in the clearest colours by

the pencil of prophecy. Knoiving this first

(says Peter) that there shall come in the last

days scoffers, walking- after their own lusts* In

the same epistle he more fully describes the

persons he alludes to ; as chiefly them which

walk after the flesh, in thelust of uncleanness, and

despise government ; presumptuous are they, self-

ivilled, they are not afraid to speak evil of dig-

nities ; sporting themselves in their own deceiv-

ings, having eyesfull of adtdtery, and that caiinot

cease from sin; beguiling unstable souls : for

when they speak great sivelling words of vanity,

they allure through the lusts (f the flesh, through

much tvuntonness,those that ivere clea?i escapedfrom

• 2 Peter iii, 5.

P
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lliem wJio live in error ; ichile they promise (hem

liberty, they themselves are the servants of corrupt

tion* Of the smne characters Jude admonishes

us to remember trJiat they wereforetold as mockers,

who should he in the last time, who should ttuJk

after their own ungodly lusts. These he they (he

adds) who separate themselves, (by apostasy) 5e?^-

siuil, not having the Spirit. Infidelity is an evil

of short duration. *' It has (as a judicious wri-

ter observes) no individual subsistence given it in

the systetn ofprophecy. It is not a beast ; but a

mere putrid excrescence of the papal beast : an

excrescence which though it may diffuse death

through every vein of the body on tvhich it gretv^

yet shall die along with iY."t Its enormities

will hasten its overthrow. It is impossible that

a system which, by vilifying every virtue, and

embracing the patronage of almost every vice

and crime, wages war with all the order and

civilization of the world ; which, equal to the

establishment of nothing, is armed only with

the energies of destruction, can long retain

an ascendancy. It is in no shape formed for

perpetuity. Sudden in its rise, and impetuous

in its progress, it resembles a mountain-torrent,

which is loud, filthy, and desolating ; but, being

fed by no perennial spring, is soon drained ofl)

* 2 Peter ii.

t See an excellent work, lately published by the Rev. A. Fullei\

entitled, " The pospel its own Witness." Sold by Messrs Buttoi*

»nd Son.
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6nd disappears. By permitting to a certain ex-

tent the prevalence of infidelity, providence is

preparing nevi^ triumphs for rehgion. In assert-

ing its authority, the preachers of the gospel

have hitherto found it necessary to weigh the

prospects of immortality against the interests of

time; to strip the world of its charms, to insist

on the deceitfulness of pleasure, the unsatisfying

nature of riches, the emptiness of grandeur, and

the nothingness of a mere worldly life. Topics

of this nature will always have their use ; but

it is not by such representations alone that the

importance of religion is evinced. The pre-

valence of impiety has armed us with new wea-

pons in its defence.

Religion being primarily intended to make

men ivise unto salvation, the support it ministers

to social order, the stabihty it confers on govern-

ment and laws, is a subordinate species ofadvan-

tage which we should have continued to enjoy

without reflecting on its cause, but for the de-

velopement of deistical principles, and the expe-

riment which has been made of their effects in

a neighbouring country. It had been the con-

stant boast of infidels, that their system, more

liberal and generous than Christianity, needed

but to be tried to produce an immense accession

to human happiness ; and christian nations care-

less and supine, retaining little of religion but the

F 2
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profession, and disgusted with its restraints,

lent a favourable ear to these pretensions. God
permitted the trial to be made. In one coun-

try, and that the centre of Christendom, revela-

tion underwent a total eclipse,* while atheism,

performing on a darkened theatre its strange and

fearful tragedy, confounded the lirst elements

of society, blended every age, rank and sex, in

indiscriminate proscription and massacre, and

convulsed all Europe to its centre ; that the im-

perishable memorial of these events njight teach

the last generations of mankind to consider re-

ligion as the pillar of society, the safeguard of

nations, the parent of social order, which alone

has power to curb the fury of the passions, and

secure to every one his rights ; to the laborious

the reward of their industry, to the rich the

enjoyment of their wealth, to nobles the preser-

vation of their honours, and to princes the sta-

bility of their thrones.

We might ask the patrons of infidelity what

fury impels them to attempt the subversion of

Christianity? Is it that they have discovered a

* It is worthy of attention that Mercier, a warm advocate of the

French revolution, and a professed deist, in his recent work, entitled,

" New Petis," acknowledges and laments the extinction of religion

in France. " JVe have," says he, " in proscribing superstition, destroyed

(ill religious seiitiment ; but this is iiot the umij to regenerate the n'orld
.'

See Appendix to Uie 50th vol. IMontulv Review.
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better system ? To what virtues are their princi-

ples favourable ? Or is there one which christians

have not carried to a higher perfection than any

of which their party can boast ? Have they dis-

covered a more excellent rule of life, or a better

hope in death than that which ihe scriptures sug-

gest? Above all, what are the pretensions on

Avhich they rest their claims to be the guides of

mankind ; or which emboldens them to expect

we should trample upon the experience of ages,

and abandon a religion which has been attested

by a train of miracles and prophecies, in which

millions of oar forefathers have found a refuge

in every trouble, and consolation in the hour of

death ; a religion which has been adorned with

the highest sanctity of cliardcter and splendour

of talents, which enrols amongst its disciples the

names of Bacon, Newton, and Locke, the

glory of their species, and to which these illus-

trious men were proud to dedicate ihe last and

best fruits of their immortal genius ?

If the question at issue is to be decided by

argument, nothing can be added to the triumph

of Christianity ; if by an appeal to authority,

what have our adversaries to oppose to these

great names? Where are the infidels of such pure,

uncontaminated morals, unshaken probity, and

extended benevolence, that we should be in dan-
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ger of being seduced into impiety by their exam-

ple ? Into what obscure recesses of misery, into

what dungeons have their philanthropists pene-

trated, to lighten the fetters and relieve the sor-

rows of the helpless captive? What barbarous

tribes have their apostles visited ; what distant

climes have they explored, encompassed with

cold, nakedness, and want, to diffuse principles

of virtue, and the blessings of civilization ? Or
will they rather choose to wave their pretensions

to this extraordinary, and in their eyes, eccentric

species of benevolence, (for infidels, we know%

are sworn enemies to enthusiasm of every sort)

and rest their character on their political exploits

;

on their efforts to reanimate the virtue of a sink-

ing state, tp restrain licentiousness, to calm the

tumult of popular fury ; and by inculcating the

spirit of justice, moderation, and pity her fallen

greatness, to mitigate the inevitable horrors of

revolution ? our adversaries will at least have

the discretion, if not the modesty, to recede

from the test.

More than all, their infatuated eagerness, their

parricidal zeal to extinguish a sense of Deity,

must excite astonishment and horror. Is the idea

of an almighty and perfect Ruler unfriendly to

any passion which is consistent with innocence,

or an obstruction to any design which it is not

shameful to avow? Eternal God, on what are
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thine enemies intent ! What are those enterprises

of guilt and horror, that, for the safety of their

performers, require to be enveloped in a dark-

ness which the eye of heaven must not pierce !

—

Miserable men ! Proud of being- the offspring of

chance; in love with universal disorder ; whose

happiness is involved in the belief of there being

no witness to their designs, and who are at ease

only because they suppose themselves inhabi-

tants of a forsaken and fatherless world !

Having been led by the nature of the subject

to consider chiefly the manner in which sceptical

impiety affects the welfare of states, it is the

more requisite to warn you against that most

fatal mistake of regarding religion as an engine

of policj^ ; and to recal to your recollection that

the concern we have in it is much more as indivi-

duals than as collective bodies, and far less tempo-

ral than eternak The happiness which it confers

in the present life are blessings which it scatters

by the way in its march to immortality. That

future condition of being which it ascertains,

and for which its promises and truths are meant

to prepare us, is the ultimate end of human

societies, the final scope and object of present

existence ; in comparison of which all the revo-

lutions of nations, and all the vicissitudes of

time, are light and transitory. Godliness has, it

}s true, the promise of the life that now is ; but
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chiefly of that ivliich is to come. Other acquisi-

tions may be requisite to make men great ; but

be assured the religion of Jesus is alone suffi-

cient to make them good and happy. Powerful

vsources of consolation in sorrow, unshaken forti-

tude amidst the changes and perturbations of

the world, humility remote from meanness, and

dignity, unstrained by pride, contentment in

every station, passions pure and calm, with habi-

tual serenity, the full enjoyment of life, undis-

turbed by the dread of dissolution or the fear of

an hereafter, are its invaluable gifts. To these

enjoyments, however, you will necessarily con-

tinue strangers, unless you resign yourselves

wholly to its power; for the consolations of reli-

gion are reserved to reward, to sweeten, and to

stimulate obedience. Many, without renouncing

the profession of Christianity, without formally

rejecting its distinguishing doctrines, live in such

an habitual violation of its laws, and contradic-

tion to its spirit, that, conscious they have more

to fear than to hope from its truth, they are never

able to contemplate it >vithout terror. It haunts

their imagination, instead of tranquillizing their

hearts, and hangs with depressing weight on all

their enjoyments and pursuits. Their religion,

instead of comforting them under their troubles,

is itself their greatest trouble, from which they

seek refuge in the dissipation and vanity of the

world, until the throbs and tumults of conscience
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force them bark upon religion. Thus suspended

betwixt opposite powers, the sport of contradic-

tory influences, they are disqualified for the hap-

piness of both worlds ; and neither enjoy the

pleasures of sin, nor the peace of piely. Is it

surprising to find a mind thus bewildered in un-

certainty, and dissatisfied with itself, court de-

ception, and embrace with eagerness every pre-

text to mutilate the claims and enervate the au-

thority of Christianity ; forgetting that it is of the

very essence of the religious principle to preside

and control, and that it is impossible to serve

God and mammon ? It is this class of professors

who are chiefly in danger of being entangled in

the snares of infidelity.

The champions of infidelity have much more

reason to be ashamed than to boast of such con-

verts. For what can be a stronger presumption

of the falsehood of a system, than that it is the

opiate of a restless conscience; that it prevails

with minds of a certain description, not because

they find it true, but because they feel it neces-

sary ; and that in adopting it they consult less

with their reason than Avith their vices and their

fears? It requires but little sagacity to foresee

that speculations which originate in guilt umst

end in ruin. Infidels are not themselves satisfied

with the truth of their system : for had they any

settled assurance of its principles, inconsequence
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of calm dis])assionate investigation, they would

never disturb the quiet of the world by their

attempts to proselyte ; but would lament their

own infelicity, in not being able to perceive suf-

ficient evidence for the truth of religion, which

furnish such incentives to virtue, and inspires

such exalted hopes. Having nothing to substi-

tute in the place of religion, it is absurd to sup-

pose that, in opposition to the collective voice of

every country, age, and time, proclaiming its

necessity, solicitude for the welfare of mankind

impels them to destroy it.

To very different motives must their conduct

be imputed. More like conspirators than philo-

sophers, in spite of the darkness with which they

endeavour to surround themselves, some rays of

unwelcome conviction will penetrate, some se-

cret apprehensions that all is not right will make
themselves felt, which they find nothings© effec-

tual to quell as an attempt to enlist fresh disci-

ples, who in exchange for new principles, im-

part confidence, and diminish fear. For the

same reason it is seldom they attack Christiani-

ty by argument : their favourite weapons are ri-

dicule, obscenity and blasphemy ; as the most

miserable outcasts of society are, of all men,

found most to delight in vulgar merriment and

senseless riot.
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Jesus Christ seems to h^ye his fan in hh
hand, to he thoroughly purging his floor ; and

nominal christians will probably be scattered

like cliafF. But has real Christianity any thing

to fear ? Have not the degenerate manners and

corrupt lives of multitudes in the visible church

been, on the contrary, the principal occasion of

scandal and offence ? Infidelity, without intend-

ing it, is gradually removing this reproach:

possessing the property of attracting to itself

the morbid humours which pervade the church,

until the christian profession on the one hand is

reduced to a sound and healthy state, and scep-

ticism on the other exhibits nothing but a mass of

7)utridity and disease.

In a view of the final issue of the contest, we
should find little cause to lament the astonishing

prevalence of infidelity, but for a solicitude for

the rising generation, to whom its principles are

. recommended by two motives, with young minds

t
the most persuasive ; the love of independence,

and the love of pleasure. With respect to the

\ first, we would earnestly entreat the young to

remember that by the unanimous consent of all

ages, modesty, docility, and reverence to supe-

rior years, and to parents above all, have been

considered as their appropriate virtues, a guard

assigned by the immutable laws of God and

Mature on the inexperience of youth ; and with
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respect to the second, that Christianity prohibits

no pleasures that are innocent, lays no restraints

that are capricious ; but that the sobriety and

purity which it enjoins, by strengthening the

intellectual powers, and preserving the faculties

of mind and body in undiminished vigour, lay

the surest foundation of present peace and future

eminence. At such a season as this it becomes an

urgent duty on parents, guardians, and tutors,

to watch, not only over the morals, but the prin-

ciples of those committed to their care ; to make

it appear that a concein for their eternal welfare

is their chief concern ; and to embue them early

with that knowledge of the evidences of Chris-

tianity, and that profound reverence for the

scriptures, that, with the blessing of God, (which

with submission they may then expect) may

keep themfrom this hour of temptation that has

come upon all the worlds to try them that dwell

on the earth.

To an attentive observer of the signs of the

times, it will appear one of the most extraordi-

nary phaenomena of this eventful crisis, that,

amidst the ravages of atheism and infidelity, real

religion is evidently on the increase. The king-

dom of God, we know, cometh not ivith ohserva--

tion ; but still there are not wanting manifest

tokens of its approach . The personal appearance

of the Son of God was announced by the shak-
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ing of nations ; his spiritual kingdom, in all prd^

bability, will be established in the midst of simi*

lar convulsions and disorders. The blasphemous

impiety of the enemies of God, as well as the

zealous efforts of his sincere worshippers, will

doubtless be overruled to accomplish the pur-

poses of his unerring providence : white, in in-

flicting the chastisements of offended Deity on

corrupt communities and nations, infidelity

marks its progress by devastation and ruin, by

the prostration of thrones and concussion of

kingdoms; thus appalling the inhabitants of

the world, and compelling them to take refuge

in the church of God, the true sanctuary; the

stream of divine knowledge, unobserved, is flow-

ing in new channels, winding its course among

humble vallies, refreshing thirsty deserts, and

enriching with far other and higher blessings

than those of commerce, the most distant climes

and nations, until, agreeably to the prediction

of prophecy, the knowledge of the JLord shallfill

and cover the whole earth.

Within the limits of this discourse it would be

impracticable to exhibit the evidences of Christi-

anity ; nor is it my design : but there is one con-

sideration, resulting immediately from my text,

which is entitled to great weight with all who
believe in the one living and true God as the sole
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object of worship. The Ephesiaiis, in common
with other Gentiles, are described in the text as

being, previous to their conversion, ivithoiit God
in the ivorld; that is, without any just and soHd

acquaintance with his character, destitute of the

knowledge of his will, the institutes of his wor-

ship, and the hopes of his favour; to the truth

of which representation whoever possesses the

slightest acquaintance with pagan antiquity must

assent. Nor is it a fact less incontestible, that,

while human philosophywas never able to abolish

idolatry in a single village, the promulgation of

the gospel overthrew it in a gi'eat part (and that

the most enhghtened) of the world. If the unity

and perfections of God, together with his moral

government, and exclusive right to the worship

of mankind are truths, they cannot reasonably

be denied to be truths of the first importance,

and infinitely to outweigh the greatest discoveries

in science ; because they turn the hopes, fears,

and interests of man into a totally different

channel from that in which they must otherwise

flow. Wherever these principles are first ad~

piitted, there a new dominion is erected, and a

new system of laws established.

But since all events are under divine direction^

is it reasonable to suppose that the great Parent,

after suflering his creatures to continue for ages

ignorant of his true character, should at lengthy
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in the course of his providence, fix upon false-

hood, and that alone, as the effectual method of

making himself known ; and that what the vir-

tuous exercise of reason in the best and wisest

men was never permitted to accomplish, he

should confer on fraud and delusion the honour

of effecting ? It ill comports w ith the majesty of

truth, or the character of God, to believe he has

built the noblest superstructure on the weakest

foundation ; or reduced mankind to the miser-

able alternative either of remaining destitute of

the knowledge of himself, or of deriving it from

the polluted source of impious imposture- We
therefore feel ourselves justified on this occa-

sion, in adopting the triumphant boast of tlie

great apostle : Where is the wise, ivhere is the

scribe, where is the disputer ofthis world? Hath
not God madefoolish the icisdom of this icorld?

For after that, in the wisdom of God, the ivorld

hy tvisdom knew not God, it pleased God by the

foohsh?jess ofpreaching to save them that believe^

FINIS.

5. W. MoKRis, Printer,
- Higli Wycombe.
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NOTE to PAGE 49.

The fury of the most sanguinary parties was especially pointed

ttgainsi the christian priesthood, i^'c.—The author finds he has

given great otience to some friends whom he highly esteems^

by applying the term christian priesthood to the popish clergy.

He begs leave to make a remark or two by way of apology.

1. It is admitted by all candid protestants that salvation is

attainable in the Roman Catholic church: but he should be
glad to be informed what part of the christian covenant en-
titles us to expect tiie salvation of those (where the gospel is

promulgated) who are not even a branch of the visible church
of Christ. The papistical tenets are e\\.\\exfundamentally er-

roneous, on which supposition it is certain no papist can be
saved ; or their errors must be consistent with christian faith,

and consequently cannot be a valid reason for excluding those
who maintain them from being a part (a most corrupt part,

if you please; but still a part) of the christian church.

2. The popish clergy Avere persecuted under the character

of christians, not under the notion of heretics or schismatics.

They who were the subjects of persecution were certainly the

best judges of its aim and direction : and when the archbishop
of Paris and others endeavoured to screen themselves from
its eftects by a recantation, what did they recant? Was it

popery] No: but the profession of Christianity. These apos-
tates, doubtless, meant to remove the ground of offence,

which, in their opinion, was Ihe christian profession. If the

soundest ecclesiastical historians have not refused the honours
of martyrdom to such as suffered in the cause of truth amongst
the gnostics, it ill becomes the liberality of the present age to

contemplate, with sullen indifference, or malicious joy, the

sufferings of conscientious catholics.

3. At the period to which the author refers, christian \vor-

ship oi every hind was prohibited; wiiile, in solemn mockery
of religion, adoration was paid to a strunipet, under the title

of the goddess of reason. Is it necessary to prove that men
who were thus abandoned, must be hostile to true religion
under every form? Or, if there be any gradations in their

abhorrence, to that most which is the most pure and perfect?
Are atheism and obscenity more congenial to the protestant
than to the popish profession ? To have incurred the hatred
of the ruling party of France at the season alluded to, is an
honour which the author would be sorry to resign, as the ex-

elusive boast of the church of Rome. To have been the ob-
ject of the partiality of such bloody and inhuman monsters,
would have been a stain upon protestants which the virtue of
ages could not obliterate.
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The regeneration, and growth in holiness, of

every christian, are to be primarily attributed to

the operation of the Holy Spirit. Without this,

nothing can be done or attained, to any impor-

tant purpose, in religion. Your candid attention

is requested to a few hints respecting the means

connected with the enjoyment of that blessed in-

fluence. The numerous cautions, warnings, and

advices with which the mention of this subject is

joined in the sacred writings, suffice to show that

the doctrine of which it treats is a practical doc-

trine, not designed to supersede the use of means,

or the exercise of our rational powers, but rather

to stimulate us to exertion, and teach us how to

exert them aright. " If ye live in the Spirit, walk

in the Spirit. Grieve not the Holy Spirit of God,

whereby ye are sealed to the day of redemp-

tion."
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The Spirit, we must remember, is a most free

Agent, and though he will not utterly forsake the
work of his hands, he may be expected to with-
draw himself, in a great measure, on being slight-

ed, neglected, or opposed; and as our holiness and
comfort depend entirely upon him, it is important
for us to know what deportment is calculated to
invite, and what to repel, his presence.

1. If we would wish for much of the presence
of God by his Spirit, we must learn to set a high
value upon it. The first communication of spiri-

tual influence, is, indeed, imparted without this

requisite
; for it cannot be possessed in any ade-

quate degree except by those who have tasted

,|

that the Lord is gracious. «« 1 am found of them

Ij
that sought me not." But in subsequent dona-

*| tions, the Lord seems very much to regulate his

/ conduct by a rule,—that of bestowing his richest
favours where he knows they are most coveted,
and will be most prized. The principle whence
divine communications flow, is free unmerited be-
nignity

; but in the mode of dispensing its fruits,

it is worthy of the supreme Ruler to consult his

own majesty, by withholding a copious supply,
till he has excited in the heart a profound estima-
tion of his gifts.

No words are adequate to express the excel-

lence and dignity of the gift of the Divine Spirit.
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While Solomon was dedicating the temple, his

great soul appears to have been put into a rapture

at the very idea that he whom the heaven ofhea- p
vens could not contain should deign to dwell with

man upon the earth. How much more should each

of us be transported when he finds the idea realiz-

ed, by his own heart having become the seat of the

divine presence. There are two considerations

drawn from Scripture, which assist us in forming

a conception of the magnitude of this blessing.

The first is, that it is the great promise of the

christian dispensation, and stands in nearly the

same relation to us, that the coming of the Mes-

siah did to pious Jews. They waited for the con-

solation of Israel in the birth of Christ; and now

that that event is past, we are waiting, in a similar

manner, for the promise of tiie Spirit, of which the

church has hitherto enjoyed but the first fruits.

To this the Saviour, after his resurrection, pointed

the expectation of his apostles, as emphatically

the promise of the Father, which they were to re-

ceive at the distance of a few days; and when it

was accomplished at the day of Pentecost we find

Peter insisting on it as the most illustrious proof

of his ascension, as well as the chief fruit that

converts were to reap from their repentance and

baptism. " Repent and be baptised," said he,

^' every one of you, in the name of Jesus Christ for

4
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the remission of sins, and ye shall receive the gift

of the Holy Ghost: for the promise (that is, the

promise of the Spirit) is to you, and to your chil-

dren, and to all that are afar off, even as many as

the Lord our God shall call." The apostle Paul

places it in a similar light, when he tells us,

*' Christ has redeemed us from the curse of the

law, being made a curse for us, that the blessing

ofAbraham might come upon the Gentiles :" and

in what that blessing consists, he informs us, by

adding, " that we might receive the promise of

the Spirit by faith." On this account, probably,

he is styled the Spirit of promise, that is, the

Spirit so often promised ; in the communication

of whom, the promises of God so centre, that it

may be considered as the sum and substance of

all the promises.

Another consideration, which evinces the su-

preme importance of this gift, is, that,' in the es-

teem of our Lord, itwas more than a compensation

to his disciples for the loss of his bodily presence;

so much superior to it, that he tells them, it was

expedient he should leave them in order to make
way for it : "If I go not away, the Comforter will

not come unto you : but if I depart, I will send

him unto you." Great as the advantages were,

which they derived from his society, yet they re-

mained in a state of minority ; their views were
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contracted, their hearts full of earthly adhesions,

and a degree of carnality and prejudice attended

them, which it was the office of the Spirit only to

remove. From his more ample and effectual

teaching, a great increase of knowledge was to

accrue, to qualify them for their work of bearing

witness to Christ, and a powerful energy to go

forth, which was to render their ministry, though

in themselves so much inferior, far more successful

than the personal ministry of our Lord. In con-

sequence of his agency, the apostles were to be-

come enlightened and intrepid, and the world

convinced. " I have many things to say to you,

but ye cannot bear them now. But when the

; Spirit of truth is come, he will lead you into all

(truth. He will convince the world of sin, of

righteousness, and of judgment.'* Accordingly,

^fter his descent, we find the apostles strangely

transformed: an unction, a fervour, a boldness^

marked their character to which they had hither-

to been strangers ; and such conviction attended

their preaching, that in a short time a great part

of the world sunk under the weapons of their

holy warfare. Nor is there any pretence for al-

leging, that this communication was confined to

miraculous gifts, since it is asserted to be that

h Spirit which should abide in them fo r ever, and by

which the church should be distinguished from the
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world. He is styled, "the Spirit of truth, whom
the world could not receive, because it seeth him

not, neither kuoweth him:" but it is added, "Ye
know him, for he dwelleth in you, and shall be in

you."

As we are indebted to the Spirit for the first

formation of the divine life, so it is He who alone

can maintain it, and render it strong and vigorous.

It is his office to actuate the habits ofgrace where

they are already planted ; to hold our souls in life,

and to "strengthen us that we may walk up and

down in the name of the Lord." It is his office

to present the mysteries of salvation ; the truths

which relate to the mediation of Christ and the

riches of his grace, in so penetrating and trans-

forming a manner, as to render them vital, ope-

rating principles, the food and the solace of our

spirits. Without his agency, however intrinsi-

cally excellent, they will be to us mere dead spe-

culation, an inert mass : it is only when they are

animated by his breath, that they become spirit

and life.

It is his office to afford that anointing by which

we may know all things ; by a light which is not

merely directive to the understanding, but which

so shines upon the heart, as to give a relish of the

sweetness of divine truth, and effectually produce

a compliance with its dictates. It belongs to him
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" to seal us to the day of redemption," to put

that mark and character upon us, which distin-

guishes the children of God, as well as to aJEford a

foretaste, as an earnest of the future inheritance.

" And hereby," saith an apostle, " we know that

we are of God, by the Spirit which he hath given

us." It is his office to subdue the corruption of

our nature, not by leaving us inactive spectators

of the combat, but by engaging us to a determined

resistance to every sinful propensity, by teaching

our hands to war, and our fingers to fight, so that

the victory shall be ours, and the praise his. To
help the infirmities of saints, who know not what

to pray for as they ought, by making intercession

for them " with groanings which cannot be ut-

tered," is an important branch of his office. He
kindles their desires, gives them a glimpse of the

fulness of God, that all-comprehending good

;

and by exciting a relish of the beauties of holiness,

and the ineffable pleasure which springs from

nearness to God, disposes tliem to the fervent and

effectual prayer which availeth much. In short

as Christ is the way to the Father, so it is equally

certain, that the Spirit is the fountain of all the

light and strength which enable us to walk in that

way. Lest it should be suspected that in ascribing

so much to the agency of the Spirit, we diminish

the obligations we owe to the Redeemer, it may
n
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not be improper to remark, that the tendency of

what we have advanced, rightly miderstood, will

be just the contrary, since the Scriptures con-

stantly remind us, that the gift of the Holy Ghost

is the fruit of his mediation, and the result of his

death. It was his interposing as " Emmanuel,

God with us," to repair the breach betwixt man
and God, that prevailed upon the Father to com-

municate the Spirit to such as believe on him, and

to intrust the whole agency of it to his hands. As

the reward of his sufferings, he ascended on high

find received gifts for men ; of which, the right of

bestowing the Spirit is the principal, that the Lord

God might dwell among them. The donation, in

every instance, through the successive periods of

the church, looks back to the death of the Re-

deemer, as the root and principle whence it takes

its rise, and consequently is calculated to enlarge

our conceptions of his office and character, as the

copiousness ofthe streams evinces the exuberance

of the fountain. To him the Spirit was first given

above measure; in him it resides as an inexhaus-

tible spring, to be imparted in the dispensation

of his gospel to every member of his mystical

body, in pursuance ofthe purpose of his grace and

the ends of his death. It is his Spirit ; hence we

read of "the supply of the Spirit of Christ Jesus,"

not only by reason of the essential union which
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subsists between the persons of the Godhead, but

because the right of bestowing it was ascertain-

ed to him in the covenant of redemption.

2. Ifwe would wish to enjoy much of the b'ght

and influence of the Spirit, we must seek it by

fervent prayer. There are particular encourage-

ments held out in the word ofGod to this purpose.

" Ask, and ye shall receive ; seek, and ye shall

find ; knock, and it shall be opened unto you."

To illustrate the readiness of our heavenly Father

to bestow this blessing, our Lord borrows a com-

parison from the instinct of parental affection,

which prompts a parent to give with alacrity good

things to his children. He will not merely sup-

ply their wants which benevolence might prompt

him to do with respect to a stranger ; but he will

do it with feelings peculiar to the parental relation

and will experience as much pleasure in conferring

as the child in receiving, his favours. It is thus

with our heavenly Father : he delights in exer-

cising kindness to his children, and especially in

promoting their spiritual welfare. He gives not

merely with the liberality of a prince, but with

the heart of a father. It is worth remarking, that

in relating the preceding discourse, while one

evangelist makes express mention of the Spirit,

another speaks only of good things, intimating

that the communications of the Spirit comprehend
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whatever is good. Other things may, or may
not, be ultimately beneficial: they are either of a

doubtful nature in themselves, or are rendered so

by the propensity our corruption gives us to abuse

them. But the influence of the Spirit, by its effi-

cacy in subduing that corruption, must be invari-

ably beneficial : it is such an immediate emana-

tion from God, the foundation of blessedness, that

it can never fail of being intrinsically, essentially,

and eternally good. It is also deserving our at-

tention, that the injunction of seeking it by prayer,

is prefaced by a parable constructed on purpose to

teach us the propriety of urging our suit with im-

portunity. In imploring other gifts, (which we
are at liberty to do with submission,) it is still a

great point of duty to moderate our desires, and

to be prepared for a dissappointment, because, as

we have already remarked, it is possible that the

things we are seeking, may conduce neither to

the glory of God, nor to our ultimate benefit;

" for who knoweth what is good for man in this

life all the days of his vain hfe ?" But when we
present our requests for a larger measure of his

grace, we labour under no such uncertainty, we
may safely let forth all the ardour and vehemence

of our spirits, since our desires are fixed upon what

is the very knot and juncture, where the honour

of God and the interests of his creatures are indis-
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solubly united. Desires after grace, are, in fact,

desires after God : and how is it possible for them

to be too vehement or intense, when directed to

such an object ? His gracious presence is not like

the limited goods of this life fitted to a particular

crisis, or adapted to a special exigency, in a fluc-

tuating scene of things ; it is equally suited to all

times and seasons, the food of souls, the proper

good of man, under every aspect of Providence,

and every change of worlds. " My soul," said

David, " panteth after God, yea, for the living

God. My soul followeth hard after thee: thy

right hand upholdeth me." The most eminent ef-

fusions of the Spirit we read of in scripture, were

not only afforded to prayer, but appear to have

taken place at the very time that that exercise

was performed. The descent of the Holy Ghost,

on the day of Pentecost, was while the disciples

were with one accord in one place ; and after the

imprisonment of Peter and John, who, being dis-

missed, went to theirown company. " While they

prayed, the place where they were assembled was

shaken with a mighty wind, and they were all

filled with the Holy Ghost."—When a new heart

and a new spirit are promised in Ezekiel, it is

added, "I will yet for this be inquired of by the

House of Israel, to do it for them."

3. Habitual dependence on divine influence is
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an important duty. This may be considered as

opposed to two things ; first, to depending on

ourselves, to the neglect of divine agency; next,

to despondency and distrust.

When the Holy Spirit has condescended to

take the conduct of souls, it is unquestionably

great presumption to enter upon duty in the same

manner as ifno such assistance were needed, or to

be expected ; and the result will be as with Sam-

son, who said, " I \Till go forth and shake myself,

as in time past ; and he wist not that the Lord

-was departed from him." It is one thing to ac-

knowledge a dependence on heavenly influence

in speculation, and another thing so to realize

and feel it, as to say from the heart, " I will go in

the strength of the Lord God." A mere assent to

the proposition, that the Spirit must concur in the

production of every great work, (an assent not

easily withheld without rejecting the scriptures,)

falls very short of the practical homage due from

feeble worms to so great an Agent ; and a most

solemn and explicit acknowledgment of entire

dependence may reasonably be expected. When
you engage in prayer or in any other duty, en-

deavour to enter upon it with a serious and deli-

berate recollection of your need of the Spirit.

Let the consciousness of your weakness and in-

sufficiency for every good work, be a sentiment
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rendered familiar to your minds, and deeply im-

pressed on your hearts.

But while we recommend this, there is another

extreme against which we think it our duty to

guard you, and that is, a disposition to despon-

dency and distrust. We are most ready to ac-

knowledge that the assistance you need is free

and gratuitous, neither given to our deservings,

nor flowing from any connection subsisting be-

twixt our endeavours and the exertion of divine

agency. The spirit ofGod is a free spirit; and it

is impossible to conceive how either faith or pray-

er should have an intrinsic efficacy in drawing

down influence from heaven. There is, however,a

connection established by divine vouchsafement,

which entitles beleivers to expect, in the use of

means, such measures of gracious assistance as

are requisite to sustain and support them in their

religious course. The Spirit is spoken of as the

matter of promise to which every christian is en-

couraged to look: "The promise is to you, and to

your children, and to all that are afar off, even to

as many as the Lord our God shall call." Agree.

ably to this, it is represented as the express pur-

pose of Christ's becoming a curse for us, that the

" promise of the Spirit might come on the Gen-

tiles through faith." The same expectation is

justified by the Saviuur's own declaration, when
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on the last and great day of the feast he stood and

cried, " Whoever is athirst, let him come unto me
and drink, for he that believeth on me, out of his

belly shall flow rivers of hving water: this" (says

the EvangeHst,) " he spake of the Spirit, which

they that believe on him should receive."

The readiness of the Holy Spirit to communi-

cate himself to true believers, is also evinced by

the tenor of evangelical precepts :
" Be ye strong

in the Lord, and in the power of his might." To
command a person to be strong, seems strange

and unusual language, but is sufficiently explain-

ed when we reflect, that a portion of spiritual

poM^er is ready to be communicated to those who

duly seek it: " Be ye filled with the Spirit," which

is the exhortation of the same apostle, takes it for

granted that a copious supply is at hand, sufficient

to satiate the desires of the saints. We are at a

loss to account for such precepts, without sup-

posing an established connection betwixt the con-

dition of behevers and the farther comnmnication

of divine influence. To the same purport, Paul

speaks with apostolic authority, "This, I say,

walk in the Spirit, and ye shall not fulfil the lusts

of the flesh;" and Jude inculcates the duty of

praying in the Holy Ghost, which would be

strange if no assistance were to be obtained ; and

as prayer is a duty of daily occurrence, the in-
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junction implies that it is ready to be imparted to

Christians, not by fits and starts, or at distant

intervals, but in a stated regular course.

For this reason, "vvhen we hear Christians com-

plaining of the habitual withdrawment of the

Divine Presence, we are under the necessity of

ascribing it to their own fault: not that we mean

to deny there is much of sovereignty in this affair,

or that "the spirit, like the wind, bloweth where

it listeth." Butitshould be remembered, we are

now adverting to the situation of real believers,

who are entitled to the promise ; and though it is

probable that there is much of sovereignty exer-

cised even with respect to them, we apprehend it

rather concerns those influences which are conso-

latory than such as are sanctifying ; though there

is a degree of satisfactit)n intermingled with every

exercise of genuine piety, yet it is manifest that

some influences of the Spirit tend more immedi-

ately to comfort, others to purification. By some

we are engaged in the fixed contemplation of

objects which exist out of ourselves, the perfec-

tions of God, the excellency of Christ, the admi-

rable constitution of the Gospel, accompanied

with a delightful connection of a personal interest

in whatever comes under our view; the natural

food ofwhich is "joy unspeakable and full ofglory."

By others we are more immediately impressed

c
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with a lasting sense of our extreme unworthiness,

and made to mourn over remaining corruption,

and the criminal defects inherent in our best ser-

vices.

In the midst of such exercises, it is possible that

hope may languish!and comfort be reduced to a low

ebb, yet tlje divine life may still be advancing and

the soul growing in humility, deadness to the world,

and the mortification of her own will, as the sap

during winter retires to the root ofthe plant, ready

to ascend and produce verdure and beauty on the

return of spring. This is the will ofGod, even our

sanctification ; and though he delights in comfort-

ing his people at proper seasons, he is much less

intent on this than on promoting their spiritual

improvement, to which in this their probationary

state every thing is made subservient. Let us not

then confound the decay of consolation with the

decay of piety, nor imagine we can want the aids

necessary to prevent the latter, unless we have for-

feited them by presumption, negligence, and sloth.

Whenever Christians sensibly decline in religion,

they ought to charge themselves with the guilt of

having grieved the Spirit ; they should take the

alarm, repent, and do their first works; they are

suflTering under the rebukes of that paternal justice

which God exercises in his own family. Such a

measure ofgracious assistance in the use ofmeans,
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being by the tenor of the new covenant ascer-

tained to real christans, as is requisite for their

comfortable walk with God, to find it withheld

should engage them in deep searchings of heart,

and make them fear lest, " a promise being left

them of entering into rest, they should appear to

come short of it." But this leads us to observe,

in the last place, that,

4. If we wish to enjoy the light of the Spirit*

we must take care to maintain a deportment

suited to the character of that Divine Agent.

When the apostle exhorts us not to grieve the

Spirit of God, by which we are sealed to the day

of redemption, it is forcibly implied, that he is

susceptible of offence, and that to offend him in-

volves heinous ingratitude and folly ; ingratitude,

for what a requital is this for being sealed to the

day of redemption ! and folly, inasmuch as we
may fitly say on this, as Paul did on a different

occasion, " who is he that maketh us glad, but

the same that is made sorry by us ?" Have we any

other comforter when he is withdrawn? Can a

single ray of light visit us in his absence, or can

we be safe for a moment without his guidance and

support? If the immense and infinite Spirit, by

a mysterious condescension, deigns to undertake

the conduct of a worm, ought it not to yield the

most implicit submission ? The appropriate duty
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owing to a faithful and experienced guide, is a

ready compliance with his dictates ; and how^

much more may this be expected, when the dis-

parity betwixt the parties in question is no less

than infinite ! The language of the Holy Spirit,

in describing the manners of the ancient Israelites,

is awfully monitory to professors in every age
;

" They rebelled, and vexed his Holy Spirit

;

therefore he turned to be their enemy, and fought

against them." As we wish to avoid whatever is

more curious than useful, we shall not stay to in-

quire precisely on what occasions, or to what ex-

tent, the Spirit is capable of being resisted : it

may be sufficient to observe, it is evident from

melancholy experience, that it is very possible to

neglect what is the obvious tendency of his mo-

tions, which is invariably to produce universal

holiness. " The fruit of the Spirit is love, joy,

peace, long-suffering, goodness, meekness, gen-

tleness, temperance; faith:" whatever is contrary

to these, involves an oppositioa to the Spirit, and

is directly calculated to quench his sacred influ-

ence

From his descending on Christ In the form of

a dove, as well as from many express declarations

of Scripture we may with certainty conclude the

indulgence of all the irascible and malignant pas-

sions to be peculiarly repugnant to his nature

;
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^nd it is remarkable, that the injunction of not

g^rieving- the Holy Spirit is immediately followed

by a particular caution against cherishing such

dispositions: "let all bitterness, and wrath, and

anger, and clamour, and evil speaking, be put

away from you, with all malice. And be ye kind

one to another, tender-hearted, forgiving one

another; even as Cod for Christ's sake hath for-

given you." Have you not found by experience,

that the indulgence of the former has destroyed

that self-recollection and composure, which are so

essential to devotion? Vindictive passions sur-

round the soul with a sort of turbulent atmosphere,

than which nothing can be conceived more op-

posite to that calm and holy light in which the

blessed Spirit loves to dwell. The indulgence of

sensual lusts, or of whatever enslaves the soul to

the appetites of the body, in violation of the rules

of sobriety and chastity, it seems almost unne-

cessary to add, must have a direct tendency to

quench his sacred influences ; wherever such de-

sires prevail, they war against the soul, immmerse it

in carnality, and utterly indispose it to every thing

spiritual and heavenly. " That which is born of

the Spirit is spirit;" it bears a resemblance to its

Author in being a spiritual production, which re-

quires to be nourished by divine meditation, by

pure and holy thoughis.
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If you -svish to live in the fellowship of the

Spirit, you must guard with no less care against

the encroachments of world ly-mindedness, recol-

lecting we are Christians j nst as far as our treasure

and our hearts are planted in heaven, and no fur-

thei'. A heart overcharged with the cares of this

world, is as much disqualified for converse with

God, and for walking in the Spirit, as it would be

by surfeiting and drunkenness ; to which, by their

tendency to intoxicate and stupify, they bear a

great resemblance.

How many, by an immoderate attachment to

wealth, and by being determined at all events to

become rich, " have fallen into divers foolish and

hurtful lusts, and pierced themselves through with

many sorrows ;" and where the result has not

been so signally disastrous, a visible langour in

religion has ensued, the friendship of serious Chris-

tians has been shunned, and the public ordinances

of religion attended with little fruit or advantage

!

As it is the design of the Spirit in his sacred visi-

tations to form us for an habitual converse with

spiritual and eternal objects, nothing can tend

more directly to counteract it, than to busy our

souls in earth ; it is as impossible for the eye of

the mind as for that of the body to look oppo-

site ways at once; nor can we aim supremely at

" the things which are seen and temporal," but
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by losing sight of those " which are unseen and

eternal."

But though a general attention to the duties of

piety and virtue, and a careful avoidance of the

sins opposed to these, are certainly included in a

becoming deportment to the Holy Spirit, perhaps

it is not all that is included. The children of God

are characterised in Scripture by their being " led

by the Spirit :" led, evidently not impelled, nor

driven forward in an headlong course, without

choice or design ; but being, by the constitution of

their nature, rational and intelligent, and by the

influence of grace, rendered spiritual, they are dis-

posed to obey at a touch, and to comply with the

gentler insinuations of divine grace ; they are

ready to take that precise impression which corres-

ponds with the mind and purpose of the Spirit.

You are aware of what consequence it is in world-

ly concerns to embrace opportunities, and to im-

prove critical seasons; and thus, in the things of the

Spirit, there are times peculiarly favourable, mo-

ments of happy visitation, where much more may

be done towards the advancement of our spiritual

interest than usual.—There are gales of the Spirit,

unexpected influences of light and of power, which

no assiduity in the means of grace can command,

but which it is a great point of wisdom to improve.

If the husbandman is attentive to the vicissitudes
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of weather, and the face of the sky, that he may-

be prejDaret] to takethefiill benefit of every gleam

of sunshine/iind every falling- shower, how much
more alert and attentive should we be, in watching

for those influences from above, which are neces-

sary to ripen and mature a far more precious crop!

As the natural consequence of being long under

the guidance of another, is a quick perception of

his meanmg, so that we can meet his wishes, be-

fore they are verbally expressed ; something of

this r^ady discernment, accompanied with instant

comphance, may reasonably be expected from

those who profess to be habtiually led by the Spi-

rit. *' The secret of the Lord is with them that

fear him." Psalm xxv. 14.

The design of his operation is in one view in-

variably the same—the production of holiness ;

but the branches of which that consists, snd the

exercises of mind which are rendered subservient

to it, are various, and he who is intent on walking

in the Spirit, will be careful to fall in with that

train ofthought, and cherish that cast of reflection,

to which he is especially invited. For want of

more docihty in this respect, it is probable, we

have often sustained loss. Permit us here to

suggest two or three heads of inquiry. You have

sometimes felt a peculiar seriousness of mind, the

delusi-ve glare of worldly objects has faded away.
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or become dim before your eyes, and death and

eternity, appearing at the door, have filled the

whole field of vision. Have you improved such

seasons for fixing those maxims and establishing

those practical conclusions which may produce

an habitual sobriety of mind, when things appear

under a different aspect ? You have sometimes

found, instead of a reluctance to pray, a powerful

impulse to that exercise, so that you felt as if

you could do nothing else. Have you always

complied with these motions, and suffered no-

thing but the claims ofabsolute necessity to divert

you from pouring out your hearts at a throne of

grace ? The Spirit is said to make intercession

for saints, with groanings which cannot be ut-

tered ; when you have felt those ineffable long-

ings after God, have you indulged them to the

utmost?. Have you spread every sail, launched

forth into the deep of the divine perfections and

promises, and possessed yourselves as much as

possible of the fullness of God ? There are mo-

ments when the conscience of a good man is more

tender, has a nicer and more discriminating touchy

than usual ; the evil of sin in general, and of his

own in particular, appears in a more pure and

piercing light. Have you availed yourselves of

such seasons as these for searching into *' the

chambers of imagery," and while you detected

D
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greater and greater abominations, been at pains

to bring them out, and slay them before the Lord?

Have such visitations effected something towards

the mortification of sin? Or have they been suf-

fered to expire in mere ineffectual resolutions?

The fruits which godly sorrow produced in the

Corinthians are thus beautifully portrayed:

" What carefulness it wrought in you, yea what

clearing of yourselves, yea what indignation, yea

what fear, yea what vehement desire, yea what

revenge !" There are moments in the experience

of a good man, when he feels a more than ordi-

nary softness of mind ; the frost of selfishness dis-

solves, and his heart flows forth in love to God and

his fellow-creatures. How careful should we be

to cherish such a frame, and to embrace the op-

portunity of subduing resentments, and of heal-

ing those scars and wounds which it is scarcely

possible to avoid in passing through this unquiet

world !

There is a holy skill in turning the several parts

of Christian experience to account, analogous to

what the votaries of the world display in the im-

provement of every conjecture from which it is

possible to derive emolument; and though the

end they propose is mean and contemptible, the

steadiness with which they pursue it, and their

dexterity in the choice of means, deserve imita-
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tion. In these respects " they are wiser in their

generation than the children of light."

Do not allow yourselves to indulge in religious

sloth, or to give way to the solicitations of the

tempter, from a confidence in the safety of your

state, or in your spiritual immunities as Christians.

—The habitual prevalence of such a disposition

will afford a much stronger proof of insincerity

than any arguments which can be adduced for

the contrary ; and admitting your pretensions to

piety to be ever so valid, a little reflection may

convince you, that a careless and negligent course

will lay you open to the severest rebukes. " You
only have I known," (says the Lord by the pro-

phet) " of all the families of the earth ; therefore

will I punish you for all your iniquities."

Remember, dear brethren! we profess a pecu-

liar relation to God as his children, his witnesses,

his people, his temple; the character of that glo-

rious Being and of his religion will be contem-

plated by the world, chiefly through the medium

of our spirit and conduct, which ought to display,

asin a mirror, the virtues of Him who "hath called

you out of darkness into his marvellous light. It

is strictly appropriate to the subject of our present

meditations, to remind you that you are " tem-

ples." " For ye," says the apostle, " are the

temples of the living God, as God hath said, I will
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dwell in them, and walk in them, and I will be

their God, and they shall be my people." What
purity, sanctity, and dignity, may be expected in

persons who bear such a character! A Christian

should look upon himselfas something sacred and

devoted, so that what involves but an ordinary

degree of crimhiality in others, in him partakes of

the nature of sacrilege ; what is a breach of trust

in others, is in him the profanation of a temple.

Let us, dear brethren ! watch and pray, that no-

thing may be allowed a place in our hearts, that

is not suitable to the residence of the holy and

blessed God. Finally, " having such great and

precious promises, dearly beloved ! let us cleanse

ourselves from all iilthiness offlesh and spirit, per-

fecting holiness in the fear of the Lord."

Having thus endeavoured to lay before you the

most likely methods of obtaining the communi-

cations of the Spirit, as well as to show the great

importance of this gift, we might now dismiss the

subject, were we not desirous of first guarding

you against a dangerous mistake. The mistake

to which we refer, is that of taking conviction for

conversion, certain impressions of the guilt and

danger of sin made upon the conscience, for the

saving operations of the Spirit. These convic-

tions are important: it is highly desirable and
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necessary to have a settled persuasion of the

established connection betwixt sin and punish-

ment, and, as a natural consequence, to feel un-

easiness and alarm, in proportion as we have rea-

son to believe our sins are yet unpardoned. Until

we see ourselves lost, we shall never truly come to

Christ for salvation. Until we feel our malady,

and dread its consequences, we shall never have

recourse to the Physician, or be willing to com-

ply with his prescription. We adjure you, there-

fore, as you value your eternal interests, not to

trifle with convictions, or to endeavour to wear off

religious concern and uneasiness, by the vanities

of life and the stupefactions of pleasure. Regard

and cherish them as the sacred visitations of Hea-

ven, look upon them as mercifully designed to

rouse and awaken you from a fatal stupor. They
are often the harbingers of mercy. Wherever the

Spirit of God is in reality, he will convince of sin;

but conviction is produced in thousands who still

remain destitute of saving grace.—That influence

ofthe Spirit by which a change ofheart is effected,

is essentially different from that distress and

alarm which maybe resolved into the exercise of

mere natural conscience. For a man to be convinc-

ed that he is a sinner, and to tremble at the appre-

hension of wrath to come, is certainly something

very distinct from becoming
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Real Christians have not only perceived their dan-

ger, but have fled for refuge; have not only been

less or more troubled with a sense of guilt, but, in

consequence of coming to Christ, have found rest

for their souls. Ou a review of your past life, you

perceive innumerable transgressions, it may be,

and are perfectly convinced that you have been
** walking according to the course of this world,

according to the prince ofthe power of the air, the

spirit that now worketh in the children of disobe-

dience." So far it is well : your apprehensions

are just and well founded, and your situation more

replete with danger than you have ever conceived

it to be. Do not, however, rest here. Let the

views you entertain excite you the more earnestly

to press into the kingdom of God. Let them en-

gage you to a more diligent use of the means of

grace ; and, above all, let them lead you to fix

your hope and trust on the Redeemer, whose blood

alone can cleanse you from sin, and whose inter-

cession is able to save " to the uttermost all that

come unto God by him." (Heb. vii. 25.) Apply

to him with humble faith and ardent prayer, and

though you may be tempted to cherish doubts of

the extent of his power and grace, say with him of

old, " Lord, I believe, help thou my unbelief."

Lay aside, as far as possible, every other concern;

postpone your attention to every other object, till
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you have reason to believe you have obtained

mercy, and are renewed in the spirit of your mind.

Address the Throne of Grace with unceasing

importunity, remembering; who hath said, *' ask

and ye shall receive; seek, and ye shall find.

Hira that cometh unto me I will in no wise cast

out." In all your addresses to God, make use

of the name and intercession of Christ, plead

the efficacy of his blood, and the encouragement

he hath afforded sinners, in his Gospel, to return

to God. Keep a continual watch over your words,

thoughts, and actions: keep your heart with all

diligence. Guard, with the utmost care, against

levity and sloth, two most dangerous snares to the

souls of men.

If you ask, how you may know whether you are

partakers of the special grace of God; we reply.

This will be best ascertained by its fruits. When
you feel a fixed hatred of sin, an intense thirst after

holiness and perfection, and a delight in the word

and ways of God ; when you are habitually dis-

posed to dwell on the thoughts of Christ and hea-

ven; when the Saviour appears unspeakably pre-

cious, as *' the Pearl of great price," and you are

habitually ready to part with every thing for his

sake, you maybe certain thatyou are born of God.

These are the fruits of the Spirit, which sufficiently
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demonstrate the influence and presence of that

blessed Agent. Till you have experienced effects

of this kind, you are in a wretched state, though

surrounded with all the brightest earthly pros-

pects, because you are estranged from God, and

exposed to his eternal wrath and displeasure.

Printed by E. W. Morris, High Wycombe.
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PREFACE.

L HE following- Discourse would sooner have

made its appearance, but for circumstances in

which the Public are too little interested, to

render it necessary or proper for me to explain

them : nor should I have adverted to the time of

its publication, did it not seem strange that,

having been preached on a public occasion, it

should be committed to the press more than a

twelve month after the delivery.

With respect to the Sermon itself, the author

begs leave to bespeak the indulgence of his

readers for introducing sentiments with which

they must be perfectly familiar, requesting them

to recollect that, on practical subjects, the most

common thoughts are usually the most important,

and that originality is the last quality we seek

for in advice. If it have any tendency to do

good beyond the occasion of its delivery, by re-

miQding my highly-esteemed brethren in tke
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ministry, of the duties and obligation attached

to their sacred function, the end proposed will be

answered. The Avorthy person to whom it was

addressed, gave a specimen of his liberality, in

engaging me to take so leading a part in his

ordination, when onr difference of sentiment on

the subject of Baptism was well known ; a sub-

ject which has, unhappily, been a frequent oc-

casion of alienating the minds of Christians from

each other. How much is it to be lamented, that

the Christian world should be so violently agi-

tated by disputes, and divided into factions, on

points, which, it is allowed, in whatever way they

are decided, do not enter into the essentials of

Christianity. When will the time arrive, when

the disciples of Christ shall cordially join hand

and heart with all who hold the head, and no

other terms of communion be insisted upon in

any church, but what are necessary to constitute

a real Christian. The departure from a prin-

ciple so directly resulting from the genius of

Christianity, and so evidently inculcated and

implied in the sacred Scriptures, has, in my
apprehension, been productive of infinite mis-

chief; nor is there room to anticipate the period

of the universal diffusion and triumph of th6

Christian religion, but in consequence of its being

completely renounced and abandoned.

What can be more repugnant to the beautiful
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idea which our Saviour gives us of his churcli,

as one fold under one shepherd, than the present

aspect of Christendom, split inlo separate and

hostile communions, frowning defiance on each

other, where each erects itself upon jt?«r^^j9r?w-

ciples, and selects its respective watch-word of

contention, as though the ejjithet of militant,

when applied to the church, were designed to

announce, not a state of conflict with the powers

of darkness, but of irreconcileable intestine war-

fare and opposition. But it is necessary to quit

a subject which, though painfully interesting,

would necessarily lead to reflections inconsistent

with the limits of this preface. It may be more

to the purpose to remark, that the substance of

the following discourse was delivered in London,

at the anniversary of an academical institution,

recently established in the neighbourhood of

that metropolis, for educating young men for

the ministry in the Baptist denomination. The
institution to which we refer, is under the im-

mediate superintendence of the Rev. William

Newman. I cannot let the present occasion

pass, of earnestly and respectfully recommending^

this infant seminary to the patronage of the reli-

gious Public. There was a time, we are aware,

when doubts were entertained, in some serious

minds, of the elegibility of training young men

for the ministry, by a preparatory course of study.
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These scruples, we believe, have long since sob^^

sided, and a conviction felt by intelligent men of

all denominations, of the expedience, if not the

necessity, of instructing candidates for the mi-

nis^try in the principles of science and literature.

Learning is no longer dreaded as the enemy of

piety; nor is it supposed that the orthodoxy of

a public teacher of religion derives any security

from his professed ignorance ou every other

subject. Along with this revolution in the sen»

timents of a certain class of Christians, circum-

stances have arisen, connected with the more

general diffusion of knowledge and the state of

societj', which render a higher degree of mental

cultivation than was heretofore needed, indis^

pensably requisite. The Baptist denomination,

in common with other Christians, have not failed

to advert to this urgent and encreasing demand
for cultivated talentin their ministers,although they

have long had occasion to lament the scantiness

and inadequacy of their means of supplying it.

To the Bristol Academy, the only seminary they

possessed till within these few years, they feel

the highest obligations, for supplying them with

a succession of able and faithful pastors, who
have done honour to their churches: and few

things would give the patrons and founders of

the seminary, for which I am pleading, more con-

cern, than the suspicion of entertaining views
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iiiifavoiirable to that academy. They respect its

claim of seniority ; they revere the character of

its excellent President ; they contemplate, with

the highest satisfiiction, the beneficial result of

its operations, conspicious in most parts of the

kingdom :—but they are too well acquainted

with the disinterested motives of its friends and

benefactors, to suspect them of wishing to mo-

nopolize the education of ministers connected

with the denomination. They feel as little jea-

lousy of the seminary recently established in

Yorkshire, which has already produced good

fruits, under the culture and superintendance of

the excellent Mr. Steadman. Convinced, how-

ever, of there being still occasion for an enlarge-

ment of the means of instruction, and having, by

the munificence of a generous individual, been

presented with a house and premises well adapted

to academical purposes, they could feel no hesi-

tation in accepting so noble a gift, or in second-

ing the pious and benevolent design of the

founder. The institution is j^et in its infancy,

and subsists on a small scale. They look to tho

smiles of Heaven, and to the liberality of a

Christian Public, and, especially, to the piety

and opulence of the professors of religion in the

metropolis, who have never been wanting in the

;cealous support of institutions tending to pro-

B
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mote the glory of God and the best interest of

mankind, for such an enlargement of their funds

and rescources as, seconded by the efforts of its

worthy tutor, shall render it a permanent and

extensive blessing.

Leicester, December 31, 1811.
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AND

SUPPORTS, &c.

2 CORINTHIANS, iv. 1.

THEREFORE, SEEING WE HAVE THIS MINISTRY,
WE HAVE RECEIVED MERCY, WE FAINT NOT.

x\.S you have requested me to addtess you upon
the present occasion, I am persuaded you will

deem no apology necessary for the use of that

freedom which the nature of the service to which

you have invited me demands, combined with

those sentiments of high esteem which your

character will always inspire. Having, with the

accustomed solemnities, been invested with the

pastoral office over this church, you will permit

me to remind you of the discouragements on the

one hand, and the supports on the other, which

you may reasonably look for in your ministerial
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warfare, as far as they are naturally suggested to

us by the passage of Scripture selected for the

basis of our present discourse.

If it is necessary for the private Christian, be-

fore he assumes a religious profession, to count

the cost ; to the minister it cannot be less so,

that he may not be surprised by unexpected

tiials, nor dismayed at the encounter of diffi-

culties for which he has made no preparation.

A just estimate of the nature and magnitude is

an important qualification for the proper dis-

charge of whatever function we are called to

exert. As you are neither a novice in the mi-

nistry, nor have failed to reflect deeply on the

consequences of your present engagements, you

will not suspect me of attempting, by the hints

which may be suggested, to give you informa-

tion, but merely to siir up your pure mind hy way

of remembrance.

I. Let me request your attention to the

sources of (liscouragement connected with the

office you have undertaken. They are such as

arise, in part, from the nature of the office itself,

which is appointed for the purpose of convert-

ino^ souls to God, and conductino^ them in the

path to eternal life. To you, in common with
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otlier Christian pastors, is committed the mi-

nistry of reconciliation, the office of promul-

gating that system of truth Avhich is designed

to renew the world and sanctify the church.

Under the highest authority you are enjoined

to use your utmost efforts to open hlind ei/es, to

turn them from darkness to light, and from the

power of Satan unto God. The bare mention

of such an employment is enough to convince

us the difficulties attending it are of no ordinary

magnitude, and to make us exclaim with an

Apostle, Who is sufficientfor these things f

1. The minds of men are naturally indisposed

to the reception of divine truth. The truths of

the Gospel are not merely ofa speculative nature,

which need only to be stated with their proper

evidence in order to ensure their success : there

are in the mind latent prejudices against which

they strongly militate, and which, when excited,

naturally produce opposition. Mankind are

disposed to think well of themselves, to view

their virtues through a magnifying medium, and

to cast their deficiencies and vices into the shade.

Dissatisfied, as they often are, with their outward

condition, they have yet little or no conviction

of their spiritual wants ; but with respect to

these are ready to imagine, with the Laodiceans,
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that they arc rich and increased in goods, ajict

have need of nothing: Hence, it is with extreme

difficulty they are brought to acquiesce in the

humiliating representations made by the oracles

of God, of their native guilt and misery. They

will readily confess they are not perfectly inno-

cent or faultless ; they have their imperfections

as well as others, but they are far from believing

that they are actually under the wrath and dis-

pleasure of the Almighty. They feel, on the

whole, satisfied with themselves, and, by setting

their supposed good qualities and actions against

their bad ones, contrive to adjust their account

in such a manner as leaves a considerable

balance in their favour. On the mercy of God
they feel no objection to profess their reliance

;

deeming it more decent, and even more safe,

than to challenge his justice; but it is easy to

perceive that the mercy of which they speak,

is of such a nature, that they would look upon

it as an absurdity to suppose it could be with-

held. In short, they are the whole who need

no physician.

The gospel presupposes a charge of guilt ; it

assumes, as an indubitable fact, the universal

apostacy of our race, and its consequent liability

to perish under the stroke of the divine anger;
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nor can yon acquit yourself of the imputation

of handling the word of God deceitfully, if, from

false delicacy or mistaken tenderness, you neg-

lect the frequent inculcation of this momentous

truth. You will find it, however, no easy matter

to fasten the charge on the conscience ; which,

when it seems to be admitted, will often amount

to nothing more than a vague and general

acknowledgement, which leaves the heart quite

unaffected. To convince effectually is, indeed,

the work of a superior agent.

2. The very attempt to produce that humi-

lating sense of unworthiness and weakness,

which is essential to a due reception of the

gospel, will frequently excite disgust, should

it terminate in no worse consequences. Tou
will be reproached as the messenger of evil

tidings, and suspected of taking a pleasure in

overwhelming the soul with dark and melan^

choly forebodings. By a part of your hearers

you will possibly be regarded as an unnatural

character, and as having in your religion a tinc-

ture of what is savage and inhuman ; in conse^

quence of which, they who refuse to profit by

your admonitions, will be apt to apply to you

the language of the king of Isreal, / hate him^

for he always prophesieth evil of me and not good.
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Of the coninioii apostacy, one of Ihe most dis-

tinquishing features is, a stupification and insen-

sibility in lelation to whatever is of a spiritual

nature, together Avith a levity and carelessness

which it requires the utmost effort of the

Christian ministry to dispel.

3. If you should be successful in awakening a

salutary concern in the breasts of your heiirers,

and exciting them to inquire what they must

do to be saved, fresh difficulties await you.

The enemy will leave no artifice untried to

divert it, and to wear it off, by such a succession

of cares and vanities, that as much attention and

address will be requisite to maintain it till it

issues in a saving effect, as to produce it at first.

There are many, who after appearing for a time

earnestly engaged in the pursuit of salvation,

have, in consequence of stifling convictions, be-

come more callous and insensible than ever, as

iron is hardened in the fire. The grand scope

of the Christian ministry is to bring men home

to Christ ; but ere they arrive thither, there are

numerous by-paths into which those who are

awakened are in danger of diverting, and of

finding a delusive repose, without coming as

humble penitents to the foot of the cross. They

are equally in danger of catching at premature
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•eonsolation, and of sinking into listless desiiolul-

ency. Withhold thy throatfrom thirst, said the

prophet Jeremiah, and thyfootfrom beingunshod;

but thou saidst, there is no hope, for I have loved

strangers, and after them I must go. In the pur-

isuit of eternal good, the heart is extremely in-

constant and irresolute; easily prevailed on,

when the peace it is in quest of is delayed, to

desist from further seeking. During the first

..serious impressions, the light which unveil*

futurity, often shines with too feeble a ray to

produce that perfect and plenary conviction

which permits the mind no longer to vaccillate

;

and the fascination of sensible objects, eclipses

the powers of the world to come. Nor is there

less to be apprehended from another quarter.

The conscience, roused to a just sense of the

danger to v» hich the sinner is exposed by his

violation of the laws of God, is apt to derive

consolation from this very uneasiness ; by which

means it is possible that the alarm, which is

chiefly valuable on account of its tendency to pro-

duce a consent to the overtures of the gospel, may
ultimately lull the mind into a deceitful repose.

The number we fear is not small, of those, who,

though they have never experienced a saving-

change, are yet under no apprehensions respect-

ing their state, merely because they can remember
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the time when they felt poignant convictions.

Mistaking what are usually the preliminary step&

to conversion, for conversion itself, they deduce

from their foniier apprehensions an antidote

against present fears ; and from past prognostics

of danger, an amen of their future safety. With

persons of this description the flashes af a super-

ficial joy, arising from a presumption of being

already pardoned, accompanied with some slight

and transient relishes of the word of God, are

substituted for that new birth, and that lively

trust in the Redeemer, to which the promise

of salvation inseparably belongs. Such were

those who received the seed into stony ground,

and who having heard the word of God, anon

withjoy received it, hut having uo depth of earth

it soon ivithered away. Others endeavour to

sooth the anguish of their minds by a punctual

performance of certain religious exercises, and

a partial reformation of conduct ; in consequence

of which they sink into mere formalists ; and

confounding the instruments of religion with the

end, their apparent melioration of character

diverts their attention from Iheir real wants,

and, by making them insensible of the extent of

their malady, obstructs their cure. Instead of

imploring the assistance of the great Physician,

and implicitly complying with his prescriptionsy
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they have recourse to palliatives, which assuage

the anguish and the smart, without reaching the

seat, or touching the core of the disorder.

Were the change, which the gospel proposes

fo effect, less fundamental and extensive than it

is, we might the more easily flatter ourselves

with being able to carry its designs into execu-

tion. Did it aim merely to polish the exterior,

to tame the wildness, and prune the luxuriance

of nature, without the implantation of a new

principle, the undertaking would be less arduous.

But its scope is much higher; it proposes not

merely to reform, but to renew; not so much to

repair the moral edifice, as to build it afresh ; not

merely by the remonstrances of reason, and the

dictates of prudence, to engage men to lay a re-

straint upon their vices, but, by the inspiration of

truth, to become new creatures. The effects of

the gospel on the heart, are compared, by the

prophet, to the planting of a wilderness, where

what was barrenness and desolation before, is

replenished with new productions. I ivill plarit

in the ivilderness the cedar-tree, the shittah-tree,

mid the myrtle-tree; I tcill set in the desert, the

fir-tree, the pine-tree^ mul the box- tree tog-ether

,

that they may hnoiv, and consider, and under-

stand, that the hand of the JLord hath done this^
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Although the change is frequently slow, and the

Si^irit of God, in effecting it, may proceed by

imperceptible steps, and gentle insinuations, the

issue is invariably the same, nor can any repre-

sentation do justice to its dignity. How great

the skill requisite in those who are to be the

instruments of producing it

!

To arrest the attention of the careless, to sub-

due the pride and soften the obduracy of the

human heart, so that it shall stoop to the au-

thority of an unseen Saviour, is a task which

surpasses the utmost efforts of human ability,

unaided by a superior power. In attempting

to realize the design of the Christian ministry,

we are proposing to call tlie attention of men
from the things which are seen and temporal,

to tilings unseen and eternal ; to conduct them
from a life of sense, to a life of faith ; to sub-

due, or weaken at least, the influence of a

world, which, being always present, is inces-

santly appealing to the senses, and soliciting the

beart, in favour of a state, whose very existence

is ascertained only by testimony. We call uj^on

them to crucify the flesh with its affections and
lusts, to deny the strongest and most inveterate

propensities, and to renounce the enjoyments

which they have tasted and felt, for the sake of
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a happiness to which they have no relish. We
must charge them, as they value their salvation,

not to love the world, who have been accustomed

to make it the sole object of their attachment,

and to return to their allegiance to that almighty

and invisible Ruler from whom they have deeply

revolted. We present to them, it is true, afeast

offat things, of ivine on the lees well refined;

we invite them to entertainments more arn^ple

and exquisite, than, but for the gospel, it had

entered mto the heart of njan to conceive ; but

we address our invitations to minds fatally indis-

posed, alienated from the life of God, with little

sense of the value of his favour, and no delight

in his converse. The souls we address, though

originally formed for these enjoyments, and

utterly incapable of being happy without them,

have lost, through the fall, that right taste and

apprehension of things, which is requisite for

the due appreciation of these blessings, and, like

Ezekiel, we prophesy to dry bones in the valley

of Vision, which will never live but under the

visitation of that breath which bloweih where it

listeth. This indisposition to the things of God,

so radical and incurable by human power, as it

has been a frequent source of discouragement to

the faithful minister, so it would prove an invin-
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cible obstacle to success, did that success depend

upon human agency.

II. To these difficulties, which arise from the

nature of the work, abstractedly considered, must

be added, those which are modified by a variety

of circumstances, and which result from that

diversity of temper, character, and situation,

which prevails in our auditory. To the several

classes of which it consists, it is necessary rightly

to divide the word of truth y and give to every one

Ms portion of meat in due season. The epidemic

malady of our nature assumes so many shapes,

and appears under such a variety of symptoms,

that these may be considered as so many distinct

diseases, which demand a proportionate variety

in the method of treatment; nor will the same

prescription suit all cases. A different set of

truths, a different mode of address is requisite to

rou£e the careless, to beat down the arrogance of

a self-justifying spirit, from what is necessary

to comfort the humble and contrite in heart

;

nor is it easy to say, which we should most

anxiously guard against, the infusion of a false

peace, or inflaming the wounds which we ought

to heal. A loose and indiscriminate manner of

applying the promises and threatenings of the
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gospel, is ill-judged and pernicious; it is not

possible to conceive a more effectual method of

depriving the svt^ord of the Spirit of its edge,

than adopting that lax generality of represen-

tation, which leaves its hearer nothing to apply,

presents no incentive to self-examination, and,

besides its utter inefficiency, disgusts by the

ignorance of human nature, or the disregard

to its best interests it infallibly betrays. With-

out descending to such a minute specification of

circumstances, as shall make our addresses per-

sonal, they ought unquestionably to be charac-

teristic, that the conscience of the audience may
feel the hand of the preacher searching it, and

every individual know where to class himself.

The preacher who aims at doing good will en-

deavour, above all things, to insulate his hearers,

to place each of them apart, and render it impos-

sible for him to escape by losing himself in the

crowd. At the day of judgment, the attention

excited by the surrounding scene, the strange

aspect of nature, the dissolution of the elements,

and the last trump, will have no other effect than

to cause the reflections of the sinner to retura

with a more overwhelming tide on his own cha-.

racter, his sentence, his unchanging destiny;

and, amid the innumerable millions who sur-

round him, he will mourn apart. It is thus the
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Clitistiaii minister should eiideavoiir to prepare

the tribunal of conscience, and turn the eyes of

every one of his hearers on himself^

To men of different casts and complexions,

it is obvious, a corresponding difference in the

selection of topics, and the method of appeal, is

re(|uisite. Some are only capable of digesting

the first principles of religion, on whom it is

necessary often to inculcate the same lessons,

with the reiteration of parental solicitude : there

are others of a Avider grasp of comprehension,

who must be indulged with an ampler variety,

and to whom views of religion less obvious, less

obtrusive, and demanding a more vigorous exer-

cise of the understanding, are peculiarly adapted.

Some are accustomed to contemplate every sub-

ject in a light so cool and argumentative, that

they are not easily impressed with any thing

which is not presented in the garb of reasoning
;

nor apt, though firm believers in Revelation, to

be strongly moved by naked assertions even from

that quarter. There are others of a softer tem-

perament, who are more easily won by tender

strokes of pathos. Minds of an obdurate make,

5ind which have been rendered callous by long

^labits of vice, must be appajled and subdued

by the terrors of the Lord; while others are
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capable of being drawn ivith the cords of love,

and with the bands of a man. Some ice must save

withfear,
plucking them out of thefire; on others

tve must have compassion, making a difference.

You will recollect, that he who spake as never

man spake, mild, gentle, insinuating in his ad-

dresses to the multitude, reserved the thunder of

his denunciations for sanctimonious hypocrites.

In this part of our ministerial function, we shall

do well to imitate St. Paul, who became all

things to all men, that he might win some; com-

bining, in his efforts for the salvation of souls, the

utmost simplicity of intention, with the utmost

versatility of address.

May I be permitted to remark, though it seem

a digression, that in the mode of conducting our

public ministrations, we are, perhaps, too formal

and mechanical; that in the distribution of the

matter of our sermons, we indulge too little

variety, and exposing our plan in all its parts,

abate the edge of curiosity, by enabling the

hearer to anticipate what we intend to advance.

Why should that force whicli surprise gives to

every emotion derived from just and affecting

sentiments, be banished from the pulpit, when it

is found of such moment in every other kind of

public address. I cannot but imagine the first

D
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preachers of the gospel appeared before their

audience with a more free and unfettered air,

than is consistent with the narrow trammels to

which, in these latter ages, discourses from the

pulpit are confined. The sublime emotions

with which they were fraught, would have ren-

dered them impatient of such restrictions ; nor

could they suffer the impetuous stream of argu-

ment, expostulation, and pathos, to be weakened,

by diverting it into the artificial reservoirs, pre-

pared in the heads and particulars of a modern

sermon. Method, we are aware, is an essential

ingredient in every discourse designed for the

instruction of mankind, but it ought never to

force itself on the attention as an object apart;

never appear to be an end, instead of an instru-

ment; or beget a suspicion of the sentiments

being introduced for the sake of the method, not

the method for the sentiments. Let the experi-

ment be tried on some of the best specimens of

ancient eloquence; let an oration of Cicero or

Demosthenes be stretched upon a Procustes'

bed of this sort, and, if I am not greatly mistaken,

the flame and enthusiasm which have excited

admiration in all ages, will instantly evaporate:

yet no one perceives a want of method in these

immortal compositions, nor can any thing be con-

ceived more remote from incoherent rhapsody.-^
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To return to the subject: whatever the mode

of address, or whatever the choice of topics,

there are two qualities inseparable from reli-

gious instruction ; these are seriousness and

affection. In the most awful denunciations of

the divine displeasure, an air of unaffected ten-

derness should be preserved, that while with

unsparing fidelity we declare the whole counsel

of God, it may appear we are actuated by a

genuine spirit of compassion. A hard and un-

feeling manner of denouncing the threatenings of

the word of God, is not only barbarous and

inhuman, but calculated, by inspiring disgust, to

rob them of all their efficacy. If the awful part

of our message, which may be stiled the burden

of the Lord, ever fall with due weight on our

hearers, it will be when it is delivered with a

trembling hand and faltering lips; and we may
then expect them to realize its solemn import,

when they perceiv^ that we ourselves are ready

to sink under it. Of whom I have told you be-

fore, said St. Paul, and now tell you iveeping, that

they are the enemies of the cross of Christ.

What force does that affecting declaration de-

rive from these tears! An affectionate manner

insinuates itself into the heart, renders it soft and

pliable, and disposes it to imbibe the sentiments

and follow the impulse of the speaker. Whoever
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lias attended to the effect of addresses from the

pulpit, must have perceived how much of their

impression depends upon thiss quality, which gives

to sentiments comparatively trite, a power over

the mind beyond what the most striking and

original conceptions possess without it.

Near akin to this, and not inferior in import-

ance, is the second quality we mentioned, serious-

7iess. It is scarcely necessary to remark, how
offensive and unnatural is every violation of it in

a religious discourse, which is, however, of wider

extent than is generally imagined, including

not merely jesting, buffoonery, and undisguised

levity of every sort, but also whatsoever in com-

position or manner, is inconsistent with the sup-

position of the speaker being deeply in earnest

;

such as sparkling ornaments, far-fetched images,

and that exuberance of flowers which seems evi-

dently designed to gratify the' fancy, rather than

to touch the heart. When St. Paul recommends

to Timothy that sound speech which cannot he

condemned, it is probable he refers as much to

the propriety of the vehicle, as to the purity of

the instruction. There is, permit me to remind

you, a sober dignity, both of language and of

sentiment, suited to the representations of reli-

gion in all its variety of topics, from Miiich the
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inspired writers never depart, and which it will

be our wisdom to imitate. In describing the

pleasures of devotion, or the joys of heaven,

there is nothing weak, sickly, or effeminate: a

chaste severity pervades their delineations, and

whatever they say appears to emanate from a

serious mind, accustomed to the contemplation

of great objects, without ever sinking under them

from imbecility, or attempting to supply a defi-

ciency of interest, by puerile exaggerations and

feeble ornaments. The exquisite propriety of

their representations is chiefly to be ascribed to

their habitual seriousness ; and the latter to their

seeing things as they are.

Having touched on the principal difficulties

attending the public exercise of the ministry, it

may be expected something will be said on his

more private functions. To affirm it to be the

duty of a pastor to visit his people often, is, per-

haps, affirming too much ; the more frequently

he converses with them, however, provided his

conversation be properly conducted, the more
will his person be endeared, and his ministry

acceptable. The seasonable introduction of

religious topics is often of such admirable use,

that there are few qualities more enviable than

the talent of teaching from house to house:
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tliough tbemodeni state of manners, I am aware,

Jias rendered this branch of the pastoral office

much more difficult than in former times. In a

country village, where there is more simplicity,

less dissipation, and less hurry of business than

in large towns, prudent exertions in this kind

may be considered as eminently proper and

benehcial. The extent to which they should be

carried must be determined by circumstances,

without attempting to prescribe any other rule

than this, that the conversation of a Christian

minister should be always such, as is adapted to

strengthen, not impair, the impression of his

public instructions. Though it is not necessary,

nor expedient, for him to be always conversing

on the subject of religion, his conversation should

invariably have a religious tendency ; that what-

ever excursions he indulges, the return to serious

topics may be easy and natural. The whole cast

of his character should be such as is adapted to

give weight to the exercise of his ministerial

functions. On the peculiar force with which the

obligations of virtue attach to a Christian teacher,

the purity and correctness of your own conduct,

while it Avould embolden me to speak with the

greater freedom, make it less necessary for me
to insist. You are aware that moral delinquency

in Jiim, produces a sensation as when an armour-
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bearer faiiiteth; that he can neither stand nor

fall by himself; and that it is impossible for him

to deviate essentially from the path of recti-

tude, without incurring the guilt and infamy ot

Jci-oboam, who is never mentioned but to be

stigmatized as he ivho taught Israel to sin. Ba
thou an ensample to the flock in faith, in jmrity,

in conversation^ in doctrine, in charity. Instead

of satisfying ourselves in the acquisition of

virtue with the attainments of a learner, we must

aspire to the perfection of a master ; and give

to our conduct the correctness of a pattern.

We are called to such a conquest over the world,

and such an exhibition of the spirit of Christ, a*

shall not merely exempt us from censure, but

excite to emulation. Ye are the salt of the earth,

ye are the light of the world, said our Saviour to

his disciples, whom he was about to send forth

in the character of public teachers. As persons

to whom the conduct of souls is committed, we
cannot make a wrong step without endangering

the interests of others; so that if we neglect to

take our soundings, and inspect our chart, ours

is the misconduct of the pilot, who is denied the

privilege of perishing alone. The immoral con-

duct of a Christian minister is little less than a

public triumph over the religion he inculcates:

and when we recollect the frailty of our nature.
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the snares to which we are exposed, and the wiles

of our adversary, who will proportion his efforts

to the advantages resulting from his success, we
must be aware how much the necessity of main-

taining an exemplary conduct adds to the diffi-

culty of the ministerial function.

With the utmost propriety of conduct, and

the greatest skill exerted in your work, we dare

not flatter you with the prospect of unmingled

success. Under the most judicious method of

treatment, the maladies of some will prove in-

curable, and they will perish under your hand.

AVhile to some, the gospel is a savour of life unto

life, to others it will prove the savour of death unto

death; and in the course of your labours, you

will meet with frequent disappointments where

you have formed the most sanguine expectations.

Some who did run ivell, ivill afterivards be hin-

dered ; and of others luho have clean escaped the

pollutions of the luorld, through the knoivledge of
our JLord and Saviour Jesus Christ, being after-

ivards entangled therein, the latter end ivill be

worse than the beginning. Many a Demas, it is

probable, will forsake you, having loved this pre-

sent world; and by many of your hearers, who
now evince the most zealous attachment, you

may hereafter be considered as an enemy, be-
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cause you tell them the truth. In certam in-

stances, your ministry will be attended with con-

sequences which you cannot contemplate with-

out deep concern ; for the Sword of the Spirit

is an awful weapon, which will exert, where it

fails to inflict a salutary wound, its destructive

edge. Against those of your hearers who reject

your message, though now an embassador of

peace, and often a weeping suppliant at their

feet, you will ere long appear a swift witness

before God, and be compelled, by your voice, to

exasperate the accents of vengeance, and aug-

ment the vials of wrath. You are set for the

rising and falling of many in Israel.

II. But it is time to turn to a more pleasing

part of our subject, and to remind you of some

of the supports by which these sources of dis-

couragement are balanced.

ip^. The office you have undertaken is of divine

institution. The unhappy disputes which have

prevailed in the church respecting the proper

channels for conveying, and the legitimate mode
of vesting it, are so far from weakening or per-

plexing the evidence of this truth, that they may
be considered as so many concurrent suffrages in

its favour; since it is allowed, on all hands, that

E
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the Christian ministry is an ordinance of God;

an expedient for the improvement of mankind, of

his devising, and supported by his authority. But

of that wisdom which pervades the works of God,

the church is the principal scene; to the intent^

saith the Apostle, that to principalities andpowers,

might be made knoivn hy the churchy the manifold

wisdom of God. Hence we may be certain that

so leading a branch of its constitution as that

under our consideration, cannot fail of being

adapted, in the best possible manner, to promote

the interest of religion; nor is it difficult to per-

ceive, that if men are to be wrought upon by

reason and persuasion, the setting apart an order

for the express purpose of instructing them in

the concerns of salvation, must have a beneficial

tendency; an order, be it remembered, not ap-

pointed like the priests of pagan antiquity, for

the performance of ceremonies, but for the in-

culcation of truth; not to conduct the ponip of

lustrations and sacrifices, but to tvatch for souls

as those that must give an account. Nothing

similar to this was known in the heathen reli-

gions; it is peculiar to Christianity, and evincing

the simple wisdom of its author, is as original

in its conception, as it is admirable in its effects.

Its simplicity, its distance from whatever is daz-

zling iii the eyes of mankind, is one of its highest,
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recommendations ; for the Christian minister is

beautifully compared to a fisherman, A\'ho would

only be embarrased by those instruments and

appendages which belong to more splendid, but ,

less useful employments. /

2. Another consideration calculated to afford

us encouragement is, that the materials of our

work are ready furnished to our hand, and, at the

same time, of a nature admirably adapted to our

purpose. Our office is that of stewards of the

mysteries of the kingdom ; our duty, faithfully

to dispense the stores which superior wisdom and

opulence have provided. It is not necessary for

us to strech our invention in the discovery of

topics and arguments fitted to move the mind,

and impel it in a right direction, which, if we

may judge from past experience, would be a

most unpromising undertaking. A doctrine, full,

pure, perfect, to which nothing can be added

without debasing its spirit, nothing taken away

without impairing iis proportions, is committed

to our trust, to be retained and preserved, just

as we have received it, and delivered to our

hearers in all its primitive simplicity. Like the

works of nature, while it exhibits, at first view,

an impress of its author, in the unequivocal

character it bears of purity and majesty, it im-
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proves, on a closer examination, and the more

deeply it is investigated, the more the wisdom

of the contrivance, in its exquisite adaptation to

the state and condition of mankind, becomes

conspicuous. As the discovery of a way of sal-

vation for a fallen race, of the method by which

a guilty and degenerate creature may recover

the image and favour of his Maker, which we
must ever remember is its most essential cha-

racteristic, what is wanting to its perfection?

what information or assurance beyond what it

contains, calculated to awe, enlighten, convince,

and encourage ? The facts it exhibits, supported

by clear and indubitable testimony, are more ex-

traordinary than ever entered the mind of man
in its widest excursions, combining all the so-

briety of tr^jfth, with more than the grandeur of

fiction ; and the doctrines connected with these

facts, by the easiest and most natural inference,

are^f infinite moment. To a serious mind, the

truths of the Christian religion appear with such

an air of unaffected greatness, that, in com-
parison of these, all other speculations and rea-

sonings seem like the amusements of childhood.

When the Deity, the incarnation, the atonement,

the resurrection of the Son of God, the sanctifi-

cation of the church, and the prospects of glory,

have engaged our contemplation we feel, in
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turning our attention to other objects, a strange

descent, and perceive, with the certainty of de-

monstration, tliat, as the earth is too narrow for

the full developement of these mysteries, they

are destined by their consequences and effects*

to impregnate an eternal duration. We are not

at all surprised at finding the ancient prophets

searched into these mysteries with great but

unsuccessful diligence, that the angels desire to

look into them, or that the apostles were lost in

the contemplation of those riches which they

proclaimed and imparted. Are you desirous of

fixing the attention of your hearers, strongly on

their everlasting concerns? No peculiar refine-

ment of thought, no subtilty of reasoning, much

less the pompous exaggerations of secular elo*

quence, are wanted for that purpose : you have

only to imbibe deeply the mind of Christ, to let

his doctrine enlighten, his love inspire your

heart, and your situation, in comparison of other

speakers, will resemble that of the angel of the

apocalypse, who was seen standing in the sun.

Draw your instructions immediately from the

Bible ; the more immediately they are derived

from the source, and the less they are tinctured

with human distinctions and refinements, the

more salutary, and the more efficacious. Let

them be taken fresh from the spring. Yo7i, I am
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persuaded, will not satisfy yourself with the study

of Christianity in narrow jejune abridgments

and systems, but contemplate it, in its utmost

extent, as it subsists in the sacred oracles ; and,

in investigating these, you will permit your

reason and conscience an operation, as free and

unfettered, as if none had examined them be-

fore. The neglect of this produces, too often,

an artificial scarcity, where some of the choicest

provisions of the household are exploded or*

overlooked.

When we inculcate, with so much earnestness,

an attention to the mind of Christ, as exhibited

in the Scriptures, let us not be understood to

exclude his precepts, or to countenance, for a

moment, the too frequent neglect of Christian

morality. While you delight in displaying the

riches of divine grace, conspicuous in the work of

redemption, as the grand motive to love and trust

in the Redeemer, you will not forget frequently

to admonish your hearers that he only loveth him

who heepeth his sayings ; the illustration of which,

in their bearings upon the different relations and

circumstances of life, will form, if you follow the

apostolic example, a most important branch of

\our ministry. Not content with committing

the obligation of morality to the arbitratiou of
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feeling*, much less with faintly hinting- at it, as

an obvious inference from orthodox doctrine, you

will illustrate its principles Vvith an energy, a

copiousness, a fulness of detail, proportioned to

its acknowledged importance. You will not be

silent on the precepts, from an apprehension of

infringing on the freedom of the gospel, nor sink

the character of the legislator in that of the

Saviour of the church. A moralitj^ more ele-

vated and pure than is to be met with in the

pages of Senecaor Epictetus, will breathe through

your sermons, founded on a basis, which every

understanding can comprehend, and enforced by

sanctions, which nothing but the utmost stupidity

can despise—a morality of which the love of

God, and a devoted attachment to the Redeemer,

are the plastic soul, which, pervading every limb

and expressing itself in every lineament of the

new creature, gives it a beauty all its own. As
it is the genuine fruit of just and affecting views

^

of divine truth, you will never sever it from iil

parent stock, nor indulge the fruitless hope of

leading men to holiness, without strongly imbu-

ing them with the spirit of the gospel. Truth

and holiness are, in the Christian system, so inti-

mately allied, that the warm and faithful inculca-

tion of the one, lays the only foundation for the

ether. For the iUusiratiim ofparticular brauches
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of morals, we may consult Pagan writers on

ethics, with advantage; but in search oi prin-

ciples, it is at our peril that we desert the school

of Christ : since we are complete in him, and

all the moral excellence to which we can aspire

is but Christianity embodied ; or, if we may be

allowed to change the figure, the impress of the

gospel upon the heart. The perfection of the

Christian system, considered as the instrument

of renovating the human mind, is the second

consideration.

3. The third consideration to which I would

direct your attention, is, that of its being the

dispensation of the Spirit. To this the Apostle

immediately refers in the context, where he is

contrasting the Christian with the Jewish insti-

tute. Who hath also made us able ministers of

the New Testament, not of the letter, hut of the

spirit ; for the letter killeth, hut the spirit giveth

life. JSut if the yninistration of death ivritteti and

engraven in stones was glorious, hoiv shall not the

7ninistratio7i ofthe spirit he more glorious. From
this circumstance, he infers, the superior dignity

of the Christian ministry. The miraculous gifts

intended for a sign to unbelievers, and to aid the

gospel, during its first struggle with the powers

of Pagan darkness, have long since ceased, with
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the exigency that called them forth; but the re-

newing and sanctifying agency of the spirit

remains, and will continue to the end of time;

the express declaration of our Saviour not ad-

mitting a doubt of its perpetuity. / ivill pray

the Father, and he shallgiveyou another comforter^

that he may abide ivith you for ever, the Spirit of

truth whom the world cannot receive, because it

seeth him not, neither knoweth him, but ye knoiu

him, for he dwelleth with you, and shall, be in you.

To the world, who, in their unrenewed state, are

unsusceptible of his sanctifying iippress, he is

promised, in the preparatory form of a spirit of

conviction; to believers, he is promised as an

indwelling principle, an ever-present Deity, who
consecrates the hearts of the faithful to be his

perpetual abode. Hence the ministers of Christ

are not dependent for success on the force of

moral suasion; not merely the teachers of an

external religion, including truths the most mo-

mentous, and duties of the highest obligation;

they are also the instruments through whom a

supernatural agency is exerted. And hence,

in the conversion of souls, we are not to compare

the difficulties (o be surmounted, with the feeble

resources of human power, but with his, with

whom nothing is impossible. To this the in-

spired Historian every where directs our attea-

F
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lion, as alone sufficient to account for the signal

success which crowned the labours of the first

preachers. If a great multitude at Antioch

turned to the Lord, it was because the hand of

the Lord teas ivith them; if Lydia believed, in

consequence • of giving attention to the things

that were spoken, it was because the Lord opened

her heart; if Paul planted and Apollos watered,

with success, it was the Lord ivho gave the in-

crease; and highly as they were endowed, and

though invested with such extensive authority,

they did not presume to count upon any thing

from themselves; their sufficiency was of God.

As the possibility of such an influence can be

doubted by none who believe in a Deity, so the

peculiar consolation derived from the doctrine

that asserts it, seems to be this, that it renders

what was merely possible, certain; what was

before vague and undetermined, fixed, by re-

ducing the interposition of the Almighty, in

the concerns of salvation, to a stated method

and a settled law. The communication of the

Spirit, to render the gospel efficacious, becomes

a standing ordinance of heaven, and a full se-

curity for its final triumph over every opposing

force. My ivord, said the Lord by the prophet,

shall not return unto we void, but shall accomplish

the thinsr tvhereufUo I sent it. At the same time.
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connected as it is by the very tenor of the

promise, with the publication of an external

revelation, and professing to set its seal only to

the testimony of Jesus, it precludes, as far as

possible, every enthusiastic pretension, by leav-

ing- the appeal to Scripture as full and uncon-

trolled as if no such agency were supposed. It

is strange that any should be found to deny a

doctrine so consolatory, under the pretence of

its derogating from the sufficiency of Revelation,

when it not only ascribes io it all the efficacy

that can belong to an instrument, or external

means; but confers the highest honour upon it,

by marking it out as the only fountain of in-

struction to which the agency of the Deity is

inseparably attached. The idea of his imme-

diate interposition must necessarily increase our

veneration for whatever is connected with it; and

let it ever be remembered, that the internal illu-

mination of the Spirit is merely intended to

qualify the mind for distinctly perceiving, and

cordially embracing those objects, and no other,

which are exhibited in the written word. To
dispel prejudice, to excite a disposition for in-

quiry, and to infuse that love of the truth, without

•which we can neither be transformed by its

power nor bow to its dictates, is the grand scope

of spiritual agency; and how this should derogate
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from the dignity of the truth 'tself, it is not easy

to conceive. The inseparable alliance between

the Spirit and the Word secures the harmony of

the divine dispensations ; and since that Spirit

of truth can never contradict himself, whatever

impulse he may give, whatever disposition he

may communicate, it involves no irreverence to-

wards that divine agent to compare his opera-

tions with that standing revelation, which, equally

claiming him for its author, he has expressly ap-

pointed for the trial of the spirits.

Let me earnestly intreat you, by keeping close

to the fountain of grace, to secure a large mea-

sure of its influence. In your private studies,

and in your public performances, remember

your absolute dependance on superior aid; let

your conviction of this dependance become so

deep and practical as to prevent your attempt-

ing any thing in your own strengih, after the ex-

ample of St. Paul, who, when he had occasion

to advert to his labours in the gospel, checks

himself by adding, with ineffable modesty, yet

not /, hut the grace of God that ivas with me.

From that vivid perception of truth, that full

assurance of faith, which is its inseparable

attendant, you will derive unspeakable advan-

tage in addressing your hearers ; a seriousness,
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tenderness, and majesty, will pervade your dis-

courses, beyond what the greatest, unassisted

talent can command. In the choice of your

subjects it will lead you to what is most solid,

and useful, while it enables you to handle them

in a manner the most efficacious and impressive.

Possessed of this celestial unction, you will not

be under the temptation of neglecting a plain

gospel in quest of amusing speculations or un-

profitable novelties ; the most ordinary topics

will open themselves with a freshness and in-

terest, as though you had never considered them

before ; and the things of the Spirit will display

their inexhaustible variety and depth. You will

pierce the invisible w orld
;
you will look, so to

speak, into eternity, and present the essence and

core of religion, while too many preachers, for

want of spiritual discernment, rest satisfied with

the surface and the shell. It will not allow us to

throw one grain of incence on the altar of vanity
;

it will make us forget ourselves so completely

as to convince our hearers we do so ; and, dis-

placing every thing else from the attention, leave

nothing to be felt or thought of, but the majesty

of truth, and the realities of eternity.

In proportion to the degree in which 5^ou pos-

sess this sacred influence, will be the earnestness
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with which you implore it in behalf of jour

hearers. Often tvill you hoiv the knee to the God
and Father of our Lord Jesus Christy that he ivill

grant unto them the Spirit of wisdom and revela-

tion in the knowledge of him, the eyes of their un-

derstanding being etdightened, that they may know

what is the hope of their calling, and what are the

riches of the glory of his inheritance among them

that believe.

On the one hand, it deserves attention, that

the most eminent and successful preachers of the

gospel in different communities, a Brainerd, a

Baxter, and a Schwartz, have been the most

conspicuous for a simple dependance upon spi-

ritual aid ; and, on the other, that no success

whatever has attended the ministrations of those

by whom this doctrine has been either neglected

or denied. They have met with such a rebuke

of their presumption, in the total failure of their

efforts, that none will contend for the reality of

divine interposition, as far as they are concerned

;

for when has the arm of the Lord been revealed

to those pretended teachers of Christianity, who
believe there is no such arm ? We must leave

them to labour in a field, respecting which God
has commanded the clouds not to rain upon it.

As if conscious of this, of late they have turned
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their efforts into a new cliannel, and, despairing

of the conversion of sinners, have confined them-

selves to the seduction of the faithful ; in which,

it must be confessed, they have acted in a manner

perfectly consistent with their principles ; the

propagation of heresy requiring, at least, no

divine assistance.

4. Let me request you to consider the dignity

and importance of the profession which you have

assumed. I am aware that the bare mention of

these, as attributes of the Christian ministry

(especially when exercised among Protestant

dissenters,) may provoke a smile; we contesod,

however, that if the dignity of an employment

is to be estimated, not by the glitter of external

appearances, but by the magnitude and duration

of the consequences involved in its success, the

ministerial function is an high and honourable

one. Though it is not permitted us to magnify

ourselves, we may be allowed to magnify our

office; and, imieed, the juster the apprehensions

we entertain of what belongs to it, the deeper

the conviction we shall feel of our defects. In-

dependently of every other consideration, that

office cannot be mean which the Son of God
condescended to sustain : for The luord which

ive preach first began to he spoken hy the Lord;
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and, while he sojourned upon earth, ihat Prince

of life was chiefly employed in publishing his

own religion. That office cannot be mean,

whose end is the recovery of man to his original

purity and happiness—the illumination of the

understanding—the communication of truth

—

and the production of principles which will

bring forth fruit unto everlasting life. As the

material part of the creation was formed for the

sake of the immaterial ; and of the latter the

most momentous characteristic is its moral and

accountable nature, or, in other words, its ca-

pacity of virtue and vice ; that labour cannot

wabt dignity, which is exerted in improving

man in his highest character, and fitting him for

his eternal destination. Here alone is certainty

and durability: for, however highly we may es-

teem the arts and sciences, which polish our

species and promote the welfare of society; what-

ever reverence we may feel, and ought to feel,

for those laws and institutions whence it derives

the security necessary for enabling it to enlarge

its resources and develope its energies, we can-

not forget that these are but the embellishments

of a scene, we must shortly quit—the decorations

of a theatre, from which the eager spectators and

applauded actors must soon retire. The end of
all tlimgs is at hand. Vanity is inscribed oa
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€Tery earthly pursuit, on all sublunary labour

;

its materials, its instruments, and its objects will

alike perish. An incurable taint of mortality

has seized upon, and will consume them ere

long. The acquisitions derived from religion,

the graces of a renovated mind, are alone

permanent. This is the mystic inclosure, rescued

from the empire of change and death ; this the

iield which the Lord has blessed ; and this word

of the kingdom, the seed which alone produces

immortal fruit, the very bread of life, with which,

under a higher economy, the Lamb in the midst

of the throne, will feed his flock and replenish

his elect, through eternal ages. How high and

awful a function is that which proposes to esta-

blish in the soul an interior dominion—to

illuminate its powers by a celestial light—and

introduce it to an intimate, ineffable, and un-

changing alliance with the Father of Spirits.

What an honour to be employed as the instru-

ment of conducting that mysterious process by
which men are born of God ; to expel from the

heart the venom of the old serpent; to purge
the conscience from invisible stains of guilt ; to

release the passions from the bondage of cor-

ruption, and invite them to soar aloft into the

regions of uncreated light and beauty; to say

to the prisoners, go forth, to them that are in

Q
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(larlmess, sJietv yourselves ! These are the fruits

which arise from the successful discharge of the

Christian ministry ; these the effects of the

gospel, wherever it becomes the power of God
unto salvation : and the interests which they

create, the joy which tliey diffuse, are felt in

other worlds.

In insisting on the dignity attached to the

ministerial office, it is far from my intention to

supply fuel to vanity, or suggest such ideas of

yourself as shall tempt you to lord it over God's

heritage. Let the importance of your station

be rather felt and acknowledged in its beneficial

results, than ostentatiously displayed; and the

consciousness of it, instead of being suffered to

evaporate in authoritative airs and pompous

pretensions, produce a concentration of your

powers. If the great Apostle was content to

be a helper of the joy, without claiming do-

minion over the faith of his converts, how far

shoidd we be from advancing such a claim. If

be served the Lord with humility and many

tears ; if he appeared among the churches which

he planted, in fear, and in weakness, and with

much trembling, we may learn how possible it is

to combine, with true dignity, the most unassum-

ing deportment, and the deepest conviction of
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our weakness and unworthiness, with a vigorous

discharge of whatever belongs to the apostolic

much more to the pastoral office. The proper

use to be made of such considerations as have

now been suggested is, to stir uj) the gift ivhich

is in us, to apply ourselves to our work with be-

coming resolution, and anticipate, in depend-

ance on the divine blessing, important effects.

The moment we permit onrselves to think lightly

of the Christian ministry, our right arm is

withered ; nothing but imbecility and relaxation

remains. For no man ever excelled in a pro-

fession to which he did not feel an attachment

bordering on enthusiasm ; though what in other

professions is enthusiasm, is, in ours, the dictate

of sobriety and truth.

5. Recollect for your encouragement, the re-

ward that awaits the faithful minister. Such is

the mysterious condescension of divine grace,

that although it reserves to itself the exclusive

honour of being the fountain of all, yet, by the

employment of human agency in the completion

of its designs, it contrives to multiply its gifts,

and to lay a foundation for eternal rewards.

When the church, in the perfection of beauty,

shall be presented to Christ, as a bride adorned

, for her husband, the faithful pastor will appear
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as the friend of the Ijridegroom, who greatly

rejoices because of the bridegrooms voice. His

joy will be the joy of his Lord, inferior in degree,

but of the same nature, and arising from the same

sources : while he will have the peculiar happi-

ness of reflecting that he has contributed to it

;

contributed, as an humble instrument, to that

glory and felicity of which he will be conscious

he is utterly unworthy to partake. To have been

himself the object of mercy, to have been the

means of imparting it to others, and of dis-

pensing the unsearchable riches of Christ, will

produce a pleasure which can never be ade-

quately felt or understood, until we see him as

he is. From that oneness of spirit, from that

inseparable conjunction of interest, which will

then be experienced in its utmost extent, will

arise a capacity of sharing the triumph of the

Redeemer, and of participating in the delight

with which he will survey his finished work,

when a new and fairer creation shall arise out of

the ruins of the first. And is this the end, he

will exclaim, of all my labours, my toils, and
watch ings, my expostulation with sinners, and

my efforts to console the faithful ! and is this

the issue of that ministry under which I was
often ready to sink ! and this the glory, of which

I beard so much, understood so little, and
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announced to my hearers with lisping accents,

and a stammering tongue ! well might it be

styled the glory to he revealed. Auspicious day

!

on which I embarked in this undertaking, on

which the love of Christ, with a sweet and sacred

violence, impelled me to feed his sheep and to

feed his lambs. With what emotion shall we,

who being entrusted with so holy a ministry,

shall find mercy to be faithful, hear, that voice

from heaven, Hejoice and be glad, andgive honour

to him;for the marriage of the JLamh is come, and

his wife hath made herself ready! With what

rapture shall we recognize, amidst an innumer-

able multitude, the seals of our ministry, the

persons whom w^e have been the means of con-

ducting to that glory

!

Hence we discern the futilitj'^ of the objection

against the doctrine of future rewards, drawn

from an apprehension, that to be actuated by

such a motive, argues a mean and mercenary

disposition ; since the reward to which we

aspire, in this instance at least, grows out of the

employment in which we are engaged, and

will consist in enjoyments which can only be

felt and perceived by a refined and elevated

spirit. The success of our undertaking will,

in reality, reward itself, by the complete gratifi-
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catioD it will afford to tiie sentiments of devotion

and benevolence, which, in their highest perfec-

tion, form the principal ingredient in future

felicity. To have co-operated in any degree

towards the accomplishment of that purpose of

the Deit}/, to reconcile all things to himself, by

reducing them to the obedience of his Son;

^vhich is the ultnnate end of all his works ; to

be the means of recovering, though it were but

an inconsiderable portion of a lapsed and de-

generate race to eternal happiness, will yield

a satisfaction exactly commensurate to the force

of our benevolent sentiments, and the degree of

our loyal attachment to the supreme Potentate.

The consequences involved in saving a soul from

death, and hiding a multitude ofsins, will be duly

appreciated in that world where the worth of

souls, and the malignity of sin, are fully under-

stood ; while, to extend the triumphs of the

Redeemer, by forming him in the hearts of men,

will produce a transport which can only be

equalled by the gratitude and love we shall feel

towards the Source of all our good.

Before I close this discourse, which has, pj|r-

haps, already detained you too long, let me

suggest one reflection which so naturally arises

from the view we hare taken of the mmisterial
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office, that I cannot think it right to pass it

over in silence. The consideration to which we
allude, respects the advantages possessed by the

Christian minister for the cultivation of personal

piety. Blessed is the man, said the royal Psalmist,

u'hom thou choosest, and causest to approach unto

thee : blessed are they luho dwell in thy house, they

will he still praising thee. If he was so strongly

impressed with a conviction of the high privilege

annexed to the priesthood, by virtue of its being

allowed a nearer approach to God, in the services

of the sanctuary, the situation of a Christian mi-

nister is not less distinguished, no"r less desirable.

It is the only one, in which our general calling

as Christians, and our particular calling as

men, perfectly coincide. In a life occupied,

in actions that terminate in the present mo-

ment, and in cares and pursuits, extremely dis-

proportionate to the dignity of our nature, but

rendered necessary by the imperfection of our

state; it is but little of their time that the

greater part of mankind can devote to the direct

and immediate pursuit of their eternal interests.

A few remnants, snatched from the business oi

life, is all that most can bestow. In our profes*

sion, the full force and vigour of the mind mat^

be ex(Tted on that which will employ it for ever*

on religion^ the final centre of repose ; the goal
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to which all things tend, which gives to time all

its importance, to eternity all its glory; apart

from which man is a shadow, his very existence

a riddle, and the stupendous scenes which sur-

round him, as incoherent and unmeaning as

the leaves which the Sybil scattered in the wind.

Our inaptitude to be affected in any measure

proportioned to the intrinsic value of the interest

in which we are concerned, and the objects

with which we are' conversant, is partly to be

ascribed to the corruption of nature, partly to

the limitation of our faculties. As far as this

disproportion is capable of being corrected, the

pursuits connected with our office are un-

questionably best adapted to that purpose, by

closely fixing the attention on objects which

can never be contemned, but in consequence of

being forgotten ; nor ever surveyed with atten-.

tion, without filling the whole sphere of vision.

Though the scene of our labour is on earth, the

things to which it relates subsist in eternity^

We can give no account of our office, much less

discharge any branch of it with propriety and

effect, without adverting to a future state of

being; while in a happy exemption from the

tumultuous cares of life, our only concern with

mankind, as far as it lespects our official cha-

racter, is to promote their everlasting welfare

;
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©ur only business on earth, the very same that

employs those exalted spirits, who are sent forth

on embassies of mercy, to minister to them who

shall be the heirs ofsalvation. Our duties and pur-

suits are distinguished from all others by their

immediate relation to the ultimate end of human
existence; so that while secular employments

can be rendered innocent only by an extreme care

to avoid the pollutions which they are so liable

to contract, the ministerial functions bear an

indelible impress of sanctity. The purposes ac-

complished by the ministry of the gospel, in the

restoration of a fallen creature to the image of

his Maker, are not among the things luhich tcere

madefor man : they are the thingsfor ivhich man

was made; since, without regard to time or place,

they are essential to his perfection and happi-

ness. How much of heaven is naturally con-

nected with an office whose sole purpose is to

conduct man thither ! and what a superiority to

the love of the world may be expected from men
who are appointed to publish that dispensation

which reveals its danger, detects its vanity,

rebukes its disorders, and foretels its destruction

!

He must know little of the world, and still less

of his own heart, who is not aware how difficult

H
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it is, amidst the corrupting examples with which

it abounds, to maintain the spirit of devotion

unimpaired, or to preserve, in their due force

and delicacy, these vivid moral impressions, that

quick preception of good, and instinctive abhor-

rence of evil, which form the cliief characteristic

of a pure and elevated mind. These, like the

morning dew, are easily brushed off in the

collisions of worldly interest, or exhaled by the

meridian sun. Hence the necessity of frequent

intervals of retirement, when the mind may re-

cover its scattered powers, and renew its strength

by a devout application to the Fountain of all

grace.

To the ordinary occupations of life we are

rather indebted for the trial of our virtue, than

for the matter, or the motive; and, however

criminal it would be to neglect them, in our

present state, they can only be reduced under

the dominion of religion, by a general intention

of pleasing God. But, in carrying into effect the

designs of the gospel, we are communicating that

pure element of good, which, like the solar light,

pervades every part of the universe, and forms,

there is every reason to believe, the most essential

ingredient in the felicity of all created beings.
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If ill the actual commerce of the world, the

noblest principles are often sacrificed to mean

expedients, and the rules of moral rectitude

made to bend to the indulgence of vain and

criminal passions, how happy for us that we

are under the necessity of contemplating them

in their abstract grandeur, of viewing them as

an emanation of the divine beauty ; as the im-

mutable law of the creation, embodied in the

character of the Saviour, and illustrated in the

elevated sentiments, the holy lives, and tri-

umphant deaths, of prophets, saints, and martyrs.

We are called, every moment, to ascend to first

principles, to stand in the council of God, and to

imbibe the dictates of celestial wisdom in their

,first communication, before they become de-

based, and contaminated, by a mixture with

grosser elements.

The bane of human happiness is ordinarily

not so much an absolute ignorance of what is best,

as an inattention to it, accompanied with an habit

of not adverting to prospects the most certain,

and the most awful. But how can we be sup-

posed to contract this inadvertence, who are

incessantly engaged in placing truth in every

possible light, tracing it in its utmost extent,

and exhibiting it in all its evidence? Can we be
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supposed to forget that day and that hour, of

ivhich no maji knoiveth, who are stationed as

Avatcliiiien to give the alarm, to announce the

first symptoms of danger, and to cry in the ears

of a sleeping world, " behold the bridegroom

Cometh:" or, however inattentive others may
be to the approach of our Lord, can it ever

vanish from our minds, who are detained by him

in his sanctuary, on purpose to preserve it pure,

to trim the golden lamps, and maintain the hal-

lowed tire, that he may iind nothing neglected,

or in disorder, when he shall suddenly come to his

temple, even the messenger of the covenant whom
IVe delight in ?

Men are ruined in their eternal interests, by

failing to look Avithin ; by being so absorbed in

the pursuit of eternal good, as to neglect the

state of their hearts. But can this be supposed

to be the case with us, who must never hope to

discharge our office with effect, without an in-

timate acquaintance with the inward man

—

without tracing the secret operations of nature

and of grace—without closely inspecting the

causes of revival, and of decay, in the spiritual

life, and detecting the most secret springs, and

sable artifices of temptation ; in all which we
shall be successful, just in proportion to the
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degree of devout attention we bestow on the

tnovements of our own minds.

Men are ruined in their eternal interests by

living as though they were their own, and neg-

lecting to realize the certainty of a future ac-

count. But it must surely require no small

effort, to divert our attention from this truth,

who have not only the same interest in it with

others, but in consequence of the care of souls,

possess a responsibility of a distinct and awful

character; since not one of those to whom that

care extends, can fall short of salvation through

our neglect or default, but his Mood will he

required at our hands. Where, in short, can we
turn our eyes, without meeting with incentives

to piety; what part of the sacred function can

we touch, which will not remind us ofthe beauty

of holiness, the evil of sin, and the emptiness of

^11 sublunary good ; or, where shall we not find

(iurselves in a temple, resounding with awful

Voices, and filled with holy inspirations ?

I feel a pleasing conviction, that, in con-

sequence of deriving from your ministry that

spiritual aid it is so adapted to impart, both

your piety and usefulness will continue to in-
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crease, and by being intimately incorporated,

aid and strengthen each other ; so that your

profiting shall appear unto all men, and while

you are watering others, you yourself shall

be abundantly watered of God. Thus will

you be enabled to adopt the language of the

beloved Apostle, That which ive have heard,

which ive have seen with our eyes, which we

hove looked upon, and our hands have handled

qf the ivord of life, declare ice unto you. Thus
will you possess that unction, from which your

hearers cannot fail, under the divine blessing,

of reaping the highest benefit; for while we
are exploring the mines of revelation, for the

purpose of exhibiting to mankind the unsearch-

able riches of Christ ; we are not in the situation

of those unhappy men, who merely toil for the

advantage of others, and dare not appropriate

to themselves an atom of that precious ore, on

which their labour is employed: we are per-

mitted and invited, first to enrich ourselves,

and the more we appropriate, the more shall

we impart. It is my earnest prayer, my dear

Brother, that you may feed the Church of the

Lord ivhich he has purchased with his oivn blood;

that you may make full proof ofyour ministry;

be instant in season and out of season; teach.
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exhort, and rebuke, with all long-svffering, and

authority. Then, should you be spared to your

flock, you will witness the fruit of your labours in

a spiritual plantation, growing under your hand,

adorned with trees ofrighteousness, the planting of

the JLord, that he may he glorified; and while

neglecHng worldly considerations, you are intent

on the high ends of your calling, inferior satis-

factions will not be wanting, but you will meet

among the seals of your ministry, with fathers

and mothers, sisters and brothers. Or should

your career be prematurely cut short, you will

have lived long enough to answer the purposes

of your being, and to leave a record in the con-

sciences of your hearers, which will not suffer

you soon to be forgotten. Though dead, you

will still speak
;
you will speak from the tomb

;

it may be, in accents more powerful and per-

suasive, than your living voice could command*.

* Of this we liave' a striking instance in tlie premature ueatk

of the late Mr. Spencer, of Liverpool, /"fhe sensation excited

by the sudden removal of that extraordinary young man, ac-

companied with such aftecting circumstances, has not subsided,

nor abated, as we are informed, much of its force. The event

which has drawn so great a degree of attention, has been weU

improved in several excellent discourses on the occasion. The

unequalled admiration he excited while living, and the deep ami

universal concern expressed at his death, demonstrate him to

have been no ordinary character ; but one of these rare spe-

cimens of human nature, which the great Author of it produces
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at distant intervals, and exhibits for a moment, while he is

hastening to make them vp amongst his jewels. The high liopes

entertained of this admirable youth, and the shock approaching

to consternation, occasioned, by his death, will, probably, re-

mind the classical reader of the inimitable lines of Virgil on

Marcellus.

O nate, ingentem luctum ne quaere tuorum.

Ostendent terris hunc tantum fata, neque ultra

Esse sinent.

The writer of this deeply regrets his never having had an op-

portunity of witnessing his extraordinary powers; but from all

he has heard from the Lest judges, he can entertain no doubt^

that his talents in the pulpit were unrivalled, and that, had his

life been spared, he would, in all probability, have carried the

talent of preaching to a greater perfection than it ever attained,

at least, in this kingdom. His eloquence appears to have been

of the purest stamp, effective, not ostentatious, consisting less in

the striking preponderance of any one quality, requisite to form

a public speaker, than in an exquisite combination of them all

;

whence resulted an extraordinary power of impression, which

was greatly aided by a natural and majestic elocution. To
these eminent endowments, he added, from the unanimous tes-

timony of those who knew him best, a Ijuraility and modesty,

which, while they concealed a great part of his excellencies from

himself, rendered them the more engaging and attractive.

When we reflect on these circumstances, we need the less

wonder at the passionate concern excited by his death. For it

may truly be said of him as of St. Stephen, that devout men

made great lamentation over him. May the impressions produced

by the event never be effaced ; and, above all, may it have

the effect of engaging such as are embarked in the Christian

luiaistry, to work while it is called to-da%j.

FINIS.

MORRIS, PHINTKJt, WYCOMBE.
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^Srefacr.

The Writer is not aware that the sentiments

contained in this Discourse require apology,

thoug-h he is convinced he needs the candour

of the Pubhc with respect to the imperfect

manner in which they are exhibited. If it be

deemed an impropriety to introduce political

reflections in a discourse from the pulpit^ he

>Tishes it to be remembered that these are of

a general nature^ and such as, rising out of

the subject and the occasion, he cannot suppose

it improper for a Christian minister to impress.

With party politics he is determined to have

as httie to do as possible, and, in the exercise

of his professional duties, nothing at all. Con-

A 2
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scious that what is here advanced was meant

neither to flatter nor offend any party, he is

not very sohcitous about those misconstructions

or misrepresentations to which the purest in-

tentions are exposed. It will probably be ob-

jected, that he has dwelt too much on the

horrors of war for a Thanksgiving Sermon ; in

answer to which he begs it may be remem-

bered, that as the pleasure of rest is relative

to iatigue, and that of ease to pain, so the

blessing of peace, considered merely as peace,

is exactly proportioned to the calamity of war.

As this, whenever it is justifiable, arises out of

a necessity, not a desire of acquisition, its na-

tural and proper effect is merely to replace a

nation in the state it was in before that ne-

cessity Avas incurred, or, in other words, to re-

cover what was lost, and secure what was endan-

gered. The Writer intended to add something

more on the moml effects of war (a subject which

he should be glad to see undertaken by some supe-

rior hand), but found it would not be compatible

with the limits he determined to assign himself.

The Sermon having been preached for the
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benefit of a Benevolent Society instituted at

Cambridge, will sufficiently account for the ob-

servations on charity to the poor introduced

tov»'ards the close. The good which has already

arisen from the exertions of that Society is

more than equal to its most sanguine expec-

tations ; and should this publication contribute

in the smallest degree to the formation of simi-

lar ones in other parts, the Author will think

himself abundantly compensated for the little

trouble it has cost him.

Cambridge,

June 19, 1802.
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SERMON,

PSALM xlvi. 8, 9.

COME BEHOLD THE WORKS OF THE LORD, WHAT DESOLATIONS

HE HATH MADE IN THE EARTH, HE MAKETH WARS TO CEASE

UNTO THE END OF THE EARTH 3 HE BREAKETII THE BOW,

AND CUTTETH THE SPEAR IN SUNDER j HE BURNETH THE

CHARIOT IN THE FIRE.

To the merciful interposition of Providence we

owe it, that our native land has been exempted

for nearly sixty years from being the seat of war;

our insular situation having preserved us under

God from foreign invasion ; the admirable balance

of our constitution from internal discord. We
have heard indeed of the ravages of armies^ and

the depopulation of countries, but they have

merely supplied a topic of discourse, and have

occasioned no serious alarm. The military system,

as far as it has appeared in England, has been seen

only on the side of its gaiety and pomp, pleasing

A 4
"



show, without imparting any idea of its horrors

;

and the rumour of battles and slaughter conveyed

from afar have rather amused our leisure, than

disturbed our repose. AVhile we cannot be too

thankful for our security, it has placed us under

a disadvantage in one respect, which is, that we

have learned to contempfate war with too much

indifference, and to feel for the unhappy countries

immediately involved in it, too little compassion.

Had we ever experienced its calamities, we should

celebrate the restoration of peace, on this occa-

sion, with warmer emotions than there is room to

apprehend are at present felt. To awaken those

sentiments of gratitude which we are this day

assembled to express, it will be proper briefly to

recal to your attention some of the dreadful effects

of hostility. Real war, my brethren, is a very

different thing from that painted image of it,

which you see on a parade, ®r at a review : it is

the most awful scourge that Providence employs

for the chastisement of man. It is the garment

of vengeance with which the Deity arrays himself,

when he comes forth to punish the inhabitants of

the earth. It is the day of the Lord, cruel both

with wrath andfierce anger. It is thus described

by the sublimest of prophets : Howl ye, for the

day of the Lord is at hand ; it shall come as a

destruction fratn the Almighty: therefore shall

all hands he faint, and every inan's heart shall
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they shall be in pain as a woman that travaileth;

they shall be amazed one at another ; their faces

shall be as flames. Behold the day of the Lord

Cometh, cruel both with lorath andfierce anger, tb

lay the land desolate ; and he shall destroy the

sinners out of it. For the stars of Heaven, and

the constellations thereof, shall not give their

light ; the sun shall be darkened in his going

forth, and the moon shall not give her light.

War may be considered in two views^ as it af-

fects the happiness, and as it affects the virtue of

mankind ; as a source of misery^ and as a source

of crimes.

1. Though we must all die, as the woman of

Tekoa said, and are as water spilt upon the ground,

which cannot be gathered up, yet it is impossible

for a humane mind to contemplate the rapid ex-

tinction of innumerable lives without concern. To
perish in a moment, to be hurried instantaneously,

without preparation and without warning;, into

the presence of the Supreme Judge, has something-

in it inexpressibly awful and affecting. Since the

commencement of those hostilities which are now

so happily closed, it may be reasonably conjectured

that not less than half a million of our fellow-

creatures have fallen a sacrifice. Half a million
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of beings, sharers of the same nature, vvarnied with

the same hopes, and as fondly attached to life as

ourselves, have been prematurely swept into the

grave ; each of whose deaths has pierced the heart

of a wife, a parent, a brother, or a sister. How
many of these scenes of complicated distress have

occurred since the commencement of hostilities,

is known only to Omniscience : that they are in-

numerable cannot admit of a doubt. In some

parts of Europe, perhaps there is scarcely a

family exempt.

Though the whole race of man is doomed to dis-

solution, and we are all hastening to our long home ;

yet at each successive moment, life and death seem

to divide betwixt them the dominion of mankind,

and life to have the larger share. It is otherwise

in war : death reigns there without a rival, and

without control. War is the work, the element,

or rather the sport and triumph of death, who

glories not only in the extent of his conquest, but

in the richness of his spoil. In the other methods

of attack, in the other forms which death assumes,

the feeble and the aged, who at the best can live

but a short time, are usually the victims ; here it

is the vigorous and the strong. It is remarked by

the most ancient of poets, that in peace children

bury their parents, in war parents bury their chil-

"iren : nor is the difference small Children lament



their parents, sincerely indeed, but with that mo-

derate and tranquil sorrow, which it is natural for

those to feel who are conscious of retaining many

tender ties, many animating prospects. Parents

mourn for their children with the bitterness of

despair ; the aged parent, the widowed mother,

loses, when she is deprived of her children, every

thing but the capacity of suffering; her heart,

withered and desolate, admits no other object,

cherishes no other hope. It is Rachel loeeping

for her children, and refusing to he comjorted,

because they are not.

But to confine our attention to the number of

the slain, would give us a very inadequate idea

of the ravages of the sword. The lot of those who

perish instantaneously, may be considered apart

from religious prospects, as comparatively happy,

since they are exempt from those lingering dis-

eases and slow torments to which others are liable.

We cannot see an individual expire, though a

stranger, or an enemy, without being sensibly

moved, and prompted by compassion to lend him

every assistance in our power. Every trace of re-

sentment vanishes in a moment : every other emo-

tion gives way to pity and terror. In these last

extremities, we remember nothing but the respect

and tenderness due to our common nature. What

a scene then must a field of battle present, wliere
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thousands are left without assistance, and with-

out pity, with their wounds exposed to the pier-

cing air, while the blood, freezing as' it flows, binds

them to the earth, amidst the trampling of horses,

and the insults of an enraged foe ! If they are

spared by the humanity of the enemy, and carried

from the field, it is but a prolongation of torment.

Conveyed in uneasy vehicles, often to a remote

distance, through roads almost impassable, they

are lodged in ill prepared receptacles for the

wounded and the sick, where the variety of dis-

tress baffles all the eff"orts of humanity and skill,

and renders it impossible to give to each the at-

tention he demands. Far from their native home,

no tender assiduities of friendship, no well-known

voice, no wife, or mother, or sister, is near to

sooth their sorrows, relieve their thirst, or close

their eyes in death. Unhappy man ! and must

you be swept into the grave unnoticed and un-

numbered, and no friendly tear to be shed for your

sufferings, or mingled with your dust

!

We must remember, however, that as a very

small portion of a military life is spent in actual

combat, so it is a very small part of its miseries

which must be ascribed to this source. More are

consumed by the rust of inactivity than by the

edge of the sword ; confined to a scanty or un-

wholesome diet, exposed in sickly climates, ha-
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rassed with tiresome marches and perpetual alarms
;

their life is a continual scene of hardships and

dangers. They grow familiar with hunger, cold,

and watchfulness. Crowded into hospitals and

prisons, contagion spreads amongst their ranks,

till the ravages of disease exceed those of the

enemy.

We have hitherto only adverted to the sufferings

of those who are engaged in the profession of arms,

without taking into our account the situation of

the countries which are the scene of hostilities.

How dreadful to hold every thing at the mercy

of an enemy, and to receive life itself as a boon

dependent on the sword. How boundless the

fears which such a situation must inspire where

the issues of life and death are determined by

no known laws, principles or customs, and no con-

jecture can be formed of our destiny, except as far

as it is dimly decyphered in characters of blood,

in the dictates of revenge, and the caprices of

power. Conceive but for a moment the conster-

nation which the approach of an invading army

would impress on the peaceful villages in this

neighbourhood. When you have placed yourselves

for an instant in that situation, you will learn to

sympathise with those unhappy countries which

have sustained the ravages of arms. But how is

it possible to give you an idea of these horrors ?
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Here you behold rich harvests, the bounty of Hea-

ven, and the reward of industry, consumed in a mo-
ment, or trampled underfoot, while famine rfiid

pestilence follow the steps of desolation. There the

cottages of peasants given up to the flames, mothers

expiring through fear, not for themselves but their

infants; the inhabitants flying with their helpless

babes in all directions, miserable fugitives on

their native soil ! In anotlier part you witness'opu-

lent cities taken by storm ; the streets where no

sounds were heard but those of peaceful industry,

fiUed on a sudden with slaughter and blood, resound-

ing with the cries of the pursuing and the pursued ;

the palaces of nobles demolished, the houses of the

rich pillaged, the chastity of virgins and of matrons

violated, and every age, sex, and rank, mingled in

promiscuous massacre and ruin.

If we consider the maxims of war which pre-

vailed in the ancient world, and which still prevail

in many barbarous nations, we perceive that those

who survived the fury of battle and the insolence of

victory, were only reserved for more durable cala-

mities ; swept into hopeless captivity, exposed in

markets, or plunged in mines, with the melancholy

distinction bestowed on princes and warriors after

appearing in the triumphal procession of the con-

queror, of being conducted to instant death. The

contemplation of such scenes as these forces on us
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this awful reflection^ that neither the fury of »ild

beasts, the concussions of the earth, nor the vio-

lence of tempests, are to be compared to the ra-

vages of arms ; and that nature in her utmost ex-

tent, or, more properly, divine justice in its ut-

most severity, has supplied no enemy to man so

terrible as man.

Still however it would be happy for mankind if

the effects of national hostility terminated here ;

but the fact is, that they who are furthest removed

from its immediate desolations, share largely in

the calamity. They are drained of the most

precious part of their population, their youth, to

repair the waste made by the sword. They are

drained of their wealth, by the prodigious expense

incuned in the equipment of fleets, and the sub-

sistence of armies in remote parts. The accumu-

lation of debts and taxes diminishes the public

strength, and depresses private industry. An

augmentation in the price of the necessaries of

life, inconvenient to all classes, falls with pecu-

liar weight on the labouring poor, who must

carry their industry to market every day, and

therefore cannot wait for that advance of price

which gradually attaches to every other article.

Of all people the poor are on this account the

greatest sufferers by war, and have the most

reason to rejoice in the restoration of peace.
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As it is the furthest from my purpose to awaken

unpleasing reflections, or to taint the pure satis-

faction of this day, by the smallest infusion of

political acrimony, it will not be expected I

should apply these remarks to the peculiar cir-

cumstances of this country, though it would be

unpardonable in us to forget, (for to forget our

dangers is to forget our mercies) how nearly we
have been reduced to famine, principally it is

true through a failure in the crops, but greatly

aggravated, no doubt, in its pressure, by our being

engaged in a war of unexampled expenditure

and extent.

In commerical states, (of which Europe prin-

cipally consists) whatever interrupts their inter-

course is a fatal blow to national prosperity.

Such states having a mutual dependence on each

other, the effects of their hostility extend far

beyond the parties engaged in the contest. If

there be a country highly commercial, which has

a decided superiority in wealth and industry,

together with a fleet which enables it to protect

its trade, the commerce of such a country may

survive the shock, but it is at the expense of the

commerce of all other nations ; a painful reflection

to a generous mind. Even there the usual chan-

.

nels of trade being closed, it is some time before

it can force a new passage for itself; previous to
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which, an almost total stagnation takes place,

by which multitudes are impoverished, and thou-

sands of the industrious poor being thrown out

of employment, are plunged into wretchedness

and beggary. Who can calculate the number

of industrious families in different parts of the

world, to say nothing of our own country,

who have been reduced to poverty, from this

cause, since the peace of Europe was inter-

rupted ?

The plague of a widely extended war, pos-

sesses, in fact a sort of omnipresence, by which

it makes itself every where felt; for while it gives

up myriads to slaughter in one part of the globe,

it is busily employed in scattering over countries,

exempt from its immediate desolations, the seeds

of famine, pestilence, and death.

If statesmen, if Christian statesmen at least,

had a proper feeling on this subject, and would

open their hearts to the reflections which such

scenes must inspire, instead of rushing eagerly to

arms from the thirst of conquest, or the thirst of

gain, would they not hesitate long, would they

not try every expedient, every lenient art con-

sistent with national honour, before they ven-

tured on this desperate remedy, or rather before

they plunged into this gulf of horror ?
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It is time to proceed to another view of the

subject, which is, the influence of national war-

fare on the morals of mankind : a topic on which

1 must be very brief, but which it would be

wrong to omit, as it supplies an additional reason

to every good man for the love of peace.

The contests of nations are both the offspring

and the parent of injustice. The word of God

ascribes the existence of war to the disorderly

passions of men. Whence come wars andjighting

among 1/ou? saith the Apostle James; come they

notfrom your lusts that war in your members .^

It is certain two nations cannot engage in hosti-

lities, but one party must be guilty of injustice ;

and if the magnitude of crimes is to be estimated

by a regard to their consequences, it is difficult

to conceive an action of equal guilt with the wan-

ton violation of peace. Though something must

generally be allowed for the complexness and in-

tricacy of national claims, and the consequent

liability to deception, yet where the guilt of an

unjust war is clear and manifest, it sinks every

other crime into insignificance. If the existence

of war always implies injustice, in one at least of

the parties concerned, it is also the fruitful parent

of crimes. It reverses, with respect to its objects,

all the rules of morality. It is nothing less than

a temporary repeal of the principles of virtue. It
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is a system out of which almost all the virtues

are excluded, and in which nearly all the vices

are incorporated. Whatever renders human na-

ture amiable or respectable, whatever engages

love or confidence, is sacrificed at its shrine. In

instructing us to consider a portion of our fellow

creatures as the proper objects of enmity, it re-

moves, as far as they are concerned, the basis of

all society, of all civilization and virtue ; for the

basis of these is the good will due to every indi-

vidual of the species, as being a part of ourselves.

From this principle all the rules of social virtue

emanate. Justice and humanity in their utmost

extent are nothing more than the practical appli-

cation of this great law. The sword, and that

alone, cuts asunder the bond of consanguinity,

which unites man to man. As it immediately

aims at the extinction of life, it is next to impos-

sible, upon the principle that every thing may be

lawfully done to him whom we have a right to

kill, to set limits to military licence ; for when

men pass from the dominion of reason to that of

force, whatever restraints are attempted to be

laid on the passions, will be feeble and fluctuating.

Though we must applaud, therefore, the attempts

of the humane Grotius, to blend maxims of hu-

manity witii military operations, it is to be feared

they will never coalesce, since the former imply

the subsistence of those ties which the latter sup-

B 2
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pose to be dissolved. Hence the morality of

pfeaceful times is directly opposite to the maxims

of war. The fundamental rule of the first is to

do g'ood ; of the latter, to inflict injuries. The

former commands us to succour the oppressed

;

the latter to overwhelm the defenceless. The

former teaches men to love their enemies ; the

latter to make themselves terrible even to stran-

gers. The rules of morality will not suffer us to

promote the dearest interest by falsehood ; the

maxims of war applaud it when employed in the

destruction of others. That a familiarity with

such maxims must tend to harden the heart, as

well as to pervert the moral sentiments, is too

obvious to need illustration. The natural conse-

quence of their prevalence is an unfeeling and

unprincipled ambition, with an idolatry of talents^

and a contempt of virtue ; whence the esteem of

mankind is turned from the humble, the beneficent

and the good, to men who are qualified by a ge-

nius fertile in expedients, a courage that is never

appalled, and a heart that never pities, to become

the destroyers of the earth. While the philan-

thropist is devising means to mitigate the evils

and augment the happiness of the world, a fellow

worker together with God, in exploring and giv-

ing effect to the benevolent tendencies of nature,

the warrior is revolving, in the gloomy recesses of

his capacious mind, plans of future devastation
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and ruin. Prisons crowded Avith captives^, cities

emptied of their inhabitants/ fields desolate and

waste, are among his proudest trophies. The
fabrick of his fame is cemented with tears and

blood ; and if his name is wafted to the ends of

the earth, it is in the shrill cry of suffering- hu-

manity ; in the curses and imprecations of those

whom his sword has reduced to despair.

Let me not be understood to involve in this

guilt every man who engages in war, or to assert

that war itself is in all cases unlawful. The in-

justice of mankind, hitherto incurable, renders it

in some instances necessary, and therefore lawful

;

but unquestionably, these instances are much

more rare than the practice of the world and its

loose casuistry would lead us to suppose.

Detesting war, considered as a trade or profes-

sion, and conceiving conquerors to be the ene-

mies of their species, it appears* to me that no-

thing is more suitable an the office of a Christian

minister, than to attempt, however feeble, to take

off the colours from false greatness, and to show

the deformity which its delusive splendour too

* Non est inter artificia bellum, imo res est tarn horrenda, ut

earn nisi summa necessitas, aut vera caritas, honestam efficere

queat. Augustino judice, militare non est delictum, sed propter

praedam militare peccatum est. Grot, cle Jure Bell. I 2. c. 25.

B 3
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often conceals. This is perhaps one of the best

services rehgion can do to society. Nor is there

any more necessary. For dominion affording- a

plain and palpable distinction^ and every man

feeling the effects of power, however incompe-

tent he may be to judge of wisdom and good-

ness, the character of a hero, there is reason to

fear, will always be too dazzling. The sense of

his injustice will be too often lost in the admiration

of his success.

In contemplating the influence of war on pub-

lic morals, it would be unpardonable not to re-

mark the effects it never fails to produce in

those parts of the world which are its immediate

seat. The injury which the morals of a people

sustain from an invading army is prodigious. The

agitation and suspence universally prevalent, are

incompatible with every thing which requires

calm thought or serious reflection. In such a

situation is it any wonder the duties of piety fall

into neglect, the sanctuary of God is forsaken,

and the gates of Zion mourn and are desolate !

Familiarized to the sight of rapine and slaughter,

the people must acquire a hard and unfeeling

character. The precarious tenure by which every

thing is held during the absence of laws, must

impair confidence ; the sudden revolutions of for-

tune must be infinitely favourable to fraud and
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injustice. He who reflects on these consequences,

will not think it too much to affirm^ that the in-

jury the virtue of a people sustains from invasion

is greater than that which affects their property

or their lives. He will perceive that by such a

calamity the seeds of order, virtue, and piety,

which it is the first care of education to implant

and mature, are swept away as by a hurricane.

Though the sketch which I have attempted to

give of the miseries which ensue when nation lifts

up arms against nation is faint and imperfect, it

is yet sufficient to imprint on our minds a salutary

horror of such scenes, and a gratitude, warm, 1

trust, and sincere, to that gracious Providence

which has brought them to a close.

To acknowledge the hand of God is a duty in-

deed at all times ; but there are seasons when it

is made so bare, that it is next to impossible, and

therefore signally criminal, to overlook it. It is

almost unnecessary to add that the present is one

of those seasons. If ever we are expected to be

still, and know that he is God, it is on the present

occasion, after a crisis so unexampled in the an-

nals of the world ; during which, scenes have been

disclosed, and events have risen, so much more

astonishing than any that history had recorded or

romance had feigned, that we are compelled to

B 4
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lose sight of human ageHcy, and to behold the

Deity acting as it were apart and alone.

The contest in which we have been lately en-

gaged is distinguished from all others in modern

times by the number of nations it embraced^ and

the animosity with which it was conducted. Making-

its first appearance in the centre of the civilized

world, like a fire kindled in the thickest part of a

forest, it spread during ten years on every side ; it

burnt in all directions, gathering fresh fury in its

progress, till it inwrapped the whole of Europe in

its flames ; an awful spectacle not only to the in-

habitants of the earth, but in the eyes of superior

beings ! What place can we point out to which

its effects have not extended ? Where is the nation,

the family, the mdividual I might almost say, who

has not felt its influence ? It is not, my brethren,

the termination of an ordinary contest which we

are assembled this day to commemorate ; it is an

event which includes for the present (may it long

perpetuate) the tranquility of Europe and the pa-

cification of the world. We are met to express our

devout gratitude to God for putting a period to a

war, the most eventful perhaps that has been wit-

nessed for a thousand years ; a war which has

transformed tlie face of Europe, removed the land-

marks of nations and limits of empire.
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The spirit of animosity Avith which it has been

conducted is another circumstance which has emi-

nently distinguished the recent contest. As it

would be highly improper to enter on this occa-

sion (were my abilities equal to the task) into a

discussion of those principles which have divided^

and probably will long divide, the sentiments of

men, it may be sufficient to observe in general,

that what principally contributed to make the

contest so peculiarly violent, was a discordancy

betwixt the opinions and the institutions of soci-

ety. A daring spirit of speculation, untempered,

alas ! by humility and devotion, has been the dis-

tinguishing feature of the present times. While

it confined itself to the exposure of the corruptions

of religion and the abuses of power, it met with

some degree of countenance from the wise and

good in all countries, who were ready to hope it

was the instrument destined by Providence to

meliorate the condition of mankind. How great

was their disappointment when they perceived

that pretensions to philanthropy were, with many,

only a mask assumed for the more successful

propagation of impiety and anarchy !

From the prevalence of this spirit, however, a

schism was gradually formed between the adhe-

rents of those, who stiling themselves philosophers

were intent on some great change, which they
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were little careful to explain, and the patrons of

the ancient order of things. The pretentions of

each were plausible. The accumulation of abuses

and the corruptions of religion furnished weapons

to the philosophers ; the dangerous tendency of

the speculations of these latter, together with

their impiety, which became every day more ma-

nifest, gave an advantage not less considerable to

their opponents, which they did not fail to im-

prove. In this situation the breach grew Avider

and wider ; nothing temperate or conciliating was

admitted. Every attempt at purifying religion

without impairing its authority, and at improving

the condition of society, without shaking its foun-

dation, was crushed and annihilated in the encoun-

ter of two hostile forces. By this means the way

was prepared, first for internal dissension, and

then for wars the most bloody and extensive.

The war in which so great a part of the world

was lately eng-aged has been frequently stiled a

war of principle. This was indeed its exact cha-

racter ; and it was this which rendered it so vio-

lent and obstinate. Disputes which are founded

merely on passion or on interest, are compara-

tively of short duration. They are, at least, not

calculated to spread. However they may inflame

the principals, they are but little adapted to gain

partizans.
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To render them durable, there must be an infu-

sion of speculative opinions. For, corrupt as men

are, they are yet so much the creatures of reflection,

and so strongly addicted to sentiments of right and

wrong, that their attachment to a public cause can

rarely be secured, nor their animosity be kept alive,

unless their understandings are engaged by some

appearances of truth and rectitude. Hence spe-

culative differences in religion and politics become

rallying points to the passions. Whoever reflects

on the civil wars between the Guelphs and the

Ghibbelines, or the adherents of the Pope and the

Emperor, which distracted Italy and Germany in

the middle ages ; or those betwixt the houses of

York and Lancaster, in the fifteenth century, will

find abundant confirmation of this remark. This is

well understood by the leaders of parties in all na-

tions ; who, though they frequently aim at nothing

more than the attainment of power, yet always

contrive to cement the attachment of their fol-

lowers, by mixing some speculative opinion with

their contests, well knowing that what depends

for support merely on the irascible passions soon

subsides. Then does party animosity reach its

height, when to an interference of interests suffi-

cient to kindle resentment, is superadded a per-

suasion of rectitude, a conviction of truth, an ap-

prehension in each party that they are contending

for principles of the last importance, on the sue-
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cess of which the happiness of millions depends.

Under these impressions men are apt to indulge

the most selfish and vindictive passions without

suspicion or control. The understanding indeed^

in that state, instead of controlling the passions,

often serves only to give steadiness to their im-

pulse, to mtify and consecrate, so to speak, all their

movements.

When we apply these remarks to the late con-

test, we can be at no loss to discover the source

of the unparalleled animosity which inflamed it.

Never before were so many opposing interests,

passions, and principles, committed to such a de-

cision. On one side an attachment to the ancient

order of things, on the other a passionate desire of

change ; a wish in some to perpetuate, in others to

destroy every thing; every abuse sacred in the

eyes of the former, every foundation attempted to

be demolished by the latter ; a jealousy of power

shrinking from the slightest innovation, preten-

sions to freedom pushed to madness and anarchy ;

superstition in all its dotage, impiety in all its fury ;

whatever, in short, could be found most discor-

dant in the principles, or violent in the passions of

men, were the fearful ingredients which the hand

of Divine Justice selected to mingle in this furnace

of wrath. Can we any longer vvonder at the deso-

lations it made in the earth ? Great as they are.
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they are no more than might be expected from

the pecuhar nature of the warfare. When we
take this into our consideration^ we are no longer

surprised to find the variety of its battles bur-

dens the memory, that the imagination is perfectly

fatigued in travelling over its scenes of slaughter,

and that falling, like the mystic star in the Apoca-

lypse, upon the streams and the rivers, it turned

the third part of their ivaters into blood*.

Whether the foundations of lasting tranquillity

are laid, or a respite only afforded to the nations

of the earth, in the present auspicious event, is a

question, the discussion of which would only damp

the satisfaction of this day. Whatever may be

the future determinations of Providence, let no

gloomy foreboding depress our gratitude for its

gracious interposition in our favour. While we

feel sentiments of respectful acknowledgment to

the human instruments employed, let us remem-

ber they are but instruments, and that it is our

duty to look through them to Him who is the

author of every good and perfect gift.

* The author has inserted some reflections here, which were

not included in the discourse as dehvered from the pulpit. He
wished to explain himself somewhat more fully on certain points,

on which his sentiments in a former publication have been much

misunderstood or misrepresented. But this is a circumstance

with which, as it has not troubled himself, he wishes not any

further to trouble the reader.
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Let us now turn to the pleasing part of our

subject, which invites us to contemplate the rea-

sons for gratitude and joy suggested by the res-

toration of peace.

Permit me to express my hope, that along with

peace the spirit of peace will return. How can

we better imitate our heavenly Father, than when

he is pleased to compose the animosities of nations,

to open our hearts to every milder influence. Let

us hope, more mutual forbearance, a more candid

construction of each other's views and sentiments

will prevail. No end can now be answered by

the revival of party disputes. The speculations

which gave occasion to them have been yielded

to the arbitration of the sword, and neither the for-

tune of war nor the present condition of Europe is

such as affords to any party room for high exulta-

tion. Our public and private affections are no

longer at variance. That benevolence which em-

braces the world is now in perfect harmony with

the tenderness that endears our country. Bury-

ing in oblivion, therefore, all national antipathies,

together with those cruel jealousies and suspicions

which have too much marred the pleasures of mu-

tual intercourse, let our hearts correspond to the

blessing we celebrate, and keep pace as far as pos-

sible with the movements of Divine beneficence.
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A most important benefit has already followed

the return of peace, a reduction of the price of

bread ; and though other necessaries of life have

not fallen in proportion, this is a circumstance

which can hardly fail to follow. We trust the

circumstances of the poor and the labouring clas-

ses will be much improved, and that there will

shortly be no complaining in our streets. Every

cottager, we hope, will feel that there is peace,

commerce return to its ancient channels, the

public burdens be lightened, the national debt

diminished, and harmony and plenty again glad-

den the land.

In enumerating the motives to national grati-

tude, which the retrospect of the past supplies, it

would be unpardonable not to reckon among the

most cogent, the preservation of our excellent con-

stitution ; nor can I doubt of the concurrence of all

who hear me when I add, it is a pleasing reflection,

that at a period when the spirit of giddiness and

revolt has been so prevalent, we have preferred

the blessings of order to a phantom of liberty, and

have not been so mad as to wade through the

horrors of a revolution to make way for a military

despot. If the constitution has sustained serious

injury, either during the war, or at any preceding-

period, as there is great room to apprehend, we

shall have leisure (may we but have virtue !) to
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apply temperate and effectual reforms. In the

mean time let us love it sincerely, cherish it ten-

derly, and secure it as far as possible on all sides,

watching with impartial solicitude against every

thing that may impair its spirit, or endanger its

form.

But above all, let us cherish the spirit of reli-

gion. When we wish to open our hearts on this

subject, and to represent to you the vanity, the

nothingness of every thing else in comparison,

we feel ourselves checked by an apprehension you

will consider it merely as professional language,

and consequently entitled to little regard. If

however, you will only turn your eyes to the awful

scenes before you, our voice may be spared. They

will speak loud enough of themselves. On this

subject they will furnish the most awful and mo-

mentous instruction. From them you will learn,

that the safety of nations is not to be sought in

arts or in arms ; that science may flourish amidst

^he decay of humanity ; that the utmost barba-

rity may be blended with the utmost refinement ;

that a passion for speculation, unrestrained by the

fear of God and a deep sense of human imperfec-

tion, merely hardens the heart : and that as religion,

in short, is the great tamer of the breast, the source

of tranquility and order, so the crimes of volup-

tuousness and impiety inevitably conduct a peo-
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pie, before (hey are a\Yare, (o the brink of doso-

lation and anarchy.

If you had wished to iigiue to yourselves a coun-

try which had reached the utmost pinnacle of pros-

perity, you would undoubtedly have turned your

eyes to France, as she appeared a few years before

the revolution ; illustrious in learning and genius ;

the favourite abode of the arts, and the mirror of

fashion, whither the flower of the nobility from all

countries resorted, to acquire the last polish of

which the human character is susceptible. Lulled

in voluptuous repose, and dreaming of a philoso-

phical millenium, without dependance upon God,

like the g-eneration before the flood, they ate, they

drank, they married, they weregivenin marriage.

In that exuberant soil every thing seemed to

flourish, but religion and virtue. The season,

however, was at length arrived, when God was re-

solved to punish their impiety, as well as to avenge

the blood of his servants, whose souls had for a cen-

tury been incessantly crying to him from under the

altar. And what method did he employ for this pur-

pose? When he to whom vengeance belongs, when

he whose ways are unsearchable, and whose wis-

dom is inexhaustible, proceeded to the execution

of this stmnge work, he drew from his treasures a

weapon he had never employed before. Resolving
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to make their punishment as signal as their crimes,

he neither let loose an inundation of barbarous na-

tionsj nor the desolating powers of the universe :

he neither overwhelmed them with earthquakes,

nor visited them with pestilence. He summoned

from among themselves a ferocity more terrible

than either; a ferocity which mingling- in the

struggle for liberty, and borrowing aid from that

very refinement to which it seemed to be opposed,

turned every man's hand against his neighbour

;

and sparing no age, nor sex, nor rank, till sati-

ated with the ruin of greatness, the distresses of

innocence, and the tears of beauty, it terminated

its career in the most unrelenting despotism.

Thou art righteous, O Lord, which art, and which

least, and which shall be, because thou hastjudged

thus ; for they have shed the blood of saints and

prophets, and thou hast given them blood to drink,

for they are worthy.

If the weakness of humanity will not permit

us to keep pace with the movements of divine jus-

tice ; if, from the deep commiseration excited by

the view of so much woe, our tongue falters in

expressing those sublime sentiments of triumph

which revelation suggests on this occasion, we shall

be pardoned by the Being who knows our frame ;

while nothing can prevent us, at least, from admiring
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this illustrious vindication of his own religion^,

whose divinity we see is not less apparent in the

blessing's it bestows^ than in the calamities which

mark its departure.

Our only security against similar calamities is a

steady adherence to this religion ; not the religion

of mere form and profession^ but that which has

its seat in the heart ; not as it is mutilated and de-

based by the refinements of a false philosophy, but

as it exists in all its simplicity and extent in the

sacred scriptures ; consisting in sorrow for sin, in the

love of God, and in faith in a crucified Redeemer.

If this religion revives and flourishes amongst

us, we may still surmount all our difficulties,

and no weapon formed against us will prosper;

if we despise or neglect it, no human power can

afford us protection. Instead of showing our love

to our country, therefore, by engaging eagerly in

the strife of parties, let us choose to signalise it

rather by beneficence, by piety, by an exemplary

discharge of the duties of private life, under a per-

suasion that that man, in the final issue of things,

will be seen to have been the best patriot, who is

the best christian. He who diffuses the most happi-

ness, and mitigates the most distress within his own

circle, is undoubtedly the best friend to his country

and the world, since nothing more is necessary,

than for all men to imitate his conduct, to make

c 2
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the greatest part of the misery of the world cease

in a moment. While the passion, then, of some

is to shine, of some to govern, and of others to

accumulate, let one great passion alone inflame

our breasts, the passion which reason ratifies,

which conscience approves, which heaven inspires;

that of being and of doing good.

There is no vanity, I trust, in supposing that

the reflections which this Discourse has presented

to your view, have awakened those sentiments of

gratitude to the Father of mercies for his gracious

interposition in the restoration of peace, which you

are impatient to express by stronger evidence than

words. Should this be the case, a plain path is before

you. While the eminence of the divine perfections

renders it impossible for us to contribute to the

happiness, or augment the glory of the Creator, he

has left amongst us, for the exercise of our virtue,

the indigent and the afflicted, whom he has in an

especial manner committed to our care, and ap-

pointed to represent himself. The objects of the

institution, for which I have this day the honour to

plead, are those of whom the very mention is suffi-

cient to excite compassion in every feeling mind,

the sick and the aged poor* To be scantily pro-

* It may be proper to remind the reader, that this discourse

was preached for the benefit of a benevolent society, recently

instituted at Cambridge, for the relief of the sick and aged poor

;
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vided with the necessaries of life, to endure cold,

hunger, and nakedness, is a great calamity at all

seasons ; it is almost unnecessary to observe how

much these evils are aggravated by the pressure of

disease, when exhausted nature demands whatever

the most tender assiduity can supply, to cheer its

languor and support its sufferings. It is the pe-

culiar misfortune of the afflicted poor, that the

very circumstance which increases their wants,

cuts off, by disqualifying them for labour, the

means of their supply. Bodily afflictions there-

fore, fall upon them with an accumulated weight

;

poor at best, when seized with sickness they be-

come utterly destitute. Incapable even of pre-

senting themselves to the eye of pity, nothing re-

mains for them, but silently to yield themselves up

to sorrow and despair. The second class of objects,

which it is the design of this society to relieve, are

the aged poor. Here it is quite unnecessary for me

to attempt to paint to you the sorrows of old age ;

aad that one principal motive with the author for complying with

the request of the Society in publishing it, was a desire to excite

the attention of the benevolent to the formation of similar socie-

ties in other parts. For the local information of such as may be

desirous of contributing to this Institution, the writer has the plea-

sure to add, that Mr. Alderman Ind, with that benignity which

marks his character, has been so kind as to undertake the office

of Treasurer to the Society, to whom the benevolent are request-

ed to send their annual subscriptions or donations.

c 3
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a period indeed which, by a strange inconsistency

we all wish to reach, while we shrink with a sort of

horror from the infirmities and sufferings insepara-

ble from that melancholy season. What can be a

more pitiable object than decrepitude, sinking

under the accumulated load of years and of pe-

nury ? Arrived at that period when the most for-

tunate confess they have no pleasure, how forlorn is

his situation, who destitute of the means of subsis-

tence, has survived his last child, or his last friend.

Solitary and neglected, without comfort and with-

out hope, depending for every thing on a kindness

he has no means of conciliating, he finds himself

left alone in a world to which he has ceased to

belong, and is only felt in society as a burden it is

impatient to shake off. Such are the objects to

which this institution solicits your regard.

It is, in my humble opinion, a most excellent

part of the plan of the Society, in whose behalf I

address you, that no relief is administered without

first personally visiting the objects in their own

abode. By this means the precise circumstances

of each case are clearly ascertained, and imposture

is sure to be detected. Where charity is adminis-

tered without this precaution, as it is impossible

to discriminate real from pretended distress, the

most disinterested benevolence often fails of its
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purpose; and that is yielded to clamorous impor-

tunity, which is withheld from lonely want. The
mischief extends much further. Prom the fre-

quency of such imposition, the best minds are in

danger of becoming- disgusted with the exercise

of pecuniary charity, till from a mistaken persua-

sion, that it is impossible to guard against decep-

tion, they treat the most abandoned and the most

deserving with the same neglect. Thus the heart

contracts into selfishness, and those delicious

emotions which the benevolent Author of nature

implanted to prompt us to relieve distress, be-

come extinct; a loss greater to ourselves than

to the objects to whom we deny our compassion.

To prevent a degradation of character so fatal,

allow me to urge on all whom Providence has

blessed with the means of doing good, on those

especially who are indulged with affluence and

leisure, the importance of devoting some portion

of their time in inspecting, as well as of their pro-

perty in relieving, the distresses of the poor.

By this means an habitual tenderness will be

cherished, which will heighten inexpressibly the

happiness of life at the same time that it will

most eifectually counteract that selfishness which

a continual addictedness to the pursuits of ava-

rice and ambition never fails to produce. As

c 4
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selfisliness is a principle of continual operation, it

needs to be opposed by some other principle

whose operation is equally uniform and steady

;

but the casual impulse of compassion, excited by

occasional applications for relief, is by no means

equal to this purpose. Then only will benevo-

lence become a prevailing habit of mind, when its

exertion enters into the system of life, and occupies

some stated portion of the time and attention.

In addition to this, it is worth while to reflect how

much consolation the poor must derive from find-

ing they are the objects of personal attention

to their more opulent neighbours, that they are

acknowledged as brethren of the same family,

and that should they be overtaken with affliction

or calamity, they are in no danger of perishing

unpitied and unnoticed. With all the pride that

wealth is apt to inspire, how seldom are the opu-

lent truly aware of their high destination. Placed

by the Lord of all on an eminence, and intrusted

with a superior portion of his goods, to them it be-

longs to be the dispensers of his bounty, to suc-

cour distress, to draw merit from obscurity, to

behold oppression and want vanish before them

and, accompanied wherever they move with per-

petual benedictions, to present an image of Him

who, at the close of time, in the kingdom of

the redeemed, loill wipe away tears from all

faces. It is surely unnecessary to remark how
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insipid are the pleasures of voluptuousness and

ambition compared to what such a life must af-

ford, whether we compare them with respect to

the present, the review of the past, or the pros-

pect of the future.

It is probable some may object that such exer-

tions, however amiable in themselves, are rendered

unnecessary by the system of parochial relief

established in this country. To which it is obvi-

ous to reply, that however useful this institution

may be, there must always be a great deal of dis-

tress, which it can never relieve. Like all national

institutions, it is incapable of bending from the

rigour of general rules, so as to adapt itself to

the precise circumstances of each respective case.

Besides that it would be vain to expect much ten-

derness in the execution of a legal office; the

machine itself, though it may be well suited to

the general purpose it is intended to answer, is

too large and unwieldy to touch those minute

points of difference, those distinct kinds and gra-

dations of distress, to which the operation of

personal benevolence will easily adapt itself. In

addition to which it will occur to those who
reflect, that on account of the increasing demands

of the poor, the parochial system, which pres-

ses hard upon many ill able to bear it, is already

strained to the utmost.
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Although the society in whose behalf I address

you is but recently established, it has been ena-

bled painfully to ascertain the vast proportion of

its objects of the female sex, a melancholy cir-

cumstance, deserving the serious attention of the

public on more accounts than one. Of the cases

which have occurred to their notice, since the

commencement of their labours, more than three-

fourths have been of that description. The situa-

tion of females without fortune in this country is

indeed deeply affecting. Excluded from all the

active employments, in which they might engage

with the utmost propriety, by men, who, to the

injury of one sex, add the disgrace of making the

other effeminate and ridiculous ; an indigent fe-

male, the object probably of love and tenderness

in her youth, at a more advanced age, a withered

flower ! has nothing to do but to retire and die.

Thus it comes to pass, that the most amiable part

of our species by a detestable combination in

those who ought to be their protectors, are pushed

off the stage, as though they were no longer

worthy to live, when they ceased to be the ob-

jects of passion. How strongly on this account

this society is entitled to your attention (as words

would fail) I leave to the pensive reflection of

your own bosoms.

To descant on the evils of poverty might seem

entirely unnecessary (for what with most is the
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great business of life, but to remove it to the

greatest possible distance?) were it not that

besides its being the most common of all evils^

there are circumstances peculiar to itself, which

expose it to neglect. The seat of its sufferings

are the appetites, not the passions ; appetites

which are common to all, and which, being capable

of no peculiar combinations, confer no distinction.

There are kinds of distress founded on the passions,

which, if not applauded, are at least admired in

their excess, as implying a peculiar refinement of

sensibility in the mind of the sufferer. Embel-

lished by taste, and wrought by the magic of ge-

nius into innumerable forms, they turn grief into

a luxury, and draw from the eyes of millions deli-

cious tears. But no muse ever ventured to adorn

the distresses of poverty or the sorrows of hunger.

Disgusting taste and delicacy, and presenting no-

thing pleasing to the imagination, they are mere

misery in all its nakedness and deformity. Hence

shame in the sufferer, contempt in the beholder,

and an obscurity of station, which frequently

removes them from the view, are their inseparable

portion. Nor can I reckon it on this account

amongst the improvements of the present age, that

by the multiplication of works of fiction, the

attention is diverted from scenes of real to those

of imaginary distress ; from the distress which

demands relief, to that which admits of embellish-
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nient : in consequence of which the understand-

ing' is enervated, the heart is corrupted, and those

feehngs which were designed to stimulate to ac--

tive benevolence are employed in nourishing a

sickly sensibility. To a most impure and whim-

sical writer,* whose very humanity is unnatural,

we are considerably indebted for this innovation.

Though it cannot be denied, that by diffusing a

warmer colouring over the visions of fancy, sen-

sibility is often a source of exquisite pleasure

to others, if not to the possessor, yet it should

rever be confounded with benevolence; since it

constitutes at best rather the ornament of a fine,

than the virtue of a good mind, A good man

may have nothing of it, a bad man may have it in

abundance.

Leaving therefore these amusements of the

imagination to the vain and indolent, let us

awake to nature and truth, and in a world from

which we must so shortly be summoned, a world

abounding with so many real scenes of heart-rend-

ing distress as well as of vice and impiety, em-

ploy all our powers in relieving the one and in cor-

* The author alludes to Sterne, the whole tendency of whose

writings is to degrade human nature, by resolving all our passions

into a mere animal instinct, and that of the grossest sort. It was

perfectly natural for such a writer to employ his powers m

panegyrising an ass.
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reeling the other, that when we have arrived at

the borders of eternity, we may not be tormented

with the awful reflection of having* lived in vain.

If ever there was a period when poverty made

a more forcible appeal than usual to the heart, it

is unquestionably that which we have lately wit-

nessed, the calamities of which, though greatly

diminished by the auspicious event which we now

celebrate, are far from being entirely removed.

Poverty used in happier times to be discerned in

a superior meanness of apparel and the total

absence of ornament. We have seen its ravages

reach the man, proclaiming themselves in the

trembling step, in the dejected countenance, and

the faded form. We have seen emaciated infants

with no ruddiness in their cheeks, no sprightliness

in their motions, while the eager and imploring

looks of their mothers, reduced below the loud

expressions of grief, have announced unutterable

anguish and silent despair.

From the reflections which have been made on

the peculiar nature of poverty, you will easily

account for the prodigious stress which is laid on

the duty of pecuniary benevolence in the Old and

New Testament. In the former, God delighted

in assuming the character of the patron of the poor

and needy ; in the latter, the short definition of
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the religion which he approves, is to visit the fa-

therless and loldows, and to keep himselfunspotted

from the icorld. He who knew what was in man,

well knew that, since the entrance of sin, selfish-

ness was become the epidemic disease of human

nature ; a malady which almost every thing tends

to inflame, and the conquest of which is absolutely

necessary, before we can be prepared for the feli-

city of heaven ; that whatever leads us out of our-

selves, whatever unites us to him and his creatures

in pure love, is an important step towards the

recovery of his image ; and finally, that his church

would consist for the most part of the poor of this

world, rich in faith, and heirs of the kingdom,

whom he was resolved to shield from the contempt

of all who respect his authority, by selecting them

from the innumerable millions of mankind to be

the peculiar representatives of himself.

Happy are they whose lives correspond to these

benevolent intentions; who, looking beyond the

transitory distinctions which prevail here, and will

vanish at the first approach of eternity, honour

God in his children, and Christ in his image. How-

much on the contrary are those to be pitied, in

whatever sphere they move, who live to them-

selves, unmindful of the coming of their Lord.

When he shall come and shall not keep silence, when

afire shall devour before him, and it shall be very
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tempestuous round about him, every thing, it is

true, will combine to fill them with consternation ;

yet, methinks, neither the voice of the Archangel,

nor the trump of God, nor the dissolution of the

elements, nor the face of the Judge itself, from

which the heavens will flee away, will be so dis-

maying and terrible to these men as the sight

of the poor members of Christ ; whom having

spurned and neglected in the days of their humi-

liation, they will then behold with amazement

united to their Lord, covered with his glory, and

seated on his throne. How Avill they be asto-

nished to see them surrounded with so much

majesty. How will they cast down their eyes in

their presence. How will they curse that gold,

which will then eat their flesh as with fire, and

that avarice, that indolence, that voluptuousness,

which will entitle them to so much misery. You

will then learn that the imitation of Christ is the

only wisdom ;
you will then be convinced it is

better to be endeared to the cottage, than ad-

mired in the palace; when to have wiped the

tears of the afflicted, and inherited the prayers of

the widow and the fatherless, shall be found a

richer patrimony than the favour of princes.

THE END.
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ADVERTISEMENT.

To atlempt to disarm the severili/ of criticism hy

humHialion or entreati/, roould he a hopeless task.—
Waving evert/ apology^ the Author, therefore, has only to

remark, that the motives of a writer must ever remain a

secret, but the tendency of what he torites, is capable of

being ascertained ; and is in reality the only consideration

in which the Public are interested. The Author is con-

cerned at an unexpected coincidence in the text, betwixt

this and a very excellent discourse, delivered on a similar

occasion, and published by his much esteemed friend, the

Rev. Francis Coxe. The coincidence was entirely acci-

dental, and the text in each instance being employed very

much in the manner of a motto, it is hoped the train of

thought will be found sufficiently distinct. He cannot

conclude without recommending to the Public, and to the

young especially, the serious perusal of the above-men-

tioned animated and impressive discourse.
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A SERMON,
6fc. Sfc.

PROVERBS, xLx. 2.

THAT THE HEART BE WITHOUT KNOWLEDGE, IT IS NOT GOOD,

Throughout every part of this book, the au-

thor is copious and even profuse in the praises of

knowledge ' To stimulate to the acquisition of it,

and to assist in the pursuit, is the professed design

with which it was penned. To know wisdom

and instruction ; to perceive the words of under-

standing ; to receive the instruction of wisdom,

justice, andjudgment, and equity ; to give subtlety

to the simple, to the young man knowledge and

discretion.

Though it is evident from many passages, that

in the encomiums to which we have referred, the

author had principally in view divine knowledge,

yet from other parts it is equally certain he by
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no means intended to exclude fioni these com-

mendations, knowledge in general ; and as we

propose this afternoon to recommend to your at-

tention the Sabbath-day School established in

this place, a few reflections on the utility of know-

ledge at large, and of religious knowledge in par-

ticular^ will not be deemed unseasonable.

1. Let me request your attention to a few re-

marks on the utility of knowledge in general.

It must strike us, in the first place, that the ex-

tent to which we have the faculty of acquiring it,

forms the most obvious distinction of our species.

In inferior animals, it subsists in so small a de-

gree, that we are wont to deny it to them alto-

gether, the range of their knowledge, if it deserve

the name, is so extremely limited, and their ideas

so few and simple. Whatever is most exquisite

in their operations, is referred to an instinct,

which working within a narrow compass, though

with undeviating uniformity, supplies the place,

and supersedes the necessity of reason. In in-

ferior animals, the knowledge of the whole

species is possessed by each individual of the

species^ while man is distinguished by numberless

diversities in the scale of mental improvement.

Now to be destitute in a remarkable degree of

an acquisition which forms the appropriate pos-

session of human nature, is degrading to that
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reaching the end of its creation.

As the power of acquiring knowledge is to be

ascribed to reason, so the attainment of it mightily

strengthens and improves it, and thereby enables

it to enrich itself with further acquisitions.

Knowledge in general expands the mind, exalts

the faculties, refines the taste of pleasure, and

opens innumemble sources of intellectual enjoy-

ment. By means of it, we become less depen-

dent for satisfaction upon the sensitive appetites,

the gross pleasures of sense are more easily de-

spised, and we are made to feel the superiority of

the spiritual to the material part of our nature.

Instead of being continually solicited by the in-

fluence and irritation of sensible objects, the mind

can retire within herself, and expatiate in the

cool and quiet walks of contemplation. The

author of nature has wisely annexed a pleasure to

the exercise of our active powers, and particularly

to the pursuit of truth, which if it be in some

instances less intense, is far more durable than the

gratifications of sense, and is on that account in-

comparably more valuable. Its duration, to say

nothing of its other properties, renders it more

valuable. It may be repeated without satiety,

and pleases afresh on every reflection upon it.

These are self-created satisfactions, always with-

A 4
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in our reach, not dependent upon events, not re-

quiring a peculiar combination of circumstances

to produce or maintain them, they rise from the

mind itself, and inhere, so to speak, in its very

substance. Let the mind but retain its proper

functions, and they spring- up spontaneously, un-

solicited, unborrowed, and unbought. Even the

difficulties and impediments which obstruct the

pursuit of truth, serve, according to the economy
under which we are placed, to render it more
interesting. The labour of intellectual search

resembles and exceeds the tumultuous pleasures of

the chase, and the consciousness of overcoming
a formidable obstacle, or of lighting on some
happy discovery, gives all the enjoyment of a

conquest, without those corroding reflections by
which the latter must be impaired. Can we doubt
that Archimedes, who was so absorbed in his con-

templations as not to be diverted by the sacking

of his native city, and was killed in the very act

of meditating a mathematical theorem, did not

when he exclaimed ev^viml ev^viHul* feel a trans-

port as genuine as was ever experienced after the

most brilliant victory ?

But to return to the moral good which results

from the acquisition of knowledge ; it is chiefly

* I have found it! I have fcum) it!
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this, that by multiplying the mental resources, it

has a tendency to exalt the character, and, in

some measure, to correct and subdue the taste

for gross sensuality. It enables the possessor to

beguile his leisure moments (and every man has

such) in an innocent at least, if not in a useful

manner. The poor man who can read, and who

possesses a taste for reading, can find entertain-

ment at home, without being tempted to repair

to the public-house for that purpose. His mind

can find him employment when his body is at

rest ; he does not lie prostrate and afloat on the

current of incidents, liable to be carried wither-

soever the impulse of appetite may direct. There

is in the mind of such a man an intellectual spring

urging him to the pursuit of mental good ; and if

the minds of his family also are a little cultivated,

conversation becomes the more interesting, and

the sphere of domestic enjoyment enlarged. The

calm satisfaction which books afford, puts him

into a disposition to relish more exquisitely the

tmnquil delight inseparable from the indulgence

of conjugal and parental aftection : and as he

will be more respectable in the eyes of his family

than he who can teach them nothing, he will be

naturally induced to cultivate whatever may

preserve, and shun whatever would impair, that

respect. He who is inured to reflection will

carry his views beyond the present hour ; he w ill
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extend his prospect a little into futurity, and be

disposed to make some provision for his approach-

ing wants ; whence will result an increased mo-

tive to industry, together with a care to husband

his earnings, and to avoid unnecessary expense.

The poor man who has gained a taste for good

books, will in all likelihood become thoughtful;

and when you have given the poor a habit of

thinking, you have conferred on them a much

greater favour than by the gift of a large sum of

money, since you have put them in possession of

the principle of all legitimate prosperity.

I am persuaded that the extreme profligacy,

improvidence, and misery, which are so prevalent

among the labouring classes in many countries,

are chiefly to be ascribed to the want of educa-

tion. In proof of this we need only cast our

eyes on the condition of the Irish, compared

with that of the peasantry in Scotland. Among

the former you behold nothing but beggary,

wretchedness, and sloth : in Scotland, on the

contrary, under the disadvantages of a worse

climate and more unproductive soil, a degree of

decency and comfort, the fruit of sobriety and

industry, are conspicuous among the lower

classes. And to what is this disparity in their

situation to be ascribed, except to the influence

of education ? In Ireland, the education of the
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poor is miserably neglected ; verj few of them

can readj and they grow up in total ignorance

of what it most befits a rational creature to un-

derstand : while in Scotland the establishment of

free schools in every parish, an essential branch

of the ecclesiastical constitution of the country,

brings the means of instruction within the reach

of the poorest, who are there inured to decency,

industry, and order.

Some have objected to the instruction of the

lower classes, from an apprehension that it would

lift them above their sphere, make them dissatis-

fied with their station in life, and by impairing

the habit of subordination, endanger the tran-

quillity of the state ; an objection devoid surely

of all force and validity. It is not easy to con-

ceive in what manner instructing men in their

duties can prompt them to neglect those duties,

or how that enlargement of reason which enables

them to comprehend the true grounds of autho-

rity and the obligation to obedience, should in-

dispose them to obey. The admirable mecha-

nism of society, together with that subordination

of ranks which is essential to its subsistence, is

surely not an elaborate imposture, which the

exercise of reason will detect and expose. The
objection we have stated, implies a reflection on

the social order, equally impolitic, invidious, and
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unjust. Nothing in reality renders legitimate

government so insecure as extreme ignorance in

the people. It is this which yields them an easy

prey to seduction, makes them the victims of

prejudices and false alarms, and so ferocious

withal, that their interference in a time of public

commotion, is more to be dreaded than the

eruption of a volcano.

The true prop of good government is opinion,

the perception on the part of the subject of

benefits resulting from it, a settled conviction, in

other words, of its being a public good. Now
nothing can produce or maintain that opinion

but knowledge, since opinion is a form of know-

ledge. Of tyrannical and unlawful governments,

indeed, the support is fear, to which ignorance is

as congenial as it is abhorrent from the genius

of a free people. Look at the popular insurrec-

tions and massacres in France : of what descrip-

tion of persons were those ruffians composed

who, breaking forth like a torrent, overwhelmed

the mounds of lawful authority ? Who were the

cannibals that sported with the mangled carcases

and palpitating limbs of their murdered victims,

and dragged them about with their teeth in the

gardens of the Thuilleries? Were they refined

and elaborated into these barbarities by the

efforts of a too })olished education ? No : they
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were the very scum of the people, destitute of all

moral culture, whose atrocity was only equalled

by their ignorance, as might well be expected,

when the one was the legitimate parent of the

other. Who are the persons who, in every

country, are most disposed to outrage and vio-

lence, but the most ignorant and uneducated of

the poor ; to which class also chiefly belong those

unhappy beings who are doomed to expiate their

crimes at the fatal tree ; few of whom, it has

recently been ascertained, on accurate inquiry,

are able to read, and the greater part utterly

destitute of all moral or religious principle.

Ignorance gives a sort of eternity to preju-

dice, and perpetuity to error. When a baleful

superstition, like that of the church of Rome, has

once got footing among a people in this situa-

tion, it becomes next to impossible to eradicate

it : for it can only be assailed, with success, by

the weapons of reason and argument, and to

these weapons it is impassive. The sword of

ethereal temper loses its edge, when tried on the

scaly hide of this leviathan. No wonder the

church of Rome is such a friend to ignorance ;

it is but paying the arrears of gmtitude in which

she is deeply indebted. How is it possible for her

not to hate that light which would unveil her

imposture, and detect her enormities.
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If we survey the genius of Christianity, we

shall find it to be just the reverse. It was ushered

into the world with the injunction, go and teach

all nations, and every step of its progress is to be

ascribed to instruction. With a condescension

worthy of its author, it offers information to the

meanest and most illiterate ; but extreme igno-

rance is not in a state of mind favourable to it.

The first churches were planted in cities, (and

those the most celebmted and enlightened) drawn

neither from the very highest nor the very lowest

classes ; the former too often the victims of luxury

and pride, the latter sunk in extreme stupidity ;

but from the middle orders, where the largest

portion of virtue and good sense has usually re-

sided. In remote villages, its progress was ex-

tremely slow, owing unquestionably to that want

of mental cultivation^ which rendered them the

last retreats of superstition ; insomuch that in the

fifth century, the abettors of the ancient idolatry

began to be denominated Pagani, which properly

denotes the inhabitants of the country, in dis-

tinction from those who reside in towns. At

the Reformation, the progress of the reformed

faith went hand in hand with the advancement

of letters; it had every where the same friends

and the same enemies, and next to its agreement

with the Holy Scriptures, its success is chiefly to

be ascribed^ under God, to the art of printing.
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the revival of classical learning, and the illustrious

patrons of science attached to its cause. In the re-

presentation of that glorious period, usually styled

the Millenium, when religion shall universally

prevail, it is mentioned as a conspicuous feature,

that men shall run to andfro, and knowledge shall

be increased. That period will not be distinguished

from the preceding, by men's minds being more

torpid and inactive, but rather by the consecra-

tion of every power to the service of the Most

High. It will be a period of remarkable illumina-

tion, during which tht light ofthe moon shall be as

the light ofthe sun, and the light of the sun as that

of seven days. Every useful talent will be culti-

vated, every heart subservient to the interests of

man, be improved and perfected; learning will

amass her stores, and genius emit her splendour;

but the former will be displayed without osten-

tation, and the latter shine with the softened

effulgence of humility and love.

2. We have hitherto spoken of the advantages

of knowledge in general ; we proceed to notice

the utility of religious knowledge in particular.

Religion, on account of its intimate relation to

a future state, is every man's proper business,

and should be his chief care. Of knowledge in

general, there are branches which it would be

preposterous in the bulk of mankind to attempt
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to acquire, because they have no immediate con-

nection with their duties, and demand talents

whicli nature has denied, or opportunities which

providence has withheld. But with respect to

the primary truths of religion, the case is dif-

ferent ; they are of such daily use and necessity,

that they form not the materials of mental luxury,

so properly, as the food of the mind. In im-

proving the character, the influence of general

knowledge is often feeble, and always indirect

;

of religious knowledge the tendency to purify

the heart is immediate, and forms its professed

scope and design. This is life eternal to know

thee, the only true God and Jesus Christ, whom
thou hast sent. To ascertain the character of the

supreme Author of all things, to know as far as

we are capable of comprehending such a subject,

what is his moral disposition, what the situation

we stand in towards him, and the principles by

which he conducts his administration, will be

allowed by every considerate person to be of the

highest consequence. Compared to tliis, all other

speculations or inquiries sink into insignificance ;

because every event that can befal us, is in his

hands, and by his sentence, our final condition

must be fixed. To regard such an inquiry with

indifference, is the mark not of a noble but of an

abject mind, which immersed in sensuality, or

amused with trifles, deems itself unworthy of
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eternal life, To be so absorbed in worldly pur-

suits, as to neglect future prospects, is a conduct

that can plead no excuse, until it is ascertained

beyond all doubt or contradiction, that there is

no hereafter, and that nothing reqrjains but that

we eat and drink, for to-morrow ive die. Even

in that case, to forego tlie hope of immortality

without a sigh ; to be gay and sportive on the

brink of destruction, in the very moment of re-

linquishing prospects, on which the wisest and

best in every age have delighted to dwell, is the

indication of a base and degenerate spirit. If

existence be a good, the eternal loss of it must be

a great evil : if it be an evil, reason suggests the

propriety of inquiring why it is so, of investi-

gating the maladies by which it is oppressed.

Amidst the darkness and uncertainty which hang

over our future condition. Revelation, by bringing

life and immortality to light, affords the only relief

In the Bible alone, we learn the. real character of

the Supreme Being, his holiness, justice, mercy,

and truth ; the moral condition of man, considered

in his relation to Him is clearly pointed out;

the doom of impenitent transgressors denounced ;

and the method of obtaining mercy, through the

interposition of a divine mediator, plainly re-

vealed. There are two considerations which may

suffice to evince the indispensable necessity of

scriptural knowledge.
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1. Tlie Scriptures contain an authentic dis-

covery of the way of salvation. They are a reve-

lation of mercy to a lost world ; a reply to that

most interesting inquiry, what we must do to he

saved. The distinguishing feature of the gospel

system, is the economy of redemption, or the

gracious provision the Supreme Being has thought

fit to make for reconciling the world to himself,

by (he manifestation in human nature of his

own Son. It is this which constitutes it the

Gospel, by way of eminence, or the glad tidings

concerning our. Saviour Jesus Christ, on the right

reception of which, or its rejection, turns our

everlasting weal or woe. It is not from the cha-

racter of God as our creator, it should be remem-

bered, that the hope of the guilty can arise ; the

fullest developement of his essential perfections

could afford no relief in this case, and therefore

natural religion, were it capable of being carried

to the utmost perfection, can never supersede the

necessity of revealed. To inspire confidence, an

express communication from heaven is necessary;

since the introduction of sin has produced a pecu-

liarity in our situation, and a perplexity in our

prospects, which nothing but an express assurance

of mercy can remove.

In what (manner the blessed and only Poten-

tate may think fit to dispose of a race of apos-
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tates, is a question on which reason can suggest

nothing satisfactory, nothing salutary : a ques-

tion, in the solution of which, there being no data

to proceed upon, wisdom and folly show alike,

and every order of intellect is reduced to a level,

for loho hath known the mind of the Lord, or being

his counsellor hath taught him. It is a secret

which, had he not been pleased to unfold it, must

have for ever remained in the breast of the

Deity. This secret, in infinite mercy he has con-

descended to disclose : the silence, not that which

John witnessed in the Apocalypse, of half an hour,

but that of ages, is broken, the darkness is past,

and we behold, in the Gospel, the astonishing

spectacle of God in Christ reconciling the world

unto himself, not imputing to them their trespasses,

and sending forth his ambassadors to intreat us

in Christ's stead to be reconciled to God. To that

strange insensibility with respect to the concerns

of a future world, which is at once the indication

and consequence of the fall, must we ascribe the

languid attention, with which this communica-

tion is received, instead of producing, as it ought,

transports of gratitude and joy in every breast.

This, however we may be disposed to regard

it, is unquestionably the grand peculiarity of the

Gospel, the exclusive boast and treasure of the

Scriptures, and most emphatically the way of sal-
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vation, not only as it reveals the gracious inten-

tions of God to a sinful world, but as it lays a

solid foundation for the supernatural duties of

faith and repentance. All the discoveries of the

Gospel, bear a most intimate relation to the cha-

racter and offices of the Saviour ; from him they

emanate, in him they centre ; nor is any thing

tve learn from the Old or New Testament of

saving tendency, further than as a part of the

truth as it is in Jesus. The neglect of consider-

ing revelation in this light, is a fruitful source of

infidelity. Viewing it in no higher character

than a republication of the law of nature, men

are first led to doubt the importance, and next

the truth of the discoveries it contains ; an easy

and natural transition, since the question of their

importance, is so complicated with that of their

truth, in the Scriptures themselves, that the most

refined ingenuity cannot long keep them sepa-

rate. It gives the knowledge of salvation hy the

remission of sins, through the tender mercy ofour

God, whereby the day-spring from on high hath

visitedus, to give light to them that sit in darkness

and the shadow ofdeath, to guide ourfeet into the

way of peace. While we contemplate it under

this its true character, we view it in its just

dimensions, and feel no inclination to extenuate

the force of those representations which are ex-

pressive of its pre-eminent dignity. There is
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nothing will be allowed to come into comparison

with it, nothing- we shall not be ready to sacrifice

for a participation of its blessings, and the exten-

sion of its influence. The veneration we shall

feel for the Bible, as the depository of saving

knowledge, will be totally distinct, not only from

what we attach to any other book, but from that

admiration its other properties inspire ; and the

variety and antiquity of its history, the light it

affords in various researches, its inimitable touches

of nature, together with the sublimity and beauty

so copiously poured over its pages, will be deemed

subsidiary ornaments, the embellishments of the

casket, which contains i\\e pearl of great price.

2. Scriptural knowledge is of inestimable value

on account of its supplying an infallible rule of

life. To the most untutored mind, the informa-

tion it affords on this subject, is far more full and

precise than the highest efforts of reason could

attain. In the best moral precepts issuing from

human wisdom, there is an incurable defect in

that want of authority which robs them of their

power over the conscience ; they are obligatory

no farther than their reason is perceived, a de-

duction of proofs is necessary, more or less intri-

cate and uncertain, and even when clearest, it is

still but the language of man to man, respectable

as sage advice, but wanting the force and authority
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of law. In a well-attested revelation^, it is the

Judge speaking' from the tribunal^ the supremo

Legislator promulgating and interpreting his own

laws. With what force and conviction do those

Apostles and Prophets address us, whose mira-

culous powers attest them to be the servants of

the Most High, the immediate organs of the

Deity ! As the morality of the Gospel is more

pure and comprehensive than was ever inculcated

before, so the consideration of its divine origina-

tion, invests it with an energy, of which every

system not expressly founded upon it, is entirely

devoid. We turn at our peril from him who

speaketh to us from heaven.

Of an accountable creature, duty is the concern

of every moment, since he is every moment

pleasing or displeasing God. It is a universal

element, mingling with every action, and qualify-

ing every disposition and pursuit. The moral

quality of conduct, as it serves both to ascertain

and to form the character, has consequences in a

future world, so certain and infallible, that it is

represented in scripture as a seed, no part of

which is lost, for whatsoever a man soweth, that

also shall he reap. That rectitude which the in-

spired writers usually denominate holiness, is the

health and beauty of the soul, capable of bestow-
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ing dignity in the absence of every other acconi-

phshment, while the want of it leaves the^ pos-

sessor of the richest intellectual endowments, a

painted sepulchre. Hence results the indispen-

sable necessity, to every description of persons,

of sound religious instruction, and of an intimate

acquaintance with the Scriptures as its genuine

source.

It must be confessed, from melancholy experi-

ence, that a speculative acquaintance with the

rules of duty, is too compatible with the violation

of its dictates, and that it is possible for the con-

victions of conscience to be habitually overpow-

ered by the corrupt suggestions of appetite. To
see distinctly the right way, and to pursue it, are

not precisely the same thing. Still nothing in the

order of means promises so much success as the

diligent inculcation of revealed truth. He who is

acquainted with the terrors of the Lord, cannot

live in the neglect of God and religion with present

any more than with future impunity ; the path of

disobedience is obstructed, if not rendered im-

passable, and wherever he turns his eyes he

beholds the sword of divine justice stretched out

to intercept his passage. Guilt will be appalled,

conscience alarmed, and the fruits of unlawful

gratification embittered to his taste.
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It is surely desirable to place as many ob-

stacles as possible in the path to ruin : to take

care that the image of death shall meet the

offender at every turn, that he shall not be able to

persist without treading upon briers and scor-

pions, without forcing his way through obstruc-

tions more formidable than he can expect to meet

with in a contrary course. If you can enlist the

nobler part of his nature under the banners of

virtue, set him at war with himself, and subject

him to the necessity, should he persevere, of

stifling and overcoming whatever is most chamc-

teristic of a reasonable creature, you have done

what will probably not be unproductive of ad-

vantage. If he is at the same time reminded, by

his acquaintance with the word of God, of a

better state of mind being attainable, a better

destiny reserved, provided they are willing and

obedient, for the children of men, there is room

to hope that icearied, to speak in the language of

the prophet, in the greatness of his way, he will

bethink himself of the true refuge, and implore

the spirit of grace to aid his weakness, and subdue

his corruptions. Sound religious instruction is a

perpetual counterpoise to the force of depravity.

The law of the Lord is perfect, converting the

soul ; the testimony of the Lord is sure, making

wise the simple ; the commandment of the Lord
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is pure, enlightening the eyes ; the fear of the

Lord is clean, enduringfor ever ; the judgments

of the Lord are true, and righteous altogether.

While we insist on the absolute necessity of an

acquaintance with the word of God, we are

equally convinced it is but an instrument, which

like every other, requires a hand to wield it, and

that important as it is in the order of means, tlie

spirit of Christ only can make it eifectual, which

ought therefore to be earnestly and incessantly

implored for that purpose. Open mine eyes, saith

the Psalmist, and I shall behold loonderful things

out of thy laiD. We trust it will be your care who

have the conduct of the School we are recom-

mending to the patronage of this audience, to im-

press on these children a deep conviction of their

radical corruption, and of the necessity of the

agency of the Spirit, to render the knowledge

they acquire, practical and experimental. In the

morning soioyour seed, in the evening withholdnot

your hand ; but remember that neither he that

soweth, nor he thatwaterelh,is anything, it is God

that giveth the increase. Be not satisfied with

making them read a lesson, or repeat a prayer.

By every thing tender and solemn in religion,

by a due admixture of the awful considerations

drawn from the prospect of death and judgment,
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with others of a more pleasing* nature, aim to fix

serious impressions on their hearts. Aim to pro-

duce a rehg'ious concern, carefully watch its pro-

gress, and endeavour to conduct it to a pros-

perous issue. Lead them to the footstool of

the Saviour, teach them to rely, as guilty crea-

tures, on his merits alone, and to commit their

eternal interests entirely into his hands. Let the

salvation of these children be the object to which

every word of your instructions, every exertion of

your authority, is directed. Despise the profane

clamour, which would deter you from attempting

to render them serious, from an apprehension of

its making them melancholy, not doubting for a

moment, that the fear of the Lord is the begin-

ning of wisdom, and that the path to true happi-

ness lies through purity, humility, and devotion.

Meditate the worth of souls : meditate deeply the

lessons the Scriptures afford on their incon-

ceivable value and eternal duration. While the

philosopher wearies himself with endless specula-

tions on their physical properties and nature, while

the politician only contemplates the social arrange-

ments of mankind and the shifting forms of policy,

fix your attention on the i»dividual importance of

man, as the creature of God, and a candidate for

immortality. Let it be your highest ambition to

train up these children for an unchanging condition
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of being-. Spare no pains to recover them to the

image of God ; render famihar to their minds, in

all its extent, the various branches of that holiness,

without which none shall see the Lord. Inculcate

the oblig-ation, and endeavour to inspire the love

of that rectitude, that eternal rectitude, which was

with God before time began, was embodied in the

person of his Son, and in its lower communica-

tions, will survive every sublunary change, emerge

in the dissolution of all things, and be impressed,

in refulgent characters, on the new heavens and

the new earth, in which dwelleth righteousness.

Pray often with them, and for them, and remind

them of the inconceivable advantages attached

to that exercise. Accustom them to a punctual

and reverential attendance at the house of God

:

insist on the sanctification of the Sabbath, by

such a disposal of time, as is suitable to a day of

rest and devotion. Survey them with a vigilant

and tender eye, checking every appearance of an

evil and depraved disposition the moment it

springs up, and encouraging the dawn of piety

and virtue. By thus training them up in the way

they should go, you may reasonably hope that

when old, they will not departfrom it.

We congratulate the nation, on the extent

of the efforts employed, and the means set on
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foot, for the improvement of the lower classes,

and especially the children of the poor, in moral

and religious knowledge, from which we hope

much good will accrue, not only to the parties

concerned, but to the kingdom at large. These

are the likeliest, or rather the only expedients

that can be adopted, for forming a sound and

virtuous populace ; and if there be any truth in

the figure, by which society is compared to a

pyramid, it is on them its stability chiefly de-

pends : the elaborate ornament at the top will

be a wretched compensation for the want of so-

lidity in the lower parts of the structure. These

are not the times, in which it is safe for a nation

to repose on the lap of ignorance. If there ever

were a season, when public tranquillity was en-

sured by the absence of knowledge, that season

is past. The convulsed state of the world will

not permit unthinking stupidity to sleep, without

being appalled by phantoms, and shaken by ter-

rors, to which reason, which defines her objects

and limits her apprehensions, by the reality of

things, is a stranger. Every thing in the condi-

tion of mankind announces the approach of some

great crisis, for which nothing can prepare us

but the diffusion of knowledge, probity, and the

fear of the Lord. While the world is impelled,

with such violence, in opposite directions ; while
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a spirit of giddiness and revolt is shed upon llie

nations, and the seeds of mutation are so thickly

sown, the improvement of the mass of the people

will be our grand security, in the neglect of \vhich

the politeness, the refinement, and the knowledge

accumulated in the higher orders, weak and

unprotected, will be exposed to imminent danger,

and perish like a garland in the grasp of popular

fury. Wisdom and knowledge shall he the sta-

bilitj/ of thy times, and strength of salvation ;

thefear of the Lord is his treasure.

FINIS.

T. Combe, Printer,

Leicester.
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A SERMON,

JEREMIAH XV. 9.

SHE HATH GIVEN UP THE GHOST : HER SUN HATH GONE

DOWN WHILE IT WAS YET DAY.

It has been the approved practice of the most

enhghtened teachers of reh'gion, to watch for

favourable occasions to impress the mind with

the lessons of wisdom and piety; with a view

to which they have been wont to advert to recent

events of an interesting order, that by striking

in with a train of reflection already commenced,

they might the more easily and forcibly insi-

nuate the instruction, it was their wish to convey.

A sound discretion, it must be acknowledged,

is requisite to make the selection. To descend

to the details and occurrences of private life,
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would seldom consist with the dignified de-

corum suited to religious assemblies : the events

to which the attention is directed on such oc-

casions, should be of a nature somewhat extra-

ordinary, and calculated to produce a deep and

permanent impression. Admonition imparted

under such circumstances, is styled in scripture,

a word in season, or as it is emphatically ex-

pressed in the original, a imrd on the loheels,

denoting- the peculiar facility with which it makes

its way to the heart.

In such a situation the greatest difficulty a

speaker has to surmount, is already obviated ;

attention is awake, an interest is excited, and

all that remains, is to lead the mind, already

sufficiently susceptible, to objects of permanent

utility. He originates nothing ; it is not so

much he that speaks, as the events which speak

for themselves: he only presumes to interpret

their language, and to guide the confused emo-

tions of a sorrowful and swollen heart into the

channels of piety.

You are aware, my Brethren, how strongly

these observations apply to that most affecting-

occurrence which has recently spread such con-

sternation tlirough this great em|)ire ; an event

which combines so many circumstances adapted
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to excite commiseration and concern, that not

to survey it with attention, not to permit it

to settle on the heart, would betray tlie utmost

insensibility.

Devout attention to the dealings of Provi-

dence is equally consonant to the dictates of

reason and of scripture. He who believes in

the superintendance of an eternal mind over

the affairs of the universe, is equally irrational

and indevout in neglecting- to make the course

of events the subject of frequent meditation ;

since the knowledge of God is incomparably

more important than the most intimate ac-

quaintance with our fellow creatures ; and as

the latter is chiefly acquired by an attentive

observation of their conduct, so must the former

be obtained in the same way. The operations

of Providence are marked with a character

as expressive of their great Author, as the

productions of human agency ; and the same

Being who speaks like himself in his word,

acts like himself in the moral economy of

the universe.

However inferior in precision and extent the

knowledge derived from the last of these

sources, compared to the copious and satis-

factory information aft'ordod by the scriptures,

A 3
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it will appear too important to be neglected,

when it is considered that it is antecedent, and

that supposing it is not sufficient of itself to

evince the existence of a Deity, it is impossible

for revelation to supply that defect. The word

of God assumes the certainty of his being and

attributes, as a truth already sufficiently ascer-

tained by the light of nature, while it proceeds

to inform us on a multitude of subjects which

elude the researches of finite reason. To us

who have access to both these sources of in-

formation, they serve to illustrate each other;

the obscurities of Providence are elucidated by

scripture ; the declarations of scripture are

verified by Providence. One unfolds, as far as

it is suitable to our state, the character and

designs of the mysterious Agent ; the other

displays his works; and the admirable har-

mony which is found to subsist between them,

strengthens and invigorates our confidence

in both.

Hence a disregard to the operations of the

Deity in his providential dispensations, is fre-

quently stigmatised in scripture as an unequi-

vocal symptom of impiety. " Woe unto them,''

says Isaiah, " that rise up early in the morn-

ing, that they may follovo strong drink, that

continue until night till icine injlame them

:
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and the harp aud the viol, the tahret and

the pipe, and loine are in their feasts, but

they regard not the work of the Lord, neither

consider the operation of his hands. There-

fore my people are gone into captivity, because

they have no knowledge."^

The striking andogy which the course of

nature and providence bears to the pecuHar

discoveries of revelation, has been traced by an

eminent Prelate with a depth and precision, which

reflect honor on human nature.** It is not my

intention to enter on this topic: let me only

be permitted to remark, that the analogy extends

not only to the discoveries themselves^, but to

the manner in which they are conveyed. In both,

a constant appeal is made to facts. A large

portion of the Bible is devoted to history, where

the grand truths which are taught, are inti-

mately incorporated with the narrative, and

mingled with tjie character and transactions of

living agents ; by which they are rendered far

more impressive than if they had remained in

an abstract and didactic form.

How languid the impression produced by a

bare statement of the doctrine of a particular

^ Isaiah iii. 12, 13. >» Bishop Butler.

A 4
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providence, lor example, compared to tliat which

we derive from the history of Abraham, whom
we see conducted from kingdom to kingdom

by a divine hand, and instructed where to pitch

liis tent, and where to erect his altars. The
wonderful evolutions in the story of Joseph also

illustrate the conduct of him whose '' ways are

in the deep, and his patks past finding out,"

in a manner far more powerful than the clearest

instruction conveyed in general propositions.

When the Almighty was pleased to intro-

duce, by the advent of the Messiah, a more

perfect and permanent economy of religion, he

founded it entirely on facts, attested by the

most unexceptionable evidence, and the most

splendid miracles. The Apostles were witnesses,

who by the signs and wonders they wrought,

made that appeal to the senses of men, which

had been previously made to their own ; and

the doctrines which they taught in their writings,

were little more than natural consequences

resulting from the undoubted truth of their

testimony. If they wish to inculcate the doc-

trine of a resurrection and future judgment,

they deem it sufficient to appeal to the fact

of Christ's resurrection, and session at the

right hand of God : they present no evidence

of a future state, except what ultimately ter-

ti.^-
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minates in the person of the Saviour, as the

first beg-otten from the dead ; and most anx-

iously warn us against resting our hope of

salvation on any other basis, than that of a

sensible sacrifice, " the offering of the body

of Christ once for all" Thus whatever is

subHme and consolatory in the Christian reli-

gion, originates ^in facts and events which ap-

pealed to the senses, and passed in this visible

theatre; though their ultimate result is com-

mensurate with eternity. In order to rescue us

from the idolatry of the creature, and the do-

minion of the senses, he who is intimately ac-

quainted with our frame, makes use of sensible

appearances, and causes his Son to become

flesh, and to pitch his tent amongst us, that

by faith in his crucified humanity, we may

ascend, as by a mystic ladder, to the abode of

the Eternal.

Providence, it has already been remarked,

conveys its most impressive lessons in the same

shape ; and by clothing the abstractions of

religion in the realities of life, renders them

u a manner palpable. While they remain in

the form of general truths, and are the objects

of speculation, they affect us but little ; they

preserve us from the shallow sophistry of im-

piety, and conduct us to just conclusions on
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subjects of the last moment; but their control

over the heart and conduct is scarcely felt.

In order to be deeply impressed, we require

some object to be presented, more in unison

with the sensitive part of our nature— some-

thing more precise and limited, something- which

the mind may more distinctly realise, and the

imagination more firmly grasp. The process

of feeling widely differs in this respect from

that of reasoning, and is regulated by opposite

laws. In reasoning, we recede as far as pos-

sible from sensible impressions ; and the more

general and comprehensive our conclusions, and

the larger our abstractions, provided they are

sustained by sufficient evidence, the more know-

ledge is extended, and the intellect improved.

Sensibility is excited, the affections are awak-

ened, on the contrary, on those occasions, in

which we tread back our steps, and descending

from generalities, direct the attention to indi-

vidual objects and particular events. We all

acknowledge, for example, our constant expo-

sure to death ; but it is seldom we experience

the practical impression of that weighty truth,

except when we witness the stroke of mor-

tality actually inflicted. We universally acknow-

ledge the uncertainty of human prospects, and

the instability of earthly distinctions j but il is

when we beliold them signally destroyed and
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confounded, that we feel our presumption checked,

and our hearts appalled.

For this reason, he who spake as never man
spake, was wont to convey his instructions by

sensible images and in familiar apologues, that

by concentrating the attention within the sphere

of particular occurrences, and individual objects,

the impressions of his lessons might become

more vivid and more profound.

It is thus that Providence is addressing us

at the present moment ; and if we are wise,

we shall convert the melancholy event before

us, not to the purposes of political speculation,

fruitless conjecture, or anxious foreboding, but

(what is infinitely better) to a profound con-

sideration of the hand of God ; and then,

though we may be at a loss to explore the

reason of his conduct, we sliall be at none

how to improve it.

Criminal as it is always not to mark the

footsteps of Deity, the guilt of such neglect

is greatly aggravated, when he comes forth

from his place to execute his judgments, and

display his wrath ; when lie is pleased, as at

present, to extinguish in an instant the hopes

of a nation, to clothe the throne in sackcloth.
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and involve a kingdom in mourning-. The

greatness, the suddenness of this calamity,

accompanied with circumstances of the most

tender and affecting interest, speaks to the

heart in accents which nothing but the utmost

obduration can resist ; so that were it the

sole intention of him who has inflicted it, to

awaken the careless, and alarm the secure,

among the higher orders especially, we are at

a loss to perceive what could have been done

more than has been accomplished. Whatever

imagination can combine in an example of the

uncertainty of life, the frailty of youth, the

evanescence of beauty, and the nothingness

of worldly greatness, in its highest state of

elevation, is exhibited in this awful eveut in

its full dimensions.

The first particular which strikes the atten-

tion in this solemn visitation, is the rank of

the illustrious personage, who appears to have

been placed on the pinnacle of society for the

express purpose of rendering her fall the more

conspicuous, and of convincing as many as

are susceptible of conviction, that " man at his

best estate is altogether vanity.'' The Deity

himself adorned the victim with his own hands,

accumulating upon her all the decorations and

ornaments best adapted to render her the object
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of universal admiration. He permitted lier to

toiieli whatever this sublunary scene p?'esents

that is most attractive and alluring, but to

«jrasp nothing-; and after conducting her to

an eminence whence she could survey all the

glories of empire as her destined possession,

closed her eyes in death.

That such an event should affect us in a

manner very superior to similar calamities which

occur in private life, is agreeable to the order of

nature, and the will of God; nor is the pro-

found sensation it has produced to be considered

as the symbol of courtly adulation. The ca-

tastrophe itself, it is true, apart from its pecu-

liar circumstances, is not a rare occurrence.

Mothers often expire in the ineffectual effort to

give birth to their offspring : both are con-

signed to the same tomb, and the survivor, after

witnessing the wreck of so many hopes and

joys, is left to mourn alone, " refusing to

be comforted, because they are not." There

is no sorrow which imagination can picture,

no sign of anguish which nature agonised

and oppressed can exhibit, no accent of woe,

but what is already familiar to the ear of

fallen, afflicted humanity ; and the roll which

Ezekiel beheld, flying tinough the Heavens,

inscribed within and without, ''with sorrow,
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lamentation and woe," enters, sooner or later,

into every house, and discharges its contents in

every bosom. But in the private departments

of life, the distressing- incidents which occur,

are confined to' a narrow circle. The hope of

an individual is crushed ; the happiness of a

family is destroyed ; but the social system is

unimpaired, and its movements experience no

impediment, and sustain no sensible injury. The
arrow passes through the air, which soon closes

upon it, and all is tranquil. But when the

great lights and ornaments of the world, placed

aloft to conduct its inferior movements, are

extinguished, such an event resembles the apo-

calyptic vial poured into that element which

changes its whole temperature, and is the pre-

sage of fearful commotions, of thunders, light-

nings and tempests.

Independently of the political consequences

which may result from an event which, by

changing the order of succession, involves the

prospects of the nation in obscurity, we are

formed to be peculiarly affected by the spectacle

of prostrate majesty, and fallen greatness. We
are naturally prone to associate with the con-

templation of exalted rank, the idea of supe-

rior felicity. We perceive in persons of that

station, a command over the sources of enjoy-
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inent, a power of gratifying- their inclinations

in a multitude of forms from which others are

preclutled : and as they appear to possess the

means of supplying every want, of obviatin<j

every inconvenience, and of alleviating-, to a

considemble extent, every sorrow incident to

humanity, it is not to be wondered at that we

regard them as the darlings of nature, and the

favorites of fortune. The share they possess of

the bounties and indulgencies of Providence,

is so much beyond the ordinary measure of

allotment, and so large a portion of human art

and industry is exerted in smoothing* their

passage, and strewing flowers in their path,

that we almost necessarily associate ideas of

superior enjoyment with a description of per-

sons, for whose gratification the inferior classes

seem born to toil.

We are so constituted also, that the sight

of felicity, when it is not mixed with envy,

is always connected with pleasing emotions,

^vhether it is considered as possessed by our-

selves or by others ; not excepting even the

animal creation. For who can behold their

harmless pleasures, the wild gambols of their

young-, rioting in the superabundance of life

and excess of pleasure, without experiencing

a momentary exhilaration ? As their enjoy-
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ments are considered too scanty and limited

to excite a feeling- of envy ; so from an

opposite cause, the privileges attached to an

elevated station seldom produce it. Happily for

mankind, the corrosions of that baleful passion

are almost entirely confined to equals, or to

those between whom there exists some pre-

tensions to equality ; who having started from

nearly the same level, have recently distanced

each other, in the chace of distinction, or of

glory. But when the superiority we con-

template has been long possessed, when it is

such as renders competition hopeless, and com-

parison absurd, the feelings of rivalry are su-

perseded by an emotion of respect, and the

spectacle presented of superior felicity, pro-

duces its primary and natural effect. We
dwell with complacency on a system of arrange-

ments so exquisitely adapted apparently to the

production of happiness ; and yield a sort of

involuntary homage to the person in whom

it centres, without appearing to disturb our

pretensions, or interfere vvith our pursuits.

Hence of all factitious distinctions, that of birth

is least exposed to envy ; the thought of aspiring

to an equality in that respect, being instantly

checked by the idea of impossibility. When

we turn our eyes towards the possessors of

distinguished opulence and power, so many
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glilterine^ appendages crowd on the imagi-

nation, productive of agreeable emotion, that

we lose sight of the essential cquahty of the

species, and think less of the persons them-

selves, than of the artilicial splendour which

surrounds them.

That there is some illusion in these senti-

ments, that the balance in respect of real en-

joyment is far from being so decidedly in

favor of the opulent and the great, as they

prompt us to imagine, is an indubitable fact.

Nevertheless, the disposition they create to re-

gard the external appearances of opulence and

power, with respect unmingled with envy, and

to acquiesce with pleasure in the visible superi-

ority they confer, is productive of incalculable

benefit. But for this, the distinctions of

rank, and the privileges and immunities at-

tached to each, on which mach of the tran-

quillity, and all the improvements of society

depend, would fall a prey to an unfeeling ra-

pacity ; the many would hasten to seize on

the exclusive advantages of the few, and

the selfish passions, uncontrolled by a more

refined order of feeling, would break forth

with a fury that would quickly overwhelm the

mounds and fences of legal authority. By

means of the sentiments to which we have ad-
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verted, society exerts a sort of plastic power

over its members, which forms their habits and

inchnations to a cheerful acquiescence in the al-

lotments of Providence, and bestows on the posi-

tive institutions of man, the slabihty of nature.

As the necessary consequence of these sen-

timents, when great reverses befal the higher

orders, the mind experiences a kind of re-

vulsion ; tlie contrast of their present with

their past situation, produces a deeper sym-

pathy than is experienced on other occa-

sions. We measure the height from which

they fell, and calculate the extent of their loss

on a scale proportioned to the value we have

been accustomed to attach to the immunities

and enjoyments, of which it deprives them.

The sight of such elaborate preparations for

happiness rendered abortive, of a majestic

fabric so proudly seated and exquisitely adorned,

suddenly overturned, disturbs the imagination

like a convulsion of nature, and diffuses a

feeling of insecurity and terror, as though

nothing remained on which we could repose

with confidence. Hence the misfortunes of

princes who have survived their greatness, and

terminated a brilliant career by captivity and

deatii, have been selected by poets in every

ao'c, as the basis of those fictions which are
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invented for the purpose of producing- com-

miseration.

To g^uard against these feelings being car-

ried to excess, so as to induce an oblivion

of moral distinction, a sacrifice of principle, a

mean and pusillanimous prostration before

the profligate and the vicious; to urge the

necessity of correcting their aberrations by the

dictates of reason and religion, is foreign to

our purpose. The utility of a class of feel-

ings is not the less certain, for their being-

liable to abuse. Let me rather avail myself

of the awful dispensation before us, to suggest

a warning to the possessors of these envied

distinctions, not to overrate their value, nor con-

fide in their continuance, which at most are

but " the flower of the field," as much distin-

guished by its superior frailty, as by its beauty.

They belong to the
''
fashion of that world

which passeth away ;" they contribute much to

embellish and beautify this transitory abode,

to the ornament of which, the Supreme Being

has shewn himself not inattentive. As the

God of order, whatever tends to secure and

perpetuate it, is the object of his aj)proba-

tion ; nor can we doubt tliat he regards with

complacency that distribution of men into dis-

tinct orders, wliich assimilates the social system
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to that variety which pervades the economy

of nature.

Let their possessors remember, Iiowever, tliat

they must shortly be divested of the brilliant

appendages and splendid ornaments of rank and

station, and enter into a world where they are

unknown ; where they will carry nothing- but

the essential elements of their being, impressed

with those indelible characters which must sus-

tain the scrutiny of Omniscience. These arti-

ficial decorations, be it remembered, are not,

properly speaking, their own : the elevation

to which they belong is momentary ; and as

the merit of an actor is not estimated by the

part which he performs, but solely by the truth

and propriety of his representation, and the

peasant is often applauded where the monarch

is hissed ; so when the great drama of life is

concluded, he who allots its scenes, and de-

termines its period, will take an account of

his servants, and assign to each his punish-

ment or reward, in his proper character. The

existence of a perfect and eternal mind, renders

such an order of things necessary ; for with

whatever skill society may be organised, still

it will make but a faint approximation to our

limited conceptions of justice ; and since there

is an original mind in which these ideas sub-
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sist in their utmost perfection, -whence tlie

finite conception of justice is transcribed, they

must at some period or other be rcahzcd.

That they are not so at present is obvious.

Merit is often depressed, vice exalted ; and with

the best regulations of human wisdom, executed

with the utmost impartiality, malevolence will

ever be armed with the power of inflicting- a

thousand nameless indignities and oppressions,

with perfect impunity. Though the efficacy

of human laws is far more conspicuous in re-

straining and punishing than in rewarding, in

which their resources are extremely limited, it

is only those flagrant offences that disturb the

public tranquillity to which they extend ; while

tiie silent stream of misery issuing from pri-

vate vice, which is incessantly impairing the

foundations of public and individual happiness,

by a secret and invisible sap, remains un-

checked. The gradations even of rank, which

are partly the cause, and partly the effect of

the highest social improvements, are accom-

panied witli so many incidental evils, that

nothing but an enlarged contemplation of their

ultimate tendency and effect, could reconcile

us to the monstrous incongruities and defor-

mities they display ; in wealth which ruins its

possessor, titles wliich dignify the base, and

influence exerted to none but tiie most mis-
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c'.iievous purposes. The cnliohltMicd observer

of human nllairs is often struck ^^ith horror

at the consequences,, incidentally resulting- from

laws and institutions which, on account of

their general utility, command his unfeigned

venei-ation. These are the unequivocal indi-

cations of a fallen state; but since it is also a

state of probation, the irreg-ularities by which

it is distinguished, in tiie frequent exaltation of

the wicked, and the humiliation and depres-

sion of the rig'hteous, are such as furnish tlie

fittest materials for trial, ^^'hat state, let me
ask, is better calculated than the presfent, to

put it to the test, whether we will sutler our-

selves to be swayed by the dictates of reason

or the fascinations of pleasure ; whether we

will allow the future to predominate over the

present, the things that are invisible over those

that are seen, and preferring an eternal re-

compense with God, to the transitory objects

of concupiscence, submit to be controlled by

his will, and led by his Spirit.

Whatever reception these views may meet

with, one thing is certain, that it is inva-

riably the most necessary they should be

inculcated wiiere they are most unwelcome

;

and that if there be any one description of

j)ersons more in danger than another of being
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lulled into H for^etfuluess of tiilure jnospecl^!,

it is to lliein especially the uaniinj^- voice

should be directed, the eternal world un-

veiled. And who but will acknowlcdi^e, that

this danger is especially incident to such as

bask in the smiles of fortune, and possessinj;-

an unlimited command over the sources of

enjoyment, are bound to the world by the

most vivid associations of pleasure and of

hope. "Give me neither poverty nor riches/'

said one of wisest of men, " lest I be full

and deny thee, and say, Who is the Lord ? or

lest I be poor, and steal, and take the name

of God in vain." While riches exempt their

iwssessors from the temptation of meaner vices,

his observation taught him, their peculiar ex-

posure to practical impiety, and to that forget-

fulness of God, which is the root and core

of all our disorders.

J^H them turn their eyes then for a moment

to this illustrious Princess; who while she

lived, concentrated in herself whatever distin-

guishes the higher ordei"s of society, and

may now be considered as addressing ihem

from the tomb.

Born to inherit the mo?t illustiious monaich\

in the world, and united at an eatly peiit<d

H t
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to the object ot her choice, wliose virtues

amply justified lier preference, she enjoyed

(what is not always the privilege of that rank,)

the hig-hest connubial felicity, and had the

prospect of combining all the tmnquil enjoy-

ments of private life, with the splendor of

a royal station. Placed on the summit of so-

ciety, to her every eye was turned, in her

every hope was centred, and nothing was want-

ing to complete her felicity, except perpetuity.

To a grandeur of mind, suited to her illustrious

birth, and lofty destination, she joined an

exquisite taste for the beauties of nature, and

the charms of retirement; where far from the

gaze of the multitude, and the frivolous agi-

tations of fashionable life, she employed her

hours in visiting, with her illustrious consort,

the cottages of the poor, in improving her

virtues, in perfecting her reason, and acquiring

the knowledge best adapted to qualify her

for the possession of power, and the cares of

empire. One thing only was wanting to

render our satisfaction complete, in the pros-

pect of the accession of such a Princess : it

was that she might become the living mother

of children.

The long wished for moment at length

arrived, but alas ! the event anticipated with
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sucli eagerness \vill form tlic most melancholy

page of our History.

It is no reflection on this amiable Princess

to suppose, that in her early dawn, with tiic

" deio of her youth" so fresh upon her, she

anticipated a long series of years, aud ex-

pected to be led through successive scenes of

enchantment, rising above each other in fas-

cination and beauty. It is natural to sup-

pose she identified herself with this great

nation which she was born to govern ; and

that while she contemplated its pre-eminent

lustre in arts and in arms, its commerce en-

circling the globe, its colonies diffused through

both hemispheres, and the beneficial effects of

its institutions extending to the whole earth

;

she considered them as so many component

parts of her grandeur. Her heart, we may

well conceive, would often be ruffled with

emotions of trembling extacy, when she re-

flected that it was her province to live en-

tirely for others, to compose the felicity of a

great people, to move in a sphere which would

afford scope for the exercise of philanthropy

the most enlarged, of wisdom the most en-

lio-htened : and that while others are doomed

to pass Ihrough the world in obscurity, she

was to supply the materials of history, and
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to impart that impulse to society, wliicli was

to decide the destiny of future generations.

Fired with the ambition of equalling or sur-

passing, the most distinguished of her pre-

decessors, she probably did not despair of

reviving the remembrance of the brightest

parts of their story, and of once more attaching

the epoch of British glory to the annals of a

female reign. It is needless to add that the

nation went with her, and probably outstripped

her in these delightful anticipations. We fondly

hoped that a life so inestimable, would be

protracted to a distant period, and that after

diffusing t!ie blessings of a just and enlightened

administration, and being surrounded by a nu-

merous progeny, she would gradually, in a

good old age, sink under the horizon, amidst

the embraces of her family, and the bene-

dictions of her country. But alas ! these

delightful visions are lied, and what do we
behold in their room, but the funereal pall and

shroud, a palace in mourning, a nation in

tears, and the shadow of death settled over

both like a cloud ! O, the unspeakable vanity

of human hopes! the incurable blindness of

man to futurity ! ever doomed to grasp at

shadows, to seize with avidity what turns to

dust and ashes in his hand, " to sow the

wind and reap the t^hirlwind."
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How must tlic heart of the roxal jiareiit be

torn with ang;uish on this occasion : deprived of

a daughter, who combined every quahty suited

to engage his affection, and elevate his hopes

;

an only child, the heir of his throne ; and doomed,

apparently, to behold the sceptre pass from his

posterity into other hands ; his sorrow must

be such as words are inadequate to pourtray.

Nor is it possible to withhold our tender sym-

pathy from the unhappy mother, who in ad-

dition to the wounds she has received by the

loss of her nearest relations, and by still more

trying- vicissitudes, has witnessed the extinction

of her last hope, in the sudden removal of one

in whose bosom she might naturally hope to

depose her griefs, and find a peaceful haven

from the storms of life, and the tossings of

the ocean. But above all, the illustrious

Consort of this lamented Princess, is entitled

to the deepest commiseration. How n»ys-

terious are the ways of Providence, in ren-

dering the ^ virtues of this distinguished per-

sonage, the source of his greatest trials. Ijy

these he merited the distinction to which

monarchs aspired in vain, and by these he

exposed himself to a reverse of fortune, the

severity of which can only be adequately es-

timated by this illustrious mourner. These

virtues, however, will not be permitted to lose
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their reward. They will find it in the grateful

attachment of the British Nation, in the re-

membrance of his having contributed the prin-

cipal share to the happiness of the most amiable

and exalted of women ; and above all, we

humbly hope, when the agitations of time

shall cease, in a re-union with the object of his

attachment, before the presence of Him who

will, " ivipe every tear from the eye."

When Jehovah was pleased to command Isaiah

the prophet to make a public proclamation in

the ears of the people, what was it, think

you, he was ordered to announce ? Was it

some profound secret of nature which had

baffled the inquiries of philosophers, or some

great political convulsion which was to change

the destiny of empires ? No, these are not the

sort of communications most suited to the gran-

deur of his nature, or the exigencies of ours.

" The voice said. Cry ; and he said, What

shall I cry? All flesh is grass, and all the

goodliness thereof is as the flower of the

field. The grass loilhereth, the flower fadeth ;

because the Spirit of the Lord bloioeth upon

it: surely the people is grass. The grass

withereth, the flower fadeth ; hut the loord

of our God shall stand for ever"' liibtead of

<= Isaiah xl. 0, 7, S.
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presenting to our eyes the mutations of power,

and the revolutions of States and Kingdoms;

he exhibits a more awful and affecting spectacle;

the human race itself withering under tlie breatli

of his mouth, perishing under his rebuke

;

while he plants iiis eternal word, which subsists

from generation to generation, in undecaying

vigour, to console our wretchedness, and im-

pregnate the dying mass with the seed of im-

mortality. As the frailty of man, and the per-

petuity of his promises, are the greatest contrast

the universe ])resents, so the practical impres-

sion of this truth, however obvious, is the be-

ginning of wisdom ; nor is there a degree of

moral elevation to which it will not infallibly

conduct us.

The annunciation of life and immortality

by the gospel, did it contain no other truth,

were sufficient to cast all the discoveries of

science into shade, and to reduce the highest

improvements of reason to the comparative

nothingness which the flight of a moment

bears to eternity.

By this discovery, the prospects of human

nature are infinitely widened, the creature of

yesterday becomes the child of eternity ; and

as felicity is not the less valuable in the eye of
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reason because it is remote, nor the misery

Vriiich is certain, less to be deprecated, because

it is not immediately felt/ the care of our future

interests becomes our chief, and properly speak-

ing-, our only concern. All besides will shortly

be nothing ; and therefore when it comes into

competition with these^ it is as the small dust

of the balance.

Is it now any sul)ject of regret, think

you, to this amiable Princess, so suddenly

removed, " that her sun went down while it

icas yet day ;" or that prematurely snatched

from prospects the most brilliant and en-

chanting, she was compelled to close her eyes

so soon on a world, of whose grandeur she

formed so conspicuous a part ? No : other

objects occupy her mind, other thoughts en-

gage her attention, and will continue to en-

gage it for ever. All things with her are

changed ; and viewed from that pure and

ineffable light, for which, we humbly hope,

religion prepared her, the lustre of a diadem

is scarcely visible, majesty emits a feeble and

sickly ray, and all ranks and conditions of men

appear but so many troops of pilgrims in

different garbs, toiling through the same vale

of tears, distinguished only by different degrees

of wretchedness.
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In (lie full fiultioii of ('(crnal joys, slio

is so far from looking- back with lini^ering

regret on what she has quitted, that she is

surprised it had the power of aifecting her

so much ; that she took so deep an interest

in the scenes of this shadowy state of being-,

while so near to an " eternal iceig/U of glory ;"

and as far as memory may be supposed to

contribute to her happiness, by associating

the present with the i)ast, it is not the re-

collection of her illustrious birth, and elevated

prospects, but that she visited the abodes of

the poor, and learned to weep with those that

weep ; that surrounded witii the fascinations of

pleasure, sli€ was not inebriated by its charms,

that she resisted the strongest temptations to

pride, preserved her ears open to truth, was

impatient of the voice of flattery ; in a word,

that she sought and cherished the inspirations

of piety, and ''walked humbli/ icith her God.'"^

This is the fruit which survives, when the flower

withers— the only ornaments and treasures we

can carry into eternity.

^ From the obscurity of the Autlior's situation, he must

be supposed incapable of authenticating these traits in

her character, from his personal knowledge ; but from

the respectable publications in wiiich they are related, he

entertains no doubt of their truth.
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While we look at this event with the eyes

of Ocsh, and survey it in the aspect it bears

towards our national prospects, it appears a most

singular and alTecting catastrophe. But con-

sidered in itself, or more propcily in its re-

lation to a certain, though invisible futurity,

its consequences are but commensurate to

those which result from the removal of the

meanest individual. He whose death is as

little regarded as the fall of a leaf in the forest,

and he whose departure involves a nation in

despair, are in this view of the subject (by

far the most important one,) upon a level.

Before the presence of the great 1 am, into

which they both immediately enter, these dis-

tinctions vanish, and the true statement of

the fact on either supposition is, that an im-

mortal spirit has finished its earthly career ; has

passed the barriers of the invisible world,

to appear before its Maker, in order to re-

ceive that sentence which will fix its irrevo-

cable doom, " according to the deeds done

in the body." On either supposition an event

has taken place, which has no parallel in the

revolutions of time, the consequences of which

have not room to expand themselves within

a narrower sphere, than an endless duration.

An event has occurred, the issues of which

must ever baffle and elude all finite compre-
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heusion, by concealini;- themselves in the deptlis

of that abyss, of that eternity, \vhich is the

dwelling-place of Deity, Avhere there is sufficient

space for the destiny of each among- the innu-

merable millions of the human race to develope

itself, and without interference or confusion, to

sustain and carry forward its separate infinity

of interest.

That there is nothing hyperbolic or extra-

vagant in these conceptions, but that they are

the " true sai/ings of God," you may learn

from almost every page of the sacred oracles.

For what are they, in fact, but a different

mode of announcing the doctrine taught us in

the following words, '' What shall it profit a

man If he should gain the whole world, and lose

his own soul ; or what shall he give in ex-

change for his soul ?"

When it is considered that the doctrine of

a life to come, is ascertained by the advent

of the Messiah, with a degree of evidence so

superior to that which attaches to any other

futurity, that he who refuses to believe it,

on his testimony, would not be persuaded al-

though one rose from the dead, the projDensity

to disregard it, however general, is the tnost

astonishing phenomenon in nature. Man i.<
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naturally a prospective creature, . endowed not

only with a capacity of comparing- the present

with the past, but also of anticipating the

future, and dwelling with anxious rumination

on scenes which are yet remote. He is capable

of carrying his views, of attaching his anxieties

to a period much more distant than that which

measures the limits of his present existence;

capable, we distinctly perceive, of plunging into

the depths of future duration, of identifying

himself with the sentiments and opinions of a

distant age, and of enjoying by anticipation,

the fame of which he is aware he shall never

be conscious, and the praises he shall never

hear. So strongly is he disposed to link his

feelings with futurity, that shadows become re-

alities when contemplated as subsisting there ;

and the phantom of posthumous celebrity, the

faint image of his being, impressed on future

generations, is often preferred to the whole of

his present existence, with all its warm and

vivid realities. The complexion of the day that

is passing over him, is determined by the an-

ticipations of the morrow : the present borrows

its brightness and its gloom from the future,

which presenting itself to his contemplation as

in a mirror, incessantly agitates him with ap-

paritions of terror or delight. In the calcula-

tions of interest, the mind is affected in the
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same manner : it is perpetuity wliicli stamps its

value on whatever we possess, so that the lowest

epicure would prefer a small accession to his

property, to the most exquisite repast; and

none are found so careless of futurity, as not

to prefer the inheritance he may bequeath, to

one of equal value, the title to which expires

with his life.

How is it then that we find it so difficult

to prevail upon men to fix their attention firmly

on another world, that real future existence

which reason assures us is probable, which

revelation teaches us is certain, which is sepa-

rated from us by so narrow a boundary, and

into which thousands of our fellow-creatures

are passing every moment? How is it that the

professed followers of Him especially, who de-

scended from heaven, who came forth from the

Father to conduct us thither, are so indisposed

to turn their thoughts and contemplations to that

unchanging- state of being-, into which they are

so shortly to enter ? It is not, we perceive,

that to move forward is not congenial with our

mental constitution : it is not because we are

so enchanted with the present scene, as to be

incapable of diverting our attention from it
;

for we are continually disquieted by a restless

c 2
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desire of something future : it is not because

we are seldom warned, or reminded of another

state of existence ; for every funeral bell, every

opening grave, every symptom of decay within,

and of change without us, is a separate warning

;

to say nothing of the present most affecting dis-

pensation, which has filled this nation with such

consternation and distress.

Were any other event of far inferior moment,

ascertained by evidence, which made but a

distant approach to that which attests the cer-

tainty of a life to come ; had we equal assu-

rance that after a very limited, though uncer-

tain period, we should be called to migrate

into a distant land, whence we were never to

return, the intelligence would fill every breast

with solicitude ; it would become the theme

of every tongue ; and we should avail ourselves

with the utmost eagerness of all the means of in-

formation respecting the prospects which awaited

us in that unknown country. Much of our

attention would be occupied in preparing for

our departure ; we should cease to consider

the place we now inhabit as our home, and

nothing would be considered as of moment,

but as it bore upon our future destination.

How strange is it then, that with the certainty
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we all possess of shortly entering- into another

world, we avert our eyes as much as possible

from the prospect; that we seldom permit it

to penetrate us ; and that the moment the re-

collection recurs, we hasten to dismiss it, as

an unwelcome intrusion ? Is it not surprising

that the volume we profess to recognise as

the record of immortality, and tiie sole depo-

sitory of whatever information it is possible to

obtain respecting the portion which awaits us,

should be consigned to neglect, and rarely, if

ever, consulted with tlie serious intention of

ascertaining our future condition ?

That a creature formed for an endless du-

ration should be disposed to turn his attention

from that object, and to contract his views and

prospects within a circle which, compared to

eternity, is but a mathematical point, is truly

astonishing ; and as it is impossible to account

for it from the natural constitution of the

mind, it must originate in some great moral

cause. It shews that some strange catastrophe

has befallen the species ; that some deep and

radical malady is inherent in the moral system.

Though philosophers of a certain description

may attempt to explain and justify it on

some ingenious hypothesis, yet in spite of

metaphysical subtleties, the alarming inquiry
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will still return— How is it that the dispo-

sition of mankind is so much at variance with

their prospects ; that no train of reflections

is more unwelcome than that which is con-

nected with their eternal home ? If the change

is considered as a happy one ; if the final abode

to which we are hastening*, is supposed to be

an improvement on the present, why shrink

back from it with aversion ? If it is contem-

plated as a state of suffering, it is natural to

inquire what it is, that has invested it with so

dark and sombre a character.? What is it

which has enveloped that species of futurities

in a gloom which pervades no other? If

the indisposition to realize a life to come, arises

in any measure from a vague presentiment

that it will bring us, so to speak, into a closer

contact with the Deity, by presenting clearer

manifestations of his character and perfections,

(and who can doubt that this is a principal

cause) the proof it affords of a great dete-

rioration in our moral condition is complete.

For who will suppose it possible, a disposition

to hide himself from his Creator should be an

original part of the constitution of a reasonable

creature? Or what more portentous and un-

natural than for him that is formed, to shun

the presence of his Maker, and to place his

felicity in the forgetfulness of him " in ichom
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he lives, and moves, and has his being?"

If he is pained and disquieted whenever he is

forcibly reminded oi' llini, whose power sus-

tains, and whose bounty replenishes the universe

veith whatever is good and fair : if the source

of bein^ and of happiness is the object of

terror, instead of confidence and love, it is

not easy to conceive what can afford a stronger

conviction of guilt, or a more certain presage

of danger.

The conclusion to which we are conducted

is confirmed by inspiration, which assures us

that a great revolution has actually belajlen

the species, and that in consequence of the

entrance of sin into the world, we have in-

curred the forfeiture of the divine favor, and

the loss of the divine image. In this situation

it is not difficult to perceive, that the economy

adapted to our relief, must include two things,

the means of expiating guilt, and ihe means

of moral renovation : in other words, an

atoning sacrifice, and a sanctifying spirit. Both

these objects are accomplished in the advent

of the Saviour, who by presenting himself

as a sin offering, has made ample, satisfaction

to offended justice, and purchased by his merits

the renovating Spirit, which is freely offered

to as many as sincerely seek it. By the

c 4
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former, the obstructions to our happiness aris-

ing- from the divine nature are removed ; by

the latter, the disqualification springing* from

our own. By providing a sacrifice of infinite

value in the person of the Only Begotten, he

has consulted his majesty as the righteous

governor of the world, and has reconciled the

seemingly incompatible claims of justice and of

mercy. By bestowing the Spirit as the fruit

of his mediation and intercession, whose " soul

luas made an offering' for sin," pollution is

purged, and that image of God restored to

sinful creatures, which capacitates them for the

enjoyment of pure and perfect felicity. Thus

every requisite which we can conceive neces-

sary in a restorative dispensation, is found in

the gospel, exhibited with a perspicuity level

to the meanest capacity, combined with such a

depth in the contrivance, and such an exquisite

adaptation to our state and condition, as sur-

passes finite comprehension. This is the sub-

stance of those glad tidings which constitute

the gospel ; to the cordial reception of which,

must all the difference be ascribed, which will

shortly be found between the condition of the

saved and the lost.

Be assured, my christian brethen, it is by

a profound submission of the soul to this
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doctrine, offensive as il may be to the piide

of human virtue, repugnant, as it undoubtedly

is, to the dictates of philosophy, falsely so

called, that v\'e must " acquaint ourselves loith

God, and be at peace.'' When we mention

peace, however, we mean not the stupid se-

curity of a mind that refuses to reflect : we

mean a tranquillity which rests upon an un-

shaken basis, which no anticipations however

remote, no power of reflection however piercing

or profound, no evolutions which time may

disclose or eternity conceal, are capable of im-

pairing ; a peace which is founded on the

oath and promise of him who cannot lie, which

springing from the consciousness of an in-

effable alliance with the Father of Spirits,

makes us to share in his fulness, to become

a partner with him in his eternity ; a repose

pure and serene as the unruffled wave, which

reflects the heavens from its bosom, while it

is accompanied with a feeling of exultation

and triumph, natural to such as are conscious

that ere long, having overcome, they shall

possess all things.

While the prize is so transcendently great,

no unparallelled efforts, no incredible exertions,

are requisite to obtain it: it is placed within

the grasp of every hand. If the great sacrifice
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had not been presented, if the succours of

heaven had not been offered, if the glad tidings

had not been proclaimed, nor life and inunor-

tality brought to light, our condition would

indeed have been deplorable ; and little encou-

ragement should we have had, to engage in

the great work of seeking salvation. But now
" all things are ready," and the chief, or

rather the only pre-requisite, is a child-like

docility, a disposition to derive wisdom from the

fountain of light, strength from the strong, together

with a fixed and immoveable conviction, that the

care of our eternal interests is the grand concern.

Some events, by the established course of

nature, are rendered so certain, that however

important in their consequences, they are not

the proper subjects of deliberation. Their cer-

tainty assumed as a basis in all our calculations

and reasonings, is entitled to great weight in

adjusting the plan of future operation; but

it is with a view to other objects that our

schemes are formed, and our anxiety exerted.

Other events are precluded from deliberation,

by an opposite reason, the perfect conviction that

they will never arrive. Both these are regarded

by wise men as fixed, immoveable points, which

supply motives for submission, but no incentives

to exertion.
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There is another class of futurities, uiiose

existence is not ascertained by immntablc, in-

dependent causes ; they are phiced in some

measure within our reach, are subjected in a

degree to our control ; and are neither so

certain as to produce security, nor so im-

possible or improbable as to occasion des-

pair. These form the motives to human ac-

tivity, and the object of rational pursuit, in

the proper selection of which, and the ap-

plication of means best adapted to their at-

tainment, consists the whole wisdom of man.

The hopes and fears associated with the con-

templation of events of this nature, are the

springs which set mankind in motion ; and while

the frivolous and the dissipated, fix their at-

tention on such as are productive of transient

and momentary impressions, the wise in their

generation select those which are the basis

of permanent interests, such as wealth, power

and reputation ; which, whoever acquires by

a course of strenuous exertion, is applauded,

and extolled as a pattern for universal imi-

tation. Yet what extreme short sightedness

characterises the most prosperous votary of

the world, compared to the humblest can-

didate for immortality! '' This their way is

their folly, though their posterity approve

their sayings." Of the great prizes in human
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life, it is not often the lot of the most en-

terprising" to obtain many : they are placed

on opposite sides of the path, so that it is im-

possible to approach one of them without

proportionably receding from another ; whence

it arises, that the wisest plans are founded on

a compromise between good and evil, where

much that is the object of desire is finally re-

linquished and abandoned, in order to secure

superior advantages. The candidate for im-

mortality is reduced to no such alternative

:

the possession of his object comprehends

all; it combines in itself, without imperfec-

tion, and without alloy, all the scattered por-

tions of good, for which the votaries of the

world are accustomed to contend. Such

also is our constitution, and so little is this

sublunary state adapted to be our rest, that

we are usually more alive to the good we

want, than to that which we possess ; that

rendered delicate by indulgence, rather than

satiated by enjoyment, the slightest check in

the career of onr desires, inflicts a wound

which their gratification in every other par-

ticular, is incapable of healing. Thus the

wretched Haman, in the highest plenitude of

affluence and power, exclaimed, "all this availeth

me nothhig, while Mordecai sits in the gate."

Such is the capricious fastidiousness of the
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pampered with the gifts of fortune, that the

person wliom nothing- has the power of gra-

tifying long, the merest trifle is suflicient to

displease^ and that he is often extremely cha-

grined and disquieted by the absence of that,

whose presence would- scarcely be felt. The

fruition of religious objects, calms and purifies,

as much as it delights ; it strengthens, instead

of enervating the mind, which it fills without

agitating, and by settling it on its proper

basis, diffuses an unspeakable repose through

all its powers.

As the connection between means and ends

is not so indissolubly fixed as to preclude the

possibility of disappointment, and " the battle is

not alioays to the strong, nor the race to the

swift, nor riches to men of understanding,"

the votary of the world is never secure of his

object, which fiequently mocks his pursuit, by

vanishing at the moment when he is just on

the point of seizing it. He often possesses not

even the privilege of failing with impunity, and

has no medium left between complete success

and infallible destruction. In the struggles of

ambition^ in violent competitions for power

or for glory, how slender the partition betwixt

the widest extremes of fortune, and how few
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the steps, and apparently slight tiie circum-

stances which sever the throne from the prison,

the palace from the tomb. " So Tihni died,"

says the sacred historian with inimitable sim-

plicity, "and Omri reigned" He who makes

the care of his eternal interests his chief pursuit,

is exposed to no such perils and vicissitudes.

His hopes will be infallibly crowned with success.

The soil on which he bestows his labor will

infinitely more than recompense his care ; and

however disproportioned the extent and du-

ration of his efforts to the magnitude of their

object, however insufficient to secure it by

their intrinsic vigour, the faithfulness of God
is pledged to bring- them to a prosperous issue.

" Ask," said our Lord, " and ye shall receive,

seek and ye shall find, knock and it shall be

opened unto you. For whosoever asketh re-

ceiveth, and ichosoever seeketh Jindeth, and

whosoever knocketh, to him it shall be opened"

The pursuit of salvation is the only enterprize,

in which no one fails from weakness, none from

an invincible ignorance of futurity, none from

the sudden vicissitudes of fortune, ag-ainst which

there exists no etlectual security, none from

those occasional eclipses of knowledge and fits

of inadvertence, to which the most acute and

wakeful intellect is exposed. How suitable is

it to the character of the Beins: who reveals
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himself by tlie name of Love, to render tlie

object which is alone worthy of being; aspired

to with ardor, the only one to whicli all may,

without presumption, aspire; and while he con-

ceals thrones and sceptres in the shadow of

his hand, and bestows them where he pleases,

with a mysterious and uncontrolable sovereignty,

on opening the springs of eternal felicity, to

proclaim to the utmost bounds of the earth,

" Let him that is athirst come ; and whosoever

will, let him partake of the water of life freely."

But the impotence of the world never ap-

pears more conspicuous than when it has ex-

hausted its powers in the gratification of its

votaries, by placing them in a situation, which

leaves them nothing further to hope. It frus-

trates the sanguine expectations of its admi-

rers as much by what it bestows, as by what

it withholds, and reserves its severest disap-

pointment for the season of possession. The

agitation, the uncertainty, the varied emotions

of hope and fear whicii accomjjany the pur-

suit of worldly objects, create a powerful in-

terest, and maintain a brisk and wholesome

circulation ; but when the pursuit is over,

unless some other is substituted in its place,

satiety succeeds to enjoyment, and pleasures

cease to please. Tired of treading the same
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circle, of beholdin*;- the same spectacles, of

frequenting; the same amusements, and repeating-

the same follies, with nothing to awaken sen-

sibility, or to stimulate to action, the minion

of fortune is exposed to an insuperable langour

;

he sinks under an insupportable weight of ease,

and falls a victim to incurable dejection and

despondency. Religion, by presenting ob-

jects ever interesting and ever new, by be-

stowing much, by promising more, and dila-

ting the heart with the expectation of a cer-

tain indefinite good, clearly ascertained, though

indistinctly seen ; the pledge and earnest of

which is far more delightful than all that irre-

legious men possess, is the only effectual anti-

dote to this evil. " He that drinketh of this

water shall never thirst." The vanity which

adheres to the world in every form, when its

pleasures and occupations are regarded as

ultimate objects, is at once corrected when

they are viewed in connection with a boundless

futurity ; and whatever may be their intrinsic

value, they rise into dignity and importance

when considered as the seed of a future harvest,

as the path which, however obscure, leads to

honor and immortality, as t!)e province of

labor allotted us, in order to '' icork out

our salvaiiou with fear and trembling" No-

thin"- is little which is related to- such a
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system: nothing vain or frivolous which has the

remotest influence on such prospects. Consi-

dered as a state of probation, our present con-

dition loses all its inherent meanness ; it derives

a moral grandeur even from the shortness of

its duration, when viewed as a contest for an

immortal crowB, in which the candidates are

exhibited on a theatre, a spectacle to beings of

the highest order, who conscious of the tre-

mendous importance of the issue, of the mag-

nitude of the interest at stake, survey the com-

batants from on high, with benevolent and

trembling solicitude.

Finally, we are made for the enjoyment of

eternal blessedness ; it is our high calling and

destination ; and not to pursue it with diligence,

is to be guilty of the blackest ingratitude to

the Author of our being, as well as the greatest

cruelty to ourselves. To fail of such an object,

to defeat the end of our existence, and in con-

sequence of neglecting the great salvation, to

sink at last under the frown of the Almighty,

is a calamity which words were not invented

to express, nor finite minds formed to grasp.

Eternity, it is surely not necessary to remind

you, invests every state, whether of bliss or of

suffering, with a mysterious and awful impor-

tance entirely its own, and is the only pro-
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perty in the creation which gives that weight

and moment to whatever it attaches, compared

to which all sublunary joys and sorrows, all

interests which know a period, fade into the

most contemptible insignificance. In appreci-

ating every other object, it is easy to exceed the

proper estimate ; and even of the distressing

event which has so recently occurred, the feeling

which many of us possess, is probably adequate

to the occasion. The nation has certainly not

been wanting in the proper expression of its

poignant regret at the sudden removal of this

most lamented Princess, nor of their sympathy

with the royal family, deprived by this visi-

tation of its brightest ornament. Sorrow is

painted in every countenance, the pursuits of

business and of pleasure have been suspended,

and the kingdom is covered with the signals

of distress. But what, my brethren, if it be

lawful to indulge such a thought, what would

be the funeral obsequies of a lost soul ? Where
shall we find the tears fit to be wept at such

a spectacle? or could we realize the calamity

in all its extent, what tokens of commiseration

and concern would be deemed equal to the

occasion? Would it suffice foT the sun to veil

his light, and the moon her brightness ; to cover

the ocean with mourning, and the heavens with
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sackcloth? or were the whole tabric ol' nature

to become animated and vocal, would it. be pos-

sible for her to utter a groan too deep, or a cry

too piercing, to express the magnitude and extent

of such a catastrophe?

But it is time to draw the veil over this heart-

withering prospect, remembering only " what

manner of persons we ought to be" who are

walking on the brink of such an eternity, and

possess no assurance but that the next moment

will convey us to the regions of happiness or

of despair. Impressed habitually with this solemn

recollection, we shall " rejoice as those who

rejoice not, ice shall iceep as those who weep

not, we shall use the world as not abusing

it, remembering that the end of all things is

at hand."

It is scarcely to be supposed that so remark-

able an example of the frailty and uncertainty

of life, as the recent providence has displayed,

has failed of impressing serious reflection on

the minds of multitudes : it is difficult to con-

ceive of that degree of insensibility which could

totally resist such a warning. But there is

reason to fear that in a great majority of in-

stances, it has produced no salutary fruit, and

will leave them after a very short period, as

1) 2
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careless and unconcerned about a preparation

for an hereafter as before ; like the unthinking;

feathered tribe, who when one of the number

falls by the hand of the fowler, are scared for

a moment, and fly from the fatal spot with

screams of horror; but quickly recovering

their confidence, alight again on the same

place, and expose themselves to the same danger.

Thus many whose gaiety has been eclipsed,

and whose thoughtless career of irreligion and

dissipation has experienced a momentary check,

will doubtless soon return with eager impe-

tuosity, to the same course, as '' the horse

rusheth into the battle." The same amuse-

ments will enchant, the same society corrupt,

and the same temptations ensnare them ; with

this very important difference, that the effort

necessary to surmount the present impression,

will superinduce a fresh degree of obduration,

by which they will become more completely

accoutred in the panoply of darkness. The

next visitation, though it may be in some

respects more affecting, because more near,

will probably impress them less: and as death

has penetrated the palace in vain, though it

should even come up into their chamber and

take away the delight of their eyes at a stroke,

they will be less religiously moved.
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What may \vc suppose is the reason of this ;

why are so many impressed, and so few pro-

fited ? It is unquestionably because they are

not obedient to the first suggestion of con-

science. What that suggestion is, it may not

be easy precisely to determine ; but it cer-

tainly is not to make haste to efface the im-

pression by frivolous amusement, by gay so-

ciety, by entertaining reading, or even by

secular employment : it is probably to medi-

tate and pray. Let the first whisper, be it

what it may, of the internal monitor, be listened

to as an oracle, as the still small voice which

Elijah heard, when he wrapped his face in a

mantle, recognising it to be the voice of God.

Be assured it w ill not mislead you ; it will

conduct you one step at least towards happi-

ness and truth, and by a prompt and punctual

compliance with it, you will be prepared to

receive ampler communications and superior

light. If after a serious retrospect of your

past lives, of the objects you have pursued, and

the principles which have determined your con-

duct, they appear to be such as will ill sustain

the scrutiny of a dying hour, dare to be faith-

ful to yourselves, and shun with horror that cruel

treachery to your best interests, which would

impel you to sacrifice the happiness of eternity,

to the quiet of a mon»ent. Let the light of

D 3



truth, which is the light of iieaven, however

painful for the present, be admitted in its full

•force; and whatever secrets it may discover

" in the chambers of imageri/," while it unveils

''still greater and greater abominations," shrink

not from the view, but intreat rather tiie

assistance of him whose prerogative it is to

search the heart and to try the reins, to render

the investigation more profound and impartial.

The sight of a penitent on his knees, is a spec-

tacle which moves heaven ; and the compas-

sionate Redeemer, who when he beheld Saul in

that situation, exclaimed, " Behold, he prayeth,"

will not be slow or reluctant to strengthen

you by his might, and console you by his

Spirit. When a " neic and living way" is

opened "' into the holiest of all," by the blood

of Jesus, not to avail ourselves of it, not to

arise and go to our Father, but to prefer re-

maining at a guilty distance, encompassed with

famine, to the rich and everlasting provisions

of his house, v,'i\\ be a source of insupportable

anguish when we shall see Abraham, Isaac,

and Jacob, enter into the kingdom of God, and

ourselves shut out. You are probably not

aware of what importance it is to improve these

sacred visitations; have nut considered that

they form a crisis, which if often neglected will

never return. It is impossible too often to in-



culcate the fiiomenlous truth, that the character

is not formed by passive impressions, but by

voluntary actions ; and that we shall be judged

hereafter, not by what we have felt, but by

what we have done.

You will perceive, my brethren, that I have

confined my attention in this discourse to

such reflections as we would wish every in-

dividual to indulge, in the contemplation of

this great national calamity, without advert-

ing to its aspect on the political prospects

and interests of the country. The discus-

sion of the subject in that view of it, is

equally unsuited to my province, and to my

talents. I leave it to politicians to investi-

gate the efiects it is likely to produce on the

prosperity of the British Empire ; esteeming

myself sufficiently happy if I may be the

humble instrument of fixing your attention

on subjects best fitted to prepare you for

" a kingdom which cannot be moved ;" being-

convinced, as you may infer from my con-

stant practice, that this is neither the place

nor the season for political ditcussion, an^

that tiie teachers of religion are called to a

nobler- occupation, than to subserve the in-

terests of party, or fan the ilames of public

dissention. In perfect consistence with this

D 4
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observation, permit nie to remark that it ap-

pears to me highly presumptuous to attempt

to scan the secret purpose of the Deity,

in this dispensation, by assigning it to specific

moral causes. " His zvai/s are in the great

deep : his paths past finding out." That it

ought to be considered as a signal rebuke and

chastise mentj designed to bring our sins to

remembrance, there is no doubt ; but to at-

tempt to specify the particular crimes and de-

linquencies which have drawn down this vi-

sitation, is inconsistent with the modesty which

ought to accompany all inquiries into the mys-

teries of Providence : and especially repug-

nant to the spirit which this most solemn and

affecting event should inspire. At a time

when every creature ought to tremble under

the judgments of God, it ill becomes us

to indulge in reciprocal recrimination ; and

when " the whole head is sick, and the whole

heart is faint," it is not for tlie members to

usurp the seat of judgment, by hurling mutual

accusations and reproachei against each other.

Are there not sufficient provocations to be

found in all ranks and classes, from the lowest

to the highest, to justify and account for these

and still greater severities ? or is it necessary to

look farther for a vindication of the equity of the

divine proceeding, (hali in the open impiety
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and profaneness, the peijury and injustice, the

profanation of the sabbath, and contempt of

sacred things, the profligacy of the lower,

and the irreligion and impurity of the liigher

orders, which, notwithstanding the multitude

of splendid exceptions, still form the national

character ?

That we are a people severely scourged and

corrected, none will deny ; but that we have

" turned to him that smiteth us," it would be

presumption to assert. Yet if any people were

ever more forcibly reminded of the interposition

of Providence than another, it is certain we
are that people ; having been conducted through

the most intricate and mysterious paths, in

such a manner, as totally to confound the

wisdom of the wise, and the understanding of

the prudent, both in our adverse and pros-

perous fortunes. Preserved amidst the wreck

of nations, and the hurricane of revolution,

which swept for twenty years over the face

of Europe, with ruin and desolation in its train,

we have not only been permitted to maintain

our soil unviolated, and our independence

unimpaired, but have come forth from a con-

test of unparallelled difficulty and extent, with

a more splendid reputation, and in a more

commanding attitude, than we possessed at any
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former period. Our successes, both by sea

and land, have been so brilhant and de-

cisive, that it is not easy to determine whether

we have acquired most glory as a military,

or a maritime power ; while our achieve-

ments, on each element, have been such, as

to distance all competition. A profound peace

has at length succeeded to a scene of hos-

tilities, which for the fourth part of a century

covered the earth with armies, shook every

kingdom to its basis, and ravaged and depopu-

lated the fairest portion of the globe. But

what has been the issue? We have- retired

from the combat, successful indeed beyond our

most sanguine expectations, but bleeding, breath-

less, exhausted ; with symptoms of internal

weakness and decay, from which if we ever

entirely recover, it must be when the present

generation has disappeared from the earth.

When was it ever known before, that peace

was more destructive than war ; that a people

were more impoverished by their victories than

their defeats; and that the epoch of their glory

was the epoch of their sufferings? Peace,

instead of being the nurse of industry, and the

harbinger of plenty, as the experience of ages

had taught us to expect, has brought poverty,

discontent, and distress in her train ; inflicting

all the privations of a state of hostility, without
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its hopes; and all tlie miseries of war, \vithoiit

its splendor. What but an Omnipotent hand

could have infused such venom into the greatest

of blessing-s, as utterly to transform its nature,

and cause it to produce some of tlie worst

effects of a curse ?

While we were engaged in the fearful

struggle which has at length been so success-

fully terminated, it pleased the great Ruler of

nations to visit our aged, beloved, and revered

Monarch, with one of the most dreadful cala-

mities incident to human nature; the pressure

of which still continues, we fear, with unabated

severity. While we are deeply moved at the

awful spectacle of majesty laboring under a

permanent and hopeless eclipse, we are consoled

with the reflection that he walked in the light,

while he possessed the liglit ; that as long as

the exercise of reason was continued, he com-

muned with fc.ernal truth ; and that from the

shades which now envelope him, he will at no

very distant period emerge into t!ie brightness

of celestial vision.

Though it may be difficult to conceive of

a series of events more likely to awe the mind

to a sense of the power and presence of the

Deity, than those we have witnessed, he has
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thought fit to address us once more^ if not

in louder, yet in more solemn and affecting

accents. An unexampled depopulation of the

species by the sword, had indeed nearly ren-

dered death the most familiar of all spec-

tacles, and left few families unbereaved ; but

neither the narrative of battles, nor the sight

of carnage, are best suited to inculcate the

lessons of mortality ; nor are the moral features

of that last enemy ever less distinctly dis-

cerned, than in the moments when he is most

busy ; nor on those fields of slaughter, where

he appears the principal agent. The '' pomp

and circumstance of war," the tumultuous emo-

tions of the combatants, and the eager anxiety

of the contending parties, attentive to the im-

portant political consequences attached to vic-

tory and defeat, absorb every other impression,

and obstruct the entrance of serious and pensive

reflection.

How different the example of mortality pre-

sented on the present occasion ! Without the

slightest warning, without the opportunity of

a moment's immediate preparation, in the midst

of the deepest tranquillity, at midnight, a voice

was heard in the palace, not of singing men

and singing women, not of revelry and mirtli,

but the cry, " Behold, the Bridegroojn comelh."
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The mother, in tlie bloom of youth, spared

just long enough to hear the tidings of her

infant's death, almost immedialel}', as if sum-

moned by his spirit, follows him into eternity.

" It is a night much to be remembered."

Who foretold this event, who conjectured it,

who detected at a distance the faintest pre-

sage of its approach, which when it arrived,

mocked the efforts of human skill, as much by

their incapacity to prevent, as their inability

to foresee it? Unmoved by the tears of conjugal

affection, unawed by the presence of gran-

deur, and the prerogatives of power, inexomble

death hastened to execute his stern commission,

leaving nothing to royalty itself, but to retire

and weep. Who can fail to discern on this

awful occasion, the hand of him who " bringeth

princes to nothing, who maketh the judges of

the earth as vanity ; who says, they shall not

he planted ; yea, they shall not be sown ; yea,

their stock shall not take root in the earth ; and

he shall blow upon them, and they shall wither,

and the whirlwind shall take them away as

stubble ?

" It is belter," says Solomon, " to go to

the house of mourning, than to the house of

feasting, for that is the end of all men, and
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the living will lay it to heart:' While there

are i'evv who are not, at some season or other,

conducted to that house, a nation enters it on

the present visitation, there to learn, in the

sudden extinction of the heiress of her mo-

narchy, the vanity of all but what relates to

eternity, and the absolute necessity of having

our " loins girt, our lamps burning, and our-

selves as those who are looking for the coming

of the Bridegroom."

We presume there are none who can survey

this signal interposition of Providence with in-

difference, or refrain from " laying it to heart."

No, illustrious Princess, it will be long ere

the name of Charlotte Augusta is mentioned

by Britons without tears : remote posterity

also, which shall peruse thy melancholy story,

will " lay it to heart," and will be tempted

to ask, why no milder expedient could suffice

to correct our levity, and make us mindful of

our latter end ; while they look back with

tender pity on the amiable victim, who seems

to have been destined by the inscrutable

wisdom of Providence to warn and edify that

people by her death, which she was not per-

mitted, to the extent of her ambition, to benefit

by her life

!
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Should her lamented and untimely end, be

the means of giving that religious impulse to

the public mind, which shall turn us to righ-

teousness, the benefits she will have conferred

upon her country, in both worlds, will more

than equal the glories of the most prosperous

and extended reign.

THE END.

COUBE, PRINTER, LEICESTER.
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